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PREFACE
"School desegregation is accomplished, now letls get on with the
job of educating the children," a superintendent remarked. This study
has tried to document and analyze the process of desegregation in
Mississippi with the hope that it will facilitate "getting on with the
job of educating the children. 11
This publication is a reproduction of the substantive section of
the final report of a research project funded by a regional research
grant from the U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare (Project No. 0-0-056) and conducted under the auspicies
of the Social Science Research Center of Mississippi State University.
In essence it constitutes the authorls doctoral dissertation which was
directed by Research Professor Harold F. Kaufman.
I am deeply indebted to the many who have made contributions to
this finished product. These have been thanked by name in my dissertation; therefore, I shall refrain from repeating these names here.
James M. Palmer
State College, Mississippi
August, 1971

The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant
to a grant from the U.S. Office of Education, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. The opinions expressed herein,
however ,' do not necessari ly reflect the position or pol icy of
the U.S. Office of Education, and no official endorsement by
the U.S. Office of Education should be inferred .
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Strategies Toward Equal ity
While the famous "Brown" decision of the Supreme Court in 1954 and
the Civil Rights Acts a decade later have done much to guarantee the Negro
his rights, the securing of those privileges the rights guaranteed has
been hard won by strategies of the Negro people who have pressed for them
in community after community. Sometimes with the aid of the law, sometimes
without it and often in violation of it, they have pressed forward seeking
new status and a new social order based on equality.
Voter registrat1 0n has been a major strategy for the attainment of
those rights and privileges. But many Southern Negroes are stil I not
registered and this process seems all too slow to the more mil itant.
But rides, marches, sit-ins, I ie-ins, kneel-ins, boycotts, pickets
are among the many strategies employed. The desegregation of transportation systems, hotels, motels, eating establ ishments and other facilities,
while having symbolic value, has left white-black interaction patterns
virtually unchanged, particularly in the rural areas and small towns
(Rustin, 1965:25). In the South 41.6 percent of the Negroes live in the
rural area and in Mississippi, the focus of this particular study, 68
percent are rural (u.S. Bureau of Census, 1961: 617,666). Until 1968
racial integration had to a large degree been something rural folk were
acquainted with only via the mass media.
Publ ic school desegregation, moving since 1954 at a pace which was
indeed "deliberate," began to move at an accelerated speed after 1968.
Today a large percent of the school districts of the South have some
degree of desegregation. In Mississippi all 150 school districts are in
essence desegregated. Desegregation is in fact a reality now, even in the
rural areas.
This strategy, which could hardly have been affected on the local
level without federal intervention, has perhaps done more to alter the
interaction patterns of the South than all the other strategies combined.
Negro abolitionist Frederick Douglass argued this point as early as 1859,
viewing the integration of the races in the schools as more important to
the Negro's cause than suffrage. He based his argument on the prolonged
contact of a large number of Negro and white children on equal terms who
later become the "people of the state" (Weinberg, 1964:4).
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. Studi es re !ev~nt to this thesis might be classified into those studies
w hl~h ar e descrIptIve of the degree of desegregation, those that deal with

School De segregation, Consequences
The pursuit of equality by way of the desegregation of the publ ic
schools has not been without problems. Conflict, violence and property
damage have occurred. Long and repeated litigation accompanied by both
devious resistance and blatant defiance became commonplace. The
strengthening of states-rights sentiments and the emergence of third
parties tended to bring shifts in the balance of power in the two
national parties. Public education has been disrupted. In many areas
whites have fled the public schools and private schools have developed.
Southern schools have been desegregated. Many are optimistic over
the outcome. Others shake their heads in hopeless dispair. Many whites
are coming to accept it (Alston and Knapp, 1971:11-14), many blacks are
beginning to question its value (Solomon, 1970:131-147). Little really
is known and perhaps it is too early to tell what the results will be.
One can, however, look at the process of desegregation itself. This is
what this study attempts to do.
Rev iew of Literature
Scope and Limitations
Meyer Weinberg in 1967 (1967b) published a bibliography on school
integration which contained 3,100 references . This was revised in 1970
to include 10,000 references and is by no means exhaustive. This illustrates
the extensiveness of desegregation literature. Not all of the studies are
of the same degree of value, nor are all of them relevant to the present
study.
Only by I imiting the I iterature to that which treated the process of
school desegregation and factors related to that process was it possible
to handle such a plethora of material. More specifically the I imitation
on the related factors were such that only factors which could be
classified as either school or community variables would be considered.
This I imitation grew out of the research problem which will be stated
later.

reslstan~ e to desegregation, and those that attempt to understand the
process Itself. Most of the data used in these studies are either h · hi
general :tat~ or regional level data or are I imited to a single or a'~ewy
se lect dI s trIcts which are better characterized as case studies.

A numb e r of ~uthors have attempted to assess the research done on
school.d:s egr egatlon. Suchman and Will iams (1958) attempted to set forth
prop?sl~lons and suggestions for research. Coleman (1960) synthesized the
predl~tlons of social scientists made during the period of 1950 to 1955
~:Iatl~e to the desegregation process. Rossi (1964) pointed to new
,:ect,ons for race relations research in the decade of the sixties
~elnberg (1965) re~iewed the research on school desegregation. He ~Iso
t~~~Pte? an appraIsal of desegregation research in 1968 and revised his
p~ Icatlon in 1970. A more general review was attempted in 1968 by
YInger (1968) that covered minority and race relation studies
Wh·1
t~~s e revi ews include a wide range of studies no indication of any's~ate1~6) su~vey.of th e desegregation process was included. Both Rossi (1964.
.
an We Inberg (1970: I) lament the fact that research has not ke t u .
WIth th e pace of desegregation.
p
p
De scriptive Studies ·
Two benchmark studies are E ualit

of Educational 0

~~., 1966) and Racial Isolation in the Public Schools USC

(

.Co~eman,

C" . I R· h
I 6)
.
.• omm I ss Ion
n ~VI
Ig ts, 9 7a. Other studies of a fact finding variety include
stud,es by th: S?uthern ~ducation Reporting Service (1967); Le eson (1970).
and U.S. CommIssIon on C,vil Rights (1967b). Other descriptiv
t d.
'
tended to be SUbjective or historical (Caliver, 1956 ; Shoemake; sl~5~~s
Mo reland, 1963; Muse, 1964; Sarratt, 1966; Seeley, 1967· Havinghurst '
196 7; Mack, 1968; and Winn, 1970).
"

o

A rather. large body of literature has developed around the resistance
to desegregatIon and may be classified as basically descriptive studies
Amon~ these are studies by Fleming (1956); Muse (1956)· Nabrit (1956) . .
MartIn (1957); Harlan (1958) ; Vander Zanden (1958)· Ga~es (1964)·
d'
Powledge
(1967) . A num b er 0 f stu d·les on thIS
.
' are analytical·
,an
.
topic
deSIgn; these are listed below.
In

Nature of Relevant Studies
A large proportion of the literature deals with the effects of
desegregation upon the acheivements and aspirations of school children.
However, only a few studies deal with the process of desegregation and
fewer still locate t hat process within a community context. Where the
dependent variable is desegregation, as it is in this study, the researchers
generally operationalized it in terms of whether their unit of analysis
did or did not have Negro and white children attending school together.
If only one Negro child attended a white school it was considered desegregated. This simple measure pervades the literature.

Analytical studies
. ~nalytical studies may be divided into two types: theoretical and
emp~rlcal . While no theory of school desegregation has been advanced a
~um e r of theoreti~al approaches have been suggested. Yinger (1968)
B~~~:~s (~9~~)ther WIde. range of interpretations of the !ntegrating process.
F.
and Tumln (1966) both suggest a process Interpretation
Cra7,er (1962) writes with an interactionist approach, while Crain (i969)
raIn and Street (1966), Kimbrough (1964) and Bendiner (1969) see
'
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desegregation from the standpoint of political power. The bulk of the
analytical studies ar e empirical with little effort made toward orienting
th e study to a body of th eory.
A number of different independent variables emerge from the 1 iterature
with many diff e rent measures of these variables. Some of the more important
measur es are 1 if ted up along with the findings.
Rac e seems to be th e most important variable related to the desegregation process . Allport (1958:227) had noted that prejudice ~as positi~ely
relat ed to the relative densi t y of the minority group popul~tlon. Earl ~er
Ke y (1949:5) had declared that density of the Negro population was a.maJor
factor in white supremacy. Hauser (1966:71) asserts that not only size
but th e rat e of growth, the distribution and composition of the Negro
population in f luence integration. Vanfossen (1968:40) found ~he per~ent
nonwhite of th e population to be more highly correlated negatively w~th th e
degre e of int e gration than any other variable used (r = -.7 8 ): Flnd~ngs
r e lative to the pe rcent Negro of the population appeared consistent In all
of th e other studies examined, for example: Will iams and Ryan (1954),
Blalock (1957), Heer (1959), Pettigrew (1965), U. S. ~ommission.on Civil
Rights (1967a), and Harris (1968). Only one study raised ques~lons
.
re lative to th e impo rtance of the percent Negro of the population. LewIs
and Hi 11 (1956 : 116) maintain that there are Ittoo many exceptions" for th e
measur e to be reliable. It is, they contend, "but one of many factors
whos e we ights vary from situation to situation as they appear in different
combinations.lt In addition to percent Negro, Williams and Ryan. (195 4 )
saw the presence of other Ilminoritytl racial or cultural groups In an area
as facil itating the desegregation process.
A number of other demographic and ecological factors have been related
to desegr e gation (Frazier, 1962; Rossi, 1964; Hauser, 1966). T~min (1958:
55) exam i ned age of individuals as a factor and concluded that It was
"inconsequential as a factor in attitudes toward Negroes." Using a measure
of the number of children he found that "childlessness and a large number
of children (four or more) seem to be related positively to resistance
to desegregation" (1958:79). However, he felt that.education, ~ccupat~on
and income were more important. Size of the community was considered In
one study as second in importance to percent Negro in term: o~ the am~u~t
of change necessary to accomplish desegregation (U.S. Commission on CIvil
Rights, 1967a: 140). The larger the community the greater the chang~.
Pettigrew (1957:683), Tumin (1958:75), Bullock (1959:207), and Pettigrew
and Crame r (1959:61) all found urbanism to be positively related to
favorabl e attitudes toward Negroes and/or the desegregation process:
However, Tumin (1958:78) concluded that industrialization, a concomitant
process of urbanization, or rather exposure to it, was not worth further
examination.
Socioeconomic characteristics of the population have also come under
scrutiny. Tumin (1958:63) and Vanfossen (1968:42) found income or wealth
to be positively related to the attitude toward Negroes and~or the d~gree
of desegregation. Vanfossen (1968 : 43) also fou~d th~t the correl~tlon
between integration and median i ncome for nonwhites IS a~ong the h~ghest
found ... of all the variables measured . 11 When sh~ examln~d nonwhite
income as a percentage of white income related to Integration the

corre lat i on was greatly increased. Heer (1959:592) had also observed
this r e lationship. This is in line with Allportts (1958:226) conclusion
that an ex ploitative advantage tends to make for prejudice. Tumin (1958:
70) found th e prestige of occupations to be positively related to favorable
attitudes toward the Negro. Occupation has tended to be treated more as
a depend ent variable than as an ind ependent one. It is found to be highly
r e lated to education and pe rcent Negro (Turner, 1953:51; Blalock, 1957:
679). Allport (1958:233) listed ignorance as one of the causes of prejudice . Tumin (1958:55) discovered a positive relationship between degree
of education and a more favorable attitude toward Negroes. However,
Vanfoss e n (1958:42) found no significant relationship between the degree
of int egration and the median years of schooling for whites.
Religion was examined by only one researcher located in the review.
Tumin (1958:66) demonstrated that any relationship between reI igion and
desegregation was ambiguous if it existed.
Ros s i (1964 : 129) concluded that
their pol itical composition and that
community approached desegregation.
been largely overlooked in empirical

communities differed according to
this would be one factor in how that
However, this measure seems to have
studies.

A numb e r of psychological and cultural measures were employed.
Allpojt (1958 : 233) suggested the role that legend and tradition would
play in de veloping and reinforcing prejudice. Pettigrew (1957:683) and
Vanfossen (1968:40-41) suggest that a sense of threat may be the underlying
variable related to a high density of Negroes in the population. Weyand
Corey (1959: 19-20) suggest that desegregation progresses according to the
understanding of the majority group as to how desegregation will benefit
them. Glenn (1970:420) views the threat of the loss of publ ic schools
as sufficient to bring whites to accept desegregation. Attitudes toward
the schools and school leadership were seen as important by Williams and
Ryan (1954:239-240).
What appears strange is that little research has been done on
characteristics of the schools themselves. The so called "Coleman Report"
(Coleman, et al. , 1966) and U. S. Commission on Civi I Rightsl study,
Racial Isolation in the Public Schools (1967a), tapped a number of school
characteristics. However, these variables were related to pupil achievement rather than to the desegregation process. Williams and Ryan (1954:
239-240) suggest that organization and financing of the school system
will be related to desegregation. No empirical studies .were found that
employed these types of variables. Variables related to the school in
t hat they bridged school and community have received more attention. The
roles of school leadership, superintendents, trustees, principals, and
teach e rs were seen as being important to the desegregation process by
Crain and Street (1966:67), Ernatt (1966:17), and Winn (1970:5). Fisher
(1966:501) saw the concept of the neighborhood school when held by a
community as a deterrent to desegregation.
A rath e r wide range of community characteristics have been employed
in th e study of the desegregation process in addition to those mentioned
abov e . The type of leadership roles exerted by officials and other
in f lu entials in both the local community and at the state level appeared
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to be crucial (Williams and Ryan, 1954:239-240; Blumer, 1956:142; Weyand
Corey, 1959:44; Rossi, 1964: 129; Dent1ez, 1966:476; u.s. Commission on
Civil Rights, 1967a:154).
Related to the above is the presence of organized group actions.
Where local groups were able to unite, however loosely, in an ef:or~ to
bring about desegregation, the process seems to have been less difficult
according to the following authors: Williams and Ryan (1954:239-240), Wey
and Corey (1959:3-7), and Winn (1970:5). Likewise where ?pposition gr?ups
also united chances of conflict were increased and delay In desegregation
was maximized.
Willaims and Ryan (1954:239-240) along with Weyand Corey (1959: 17)
contend that where a community had undergone prior desegregation experiences
the process of desegregating the schools was facilitated. The process
is also faci1 itated when all the schools in a district are desegregated
and adjacent districts are 1 ikewise desegregated at the same time (U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, 1967a:154).
Communication between the school and the community, between community
groups and especially between the races was seen as important in a number
of studies (Wi 11iams and Ryan, 1954:239-240; Weyand Corey, 1959:3-7; U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, 1967a: 154; Winn, 1970:5). Allport (195~:23~)
had earl ier pointed out the relationship between barriers to communl~atlon
and prejudice. Related to communication is the role of the mass med~a.
Tumin (1958:60) found that lithe greater the exposure to the mass media the
more favorable the attitude th the Negro.JJ Several studies, among them
Weyand Corey (1959:36-42) and Winn (1970:5), .saw the role of the press
as being highly significant in the desegregation process.
Theoretical Orientation
Lack of Theoretical Orientation
As was mentioned earl ier most of the studies reviewed did not attempt
to related school desegregation to any general theory. Vanfossen (1968:
39-40) sets forth nine theoretical positions which had bee~ ~mp10yed by
other writers. These are in essence 1 itt1e more than specific hypotheses:
Perhaps the fullest arti~u1ation of a theoretical position is that of Crain
(1969:376-385) who argues for a IIpo1itica1 style which overrides ~he
actual formal governmental structure to produce a school board which then
takes actions appropriate to the style. II It .IS t h'IS JJ po l't'
I Ica 1 s t y 1e II
that determines the success of school desegregation. However, this appears
to be reductionistic and is only app1 icab1e where the community is free
to exercise local , initiative.
Implicit in all of the studies is the fact that explanations lie
primarily outside the school. The wide range of variables that have been
found to be related to the desegregation process seem to call for what
Yinger (1965) has called a IIfie1d theory of behavior.11 At least it calls
for analysis at a number of different levels.

A Field Theory
A related theoretical position posited by Kaufman (1959b) and
elaborated by Wilkinson (1970) would appear to be highly relevant to this
study. It provides not only a field approach as explicated by Yinger
(1965) but a theory of social fields by which the community, the school
and the oth e r institutions may be conceptually related. As Wilkinson
(1970:314) maintains, it provides us with a Iinon-deterministic view focusing
upon the dynamics of emergence.'1 A local society wi 11 be organized into
many social fields representing various institutional interests. Community
exists when these fields are coordinated through a process which is itself
a social field (Wilkinson, 1970:318). Many social fields exist within
the community but never become a part of it according to Kaufman (1959b:
14). It is only as action within a particular institutional-interest
field becomes relevant to the community that it is a part of the interactional community or the community field.
To a large degree the school can be seen as a social field that only
occasionally merges into the community field. Extra-curricular activitiesparticularly sports; a bond issue; the election of a superintendent or
board member; a case of immorality on the part of a faculty member; the
burning of a school building; a fight in the schoolhouse; or other such
events from time to time focus the attention of the community upon the
school and interaction within the social field of the school suddenly
becomes community relevant. These happenings act much as vectors would
in a magnetic field to rearrange the interaction patterns of the community
actors and associations.
The Brown decision of the Supreme Court in 1954, the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, the subsequent enforcement proceedings by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, the
Department of Justice and
national opinion may be seen as outside forces serving as vectors to
drastically alter the patterns of interaction of both the school and
community fields.
The essence of the community field 1 ies in coordination of actions
both locally and in terms of relationships to the larger society and the
abi1 ity to be selective as to the inputs from the larger society in order
to maximize good for the local society. However, some forces from the
larger society 1 ike lI ac ts of God ll cannot be controlled. School desegregation, as well as the whole social process of racial integration appears
to be an external force such that local initiative is greatly mitigated.
Organized efforts to resist desegregation have proved to be only a
delaying tactic. The essence of community in these instances 1 ies not in
the abi1 ity to be selective but rather in the ability to cope with the
rapid changes demanded by such forces in the structure of the social
fields within the local society. The ability to cope with such external
forces and the way which the community goes about the process of desegregating will be determined by differential characteristics of the
communities. This formed the underlying assumption upon which this
study was based.

8
Field theory then provided the theoretical framework through which
the desegregation process was viewed in the school and the community.
It provided organization of the variables, it suggeyted appropriate data
to be collected related to four levels of analysis.
It guided the
analysis of the data. Admittedly its role has been more as a frame of
referenc e ~ rather than the source of testable hypothese ~ .
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Earl ier studies of school desegregation based on border state data
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r e semblance between school integration in a northern []liJ city and courtordered desegregation in a southern [sic' city." In other words, Northern
cities were free to deal with forces wit~in, while Southern cities largely
had to contend with forces without.
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This present study which focuses upon school desegregation in
Mississippi was conducted "after the fact." Although the study was
conceived and designed prior to the massive drives by federal agencies
in the spring and fall of 1970, the field work was for the most part
conducted after tha dual system was disestablished and desegregation was
virtually accompl ished.
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It is the Southern scene to which this study addresses itself,
more particularly to Mississippi. Mississippi has not only the highest
ratio of blacks to whites of any state but also the greatest diversity,
with counties ranging from 75 percent Negro to 95 percent white (see
Map 1, p. 9).
Recognizing the importance attached to the percent Negro
in the literature and realizing the need to hold cultural factors as
nearly constant as possible, Mississippi was seen to provide an excellent
laboratory and point of beginning for the study and understanding of
school-community relationships and change within the context of a
changing school structure.
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School districts differed greatly in their approaches to disestabl ishment, and these approaches probably had varying degrees of
impact upon the quality of education afforded within the system. The
fact that the disestablishment of dual school systems, black and white,
designed to solve .problems of racial inequality in education has given
birth to a number of other social and educational problems has been
reported by many school administrators. Some have questioned the
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possibi lity of "qual ity education" within the context of such rapid
structural change. There seems to be a frantic search for innovations
to cope with the many problems, and administrators are tempted to.try
"anything that might help." A need exists for research to determine.
factors which faci litate an orderly transition from the dual to a unitary
system and the development and/~r application of inn ~vations to achieve
and maintain an adequate educational system.
Prediction then is not a basic purpose of this study . Rather the
study s eeks understanding as to why the various school districts went
about the desegregating process as they did and achieved varying degrees
of desegregation. It asks, what factors were related to the ways and
degrees to which desegregation was accomplished?

II
(1967:237) makes the same contention but in a broader context. Rossi
(1964: 126) urged research in this area because of the "fleeting character
of each month's events and moods." He saw a change from a "period in
which prejudice was the focus of concern to a period in which the political
management of formal equal ity is at the center of attention." He argues
that " race relations under the conditions of very rapid social change in
which legal institutions, social movements, and dramatic public events
play major roles has yet to be studied." He further contends that lias
the pace of change in race relations stepped up in the past few years the
volume of social science research has declined during the same period."
Crain (1969:5) states that there has been "Iittle systematic research
on the pol itics of school integration." Weinberg (1970:1) also maintains
that "scholars now lag behind real ity" in research on school desegregation.
Obviously there is a need for the present study in terms of its contribution to the body of knowledge relative to the process of racial integration and social change.

Research Objectives
Recognizing that the law required the disestablishment.of dual
school systems, the overall objective of the study was to dlsc~ver
factors that contribute to the various approaches to the creation of
unitary systems and the different degrees of des 7gregation . . This demanded
the identification of relevant school and community factors In the
disestablishment process.
Four specific objectives are noted:
I. To gather and analyz e selected school data in 147 school
districts in Mississippi. 2
2. To identify factors in the respective communities that are
related to the disestablishment of the school system of that
community.
.
3. To determine the stage of the disestablishment process achieved
by each district as of September 1970, and to develop a "typology
of disestablishment."
4. To identify and describe those school and community factors that
are most highly correlated with a type of disestabl ishment that
provides for the creation of a unitary school system.
Significance of Research
This study makes no attempt to argue the "goodness" or IIbadne~sll of
racially integrated education, nor does it attempt to measure the Imp~ct
of such education upon the pupils, black or white. Its sole ~oncern I~
the sociological process itself and those factors related.to It. Frazier
(1962:621) stated, lilt is.the rel~tions.of the desegre~atlo~ pro~ess to
social organizatJon that IS of primary Interest to soclologls~s.
He
maintained (1962:608-609) that much more attention had been given to the
"historical, pol itical and especially social-psychological aspects" than
had been given to the "sociological aspects of the problem." Schermerhorn

2There are 150 school districts in the State. Three are omitted
from the analysis phase of this study (infra, p. 13).

Vose (1967: 150) argues from a more pragmatic stance. He sees the
need for such research "if government pol icy is to be well-informed."
Its pragmatic value may also be seen in terms of school policy and
program. In the midst of changing structures the school serves as a
primary agent of social ization in the community and is called upon to
social ize the children in a social structure which may not yet be
visible, though no doubt emergent. At the same time amidst al I this
change school administrators and teachers are demanded to preserve
"qualityeducation." Identification of community factors which facilitate the disestabl ishment process wi II have practical programmatic
value for those communities undergoing the development of a unitary
school system. Curriculum developers and others involved in development
of innovative educational techniques could also profit from an understanding of the factors related to the disestablishment process. A
third public, for which the study should have pragmatic value, would
be private citizens of all ethnic groups and voluntary organizations
involved in the change process. Concerned parent groups, civic organizations, and private foundations would be included in this last publ ic.
The findings of this study might well be of great value not only
in the South but throughout the nation as school systems grapple with
the problems of inequality in the education of the various ethnic groups.
It is hoped that the findings wi II point the directions for further
theoretical conceptualizations and the development of research
hypotheses. This study may well serve as a model for other state
studies.
.

MAP 2.
MISSISSIPPI
SCHOOL
DISTRICTS,
1969-1970

CHAPTER II
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The four basic objectives set forth in Chapter
research design. It cal Is for a survey rather than
suggests the exploration of factors ~ather than the
It indicates the construction of typologies and the
relevant variables.

I "contain an impl icit
for case studies. It
testing of hypotheses.
correlation of

Research Design
Nature of the Study
This study could be labeled exploratory because of the absence of
similar state-wide studies based on empirical data. This may well be
due to the fact that only recently was the emotional climate of the area
amiable to such studies, and second, only recently was there a sufficient
amount of disestablishment taking place to warrant such a study (Weinberg,
1970:5). But the study goes beyond that of an exploratory study. The
methodologies used are classification, description and analysis.

." IU'l C

While it is an ~ post facto study of desegregation and represents
bas i ca II y a cross-sect i ona I ana I ys is focus i ng upon the fa II semester,
1970, it is longitudinal in that it looks historically at desegregation
as an unfolding process and attempts to determine what happened at
various stages through historical studies, through item analysis of the
newspapers and through items on a questionnaire (for a copy of the
questionnaire see Appendix I I, pp. 109-119).
Unit of Analysis and Population
The unit of analysis is the local school district. This includes
four types: county districts, consolidated districts, municipal separate
districts and special municipal separate districts. The basic differences
in these four types of districts lie in the method of finance, method
of electing officials, and the type of area served (see Map 2, p. 13).
School districts differ also in that they contain one or more attendance
centers. "Attendance center" and "school " are used synonymously in this
thesis.
The popula~ion to be studied consists of all of the school districts
in Mississippi. This study, however, includes only 147 of the 150
Mississippi school districts. I Three were excluded from the study. Two
of the three are new, having come into existence during the summer of
1970 and were desegregated from the outset. They had no history of a

TYPES OF DISTRICTS
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lin the descriptive phase of the study all 150 districts are reported
on; in the analysis phase only the 147 are used.
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desegrating process, except as a part of the parent district. The
third district is an all-black district that has historically served an
all-black community. It was considered atypical since it had not undergone the desegregation process, therefore, it was not included.
For all practical purposes the study includes the total population
rather than simply a sample of the population. Gener alizations th~n are
limited to the degree that any school district in the South or natIon may
be similar to a school district in Mississippi and has experienced the
same external influences. Only then could inferences be made as to the
relevance of findings in this study for that district.
A number of factors led to the selection of Mississippi as the locus
of the study. Three have already been suggested: the high percentage
black of the state1s population, the diversity of percent black among
the counties (see Map 1, p. 9), and a relatively homogeneous cultural
configuration. Perhaps an additional factor was that Mississippi was
considered to be the "hardest nut to crack" as one federal official
expressed it. The location of the researcher's institutional affil iation
in Mississippi played no small part in the decision inasmuch as it was
convenient to do the study there.

admini strative unit, (2) size of the school district, (3) school
leadership, (4) personn el inputs, (5) economic inputs, and (6) relation
of superintendent and sc hoo l board.
Ten community variables at the conceptual level were used with
thirty-eight empiri ca l measures. The ten variables were: (1) size of
the community, (2) rural o r urban status, (3) racial composition,
(4) socioeconomic status, (5) pol itical stabi 1 ity, (6) organizational
involvement, (7) community su pport of publ ic education, (8) community
con trol over sc hool board, (9) channels of communication, and (10)
exposure to desegregati on other than that of the schools.
Types of Data and Methods of Collection
Data were gathered at the school district level for the 147
districts. Some data, however , are included which are descriptive at
the state l evel in wh ich all 150 districts are includ ed . The data may
be classi f ied as primary and secondary. The types of data and the methods
of gathering the da t a are set forth below. However, because of the
large numb er of measures, t he operational procedures of those measures
util ized in the analysis wil l be expl icated at the time the particular
measure is introduced.

Types of Variables
Variables used in the study were selected from the review of
1 iterature suggested by the theoretical frame of reference, or derived
from the r~searcher's knowledge of the subject. The variables were
classified into three groups: school, community and desegregation variables. Some variables are used for descriptive purposes, others for
analysis.
The desegregation process is the focus of the study and therefore
it constitutes the dependent variable. Desegregation variables at the
conceptual level included: (1) the desegregation process, (2) the degree
of desegregation, (3) the degree of disruptive change, (4) the degree
of opposition to desegregation, (5) the degree of willingness of the
school board to comply and (6) the use of innovations to cope with
educational problems stemming from desegregation. Each of these variables were measured empirically in a number of different ways. _ In all,
thirty different measures of the dependent variables were used. These
measures along with measures of the independent variables will be made
explicit later.
The school and community variables constitute independent variables.
They are consid~red independent inasmuch as t~ey are thought to be
logically prior to desegregation. The terms Independent and dependent
are used rather loosely since no effort is made to determine cause and
effect in this study. Rather, relationships are sought.
Six school variables at the conceptual level with seventeen
empirical measures were employed. The variables were: (1) type of

Pr ima r y Data
Primary data were obtained from the district superintendents by
use of a questionnaire. The questionnaire contained forty-seven items,
most of which were of the fixed-alternative variety and were pre-coded.
(For a copy of the -questionnaire see Appendix II, pp. 109-119). Two
methods of distribution were employed. Real izing the sensitive nature
of the su bj ect matter, the researcher sought legitimization for the
study by gaining entre~ to the superintendents through their association. 2
The researcher was allowed to present the study at the annual banquet
of school superintendents in October of 1970 and to distribute the
questionnaires to those s uperintendents present. Fifty were distributed
in this manner. The fol lowing day the superintendents who were not
present we re mai led the que stionnaire with a cover letter informing them
of the distribution at the banquet and expressing regret that they had
not been present. Both groups were asked to retu r n the questionnaires
in the self-addressed, stamped envelopewhich was included.
There wa s a 95 percent response rate . Only eight of the 147
superintendents refused to cooperate. Two of these were new on the job
and felt themselves not qualified to ans wer the questions. All 147

2The Mississippi Association of School Superint endents held its
meeting in conjunction with Mississippi Association of School Administrators,
Octob erl9, 20, 1970 at Jac kson, Mi s sissippi.
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wer e re tained in th e study inasmuch as some of the data could be
obtained through other sources and data from :econdary s~urc~s would.
also be used. Questionnaire items on these eight for which Information
could not be secured were treated simply as Iino information.11 This
was justified in light of the high response rate.
Two follow up letters, a post card and phone calls were utilized
to stimulate the returns. Since all of the returns were within a
relatively short period of time (eight weeks) and a N of 1~7 is relatively
small no analysis of differences in responses related to t~me ~f r~turn
was attempted. However, it was noted that the method of distribution
did not seem to influence the response rate or time of return.

had completed the questionnaire. The respondent who was pre-tested by
mail was asked to comment upon each item. Some minimal revision was
done as a result of the pretest, primari ly in terms of clarification.
In determining codes for the secondary data, real value items were
ranked, natural breaks observed and then categories from 0-9 were
establ ished with the value ranges as nearly even as possible. Qualitative
data were assigned categories based upon the researcherls knowledge of
the data.
The data once coded were tabulated and IBM cards were punched for
computer manipulation. Later interval level data were punched onto IBM
cards in their original values for additional statistical analysis.

Secondary Data

Statistical Procedures and Use of Computer

Secondary data were gathered from four major sources: publ ications
by th e State Department of Education, records of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,3 records of the Mississippi Educational
Services Center located at Mississippi State University, and 1960 U.S.
Census Bureau publications. Two other sources were Mississippi Statistical
Abstract (Division of Research, 1970), a bulletin published by the
.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station (Bryan, 1966), and a bulletin
publ ished by the Social Science Re:earch C~nter (Kaufman, 1959a). A.
content analysis of the Jackson ~ News from January 1, 1954 until
the present was conducted for relevant data. The vertical file: d~ve~op~d
by Miss Willie D. Haisell of the Mitchell Memorial L~br~ry.at.MlsslssIPPI
State University consisting of clippings from many MIssIssIPPI newspapers,
dailies and weekI ies, were examined. Two files were especially relevant:
IIDesegregation of Public Schools u and IIPrivate Schools,, 1

The first statistical analysis was the frequency count and the
frequency distributions for all variables. This was accompl ished through
the use of the computer. These statistics formed the basis for description
and the development of tentative interpretations of the data.

Data Processing and Statistical Procedures
Coding and Tabulation
Most of the questionnaire items were precoded using unweighted
numbers to indicate a particular type of response. Some items were
basically dichotomous, in that they required a Ilyes il or Iinoll r~sponse
with a Iidonit know ll category provided. Some items were scale Items.
using in the main a Lickert-type five point scale, i.e., strongly disagree,
disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree. While the scales could be
justified on the basis of logical validity, a pretest was used on. three
known groups, two through personal interviews and t~e other by mall.
Each scale was discussed with the interviewed superintendent after he

3Une dited records were provided, therefore discripancies may appear
between figures in this study and published final reports by HEW.
4Hereinafter referred to as JON.

Second, a simple cross tabulation of pairs of select variables that
provided frequency distributions and percentages for columns, rows and
cel Is was conducted via a computer program. This aided in conceptual
formulation and helped the researcher get a feel for the data in terms
of the process.
Latent structure analysis (Lazarsfeld and Henry, 1968) was employed
in an attempt to develop typologies of desegregation that could serve
as a composite measure of the dependent variable. This typology was to
have been based upon the willingness of the districts to desegregate or
their resistance to desegregation. Computations on the model were done
mainly by a calculator with assistance from the computer.5 Two
different latent structure models were employed: the dichotomous and the
tricotomous models. This will be discussed later along with the failure
of these models to prove useful (infra, p. 74).
It became necessary to redesign the statistical procedures during
the course of the research process. In order to understand the fai lure
of the latent structure models to produce latent classes it became
necessary to measure the degree of correlation among the various dependent variables used in the model. The Pearsonls product moment correlation
statistic was chosen and zero-order correlations were calculated on a
select number of variables by means of the computer.
The discoveries stemming from the lack of significant correlations
among the zero-order correlations led the author to return to hand
sorting of the data 'in order to visually observe what was happening ' in

5The author is extremely indebted to Dr. Charles M. Butler of the
Business and Data Process Department, Mississippi State University, for
his help with and computations for these models.
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CHAPTER III

th e di st ric ts under various asp ects of the desegregation process. In
e ss enc e then the major conclusions of this study are drawn from the lack
of corre lati ons indicated by the statistical models used and the rather
obviou s corre lations that may be observed in a number of simple tables
de ve l oped during th e latt e r stages of the analysis process.

A HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DUAL SCHOOL SYSTEM IN MISSISSIPPI

Plan of Analysis

To properly understand the dual school system and the opposition to
its disestabl ishment, it is necessary to trace its historical development.
As wi II be shown both the opposition to its disestabl ishment and the
seeds of the disestabl ishment process are found within the dual system
itself.

Dese gre gation is a process and therefor e to be understood it must
be seen in the historical context. In Chapter III a historical narrative
will be provid ed. Reaching back into Reconstruction days for it:
foundat i on th e pre sentation will principally focus upon the period from
··
January I, , 1954, just prior to the Supreme Court , s. f ame d "B rown " d
eCISlon,
unt i l th e p r e sent. The progress of desegregation will be charted and the
r e s is tanc e t o its progre ss will be discussed. The private school movement will be analyz ed as a st r ategy of resistance.
Chapt e r IV will discuss in detail desegregation as it now exists.
It will s et desegregation in the context of social change.and ?ocument
th e degr ee to which it ex isted in the fall of 1970. It WI II discuss
l ocal support of desegregation and analyze factors related to the lack
of vi olenc e during th e desegregation process.
Efforts to develop typologies of desegregation will be el~bo~at~d .
upon in Chapter V and the failure of such efforts analyzed. MlsSlsSIP~1
desegregat i on as a new phenomenon will be explicated and a measure of ItS
degree val idated.
Chapter VI will discuss the lack of correlation between the var i ables found important in the I iterature and Mississippi desegregation
in 1970 and 1971. An explanatory model will be developed and its
utility demonstrated.
Chapte r VII wi II be a summary of the conclusions. It will elaborate
upon the implications of the study for future research and pol icy.

Birth of the Dual School System
Separate
The first school for Negroes in Mississippi was identified by
Wilson (1947:37-38) as having been established at Corinth shortly after
the Union troops occupied the town in 1862. Northern reformers who
moved into the South following the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863
found a free population of blacks most of whom were illiterate. There
emerged to meet this crisis that came to be known as the "freedmen's
schools. " It was through this system of schools that the Negroes as a
group received their " first formal education. These schools were the
enterprise of a combination of church and non-sectarian philanthrophy
(Bullock, 1967: 19). Just one month before the Civil War came to an
end, an act creating the Freedmen's Bureau was passed by Congress and the
President launched a program to provide for the IIfoundations of education" for the Negroes of the South (Bullock, 1967:23). Bullock (1967:23)
asserts that the protection of federal troops "remained long enough for
the freedmen's school system to become an institutional fact." A black
school system had emerged .
This new system existed along side of an inefficient white . school
system that had been spawned in the state just prior to the Civil War
and which had been seriously weakened by the economic and manpower drain
of the war. Bullock (1967:37) states:
The many Negroes who had been attending the freedmen's
schools had inspired a creative type concern for the
white children whom they had begun to leave behind.
Wi lson (1947:38) contends that it was the freedmen'S schools that
"furnished the basis for the public school system" of the state.
The 1865 Constitutional Convention of Mississippi, convened under
the Johnson Plan of Reconstruction , made no effort to modify the education
article of the earl ier convention. It made no provision for the education
of Negroes, neither did it oppose such education (Bullock, 1967:41-42).
However, education for the blacks was urged by the teachers' association
of Mississippi in 1866 and some legislators urged that they be given fair
treatment (Bullock, 1967:51). On the other hand, Mississippi provided
the model that other states were to follow in adopting the so-called
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"Black Codes" which defined the status of the Negro only slightly higher
than their status as slaves. A wave of anti-Negro sentiment followed the
aboption of the "Black Codes" which seriously jeopardized .the freedmenls
schools and resulted in the closing of some (Bullock, 1967:38-39).
Thi s lack of responsiveness to the Negrols need ~ nd the pe~pet~ation
of the "old South" led Congress to reject the Johnson Plan and Institute
its own plan of reconstruction which de~and:d, among oth:r things, new
state governments which meant new constitutional conventions. As~more
( 1954'7) claims "one of the first objectives of these Reconstruction
•
.
II Th e liB 1a ck
governments
was S to establish systems of pu b 1 .IC e d ucatlon.
and Tan" Convention of 1869 adopted an education article "establ ishing
a uniform system of publ ic schools for all children ~etween the ages
of five and twenty-one years" (Wilson, 1947:39). Whl Ie other states
hotly debated compulsory school attendance a?d mixed ~chools, the.
Mississippi Convention for the most part avoided the Issue. A motion
to provide for separate schools for the races was, however, m~de and
promptly voted down due to the influence of Negro representatives
(Bullock, 1967:50), yet mixed schools did not ensue. Ashmore (1954:7)
states that only three Southern states attempted mixed schools;
Mississippi was not one of them. The feeling was rather pervasive that
the education of the Negro was the responsibility of the Federal
Government and Northern philanthropists. The schools sponsored by the
Freedmenls Bureau carried the burden and since its responsibi 1 ity was
only for the Negro, the schools were segregated schools. Ashmore (195~:
9) writes, "Out of that unsettled era [Reconstruction] emerged the rudiments of the publ ic education system which still serves the South, and
the traditions that have kept it segregated through the years."
Atticus G. Haywood, a Methodist minister and one of the most 1 iberal
thinkers of the South on race during the reconstruction period, argued
for separate schools because he saw that the South would accept no other
system, "right or wrong, wise or fool ish, this is a fact" (as quoted by
Rubin, 1959:xxii). As Reconstruction drew to a close separate schools
were universal in the South and the Negro remained largely uneducated.
Rubin (1959:xxii) contends that seven out of every ten Negroes ten
years old or older were illiterate in 1880.
The Mississippi Constitutional Convention of 1890, now in the hands
of Southern whites, adopted Section 207, "Separate sch~ols, shall be
maintained for children of the white and colored races (as quoted by
Wilson, 1947:36). Dual systems existed by fiat. De facto became de
jure to employ the modern terms. The statels dual system was born but
there were by no means identical twins.

..

Separate but Unequal
The Plessy doctrine of 1896 notwithstanding, litt!e e~ua! it~ h~s
ever been found between the schools for the two races In MISSIS~IPPI:
The Honorable A.A. Kincannon wrote at the turn of the century, It ~Ill
be readily admitted by every white man in Mississippi that ou~ publ ~c
school system Is designed primarily for the welf~re of.the w~lte children
of the state, and incidentally, for the negro ~1 children (quoted by

t
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Rowan, 1903:14). The above statement was from private correspondence
from Kincannon to Rowan and was used by Rowan in his efforts to amend
the Constitution of 1890 so that taxes collected from the whites would
be used to support white schools and taxes collected from the Negroes
would be used to support their schools (Rowan, 1903: 1). The sentiment
toward the education of blacks at that period is reflected in another
letter used by Rowan. Judge J.A.P. Cambell, whom Rowan (1903:24) calls
"the ablest jurist Mississippi has produced," wrote:
Our Constitutional Convention 1890, which did nothing of
real value to exclude negro CSicJ votes except to prescribe
an educational qual ification, committed the astounding folly
of enjoining upon the legislature the maintenance of common
schools for negroes rsicl as well as whites, whereby we are
annually preparing proba~ly more negroes rsicJ than whites
to overleap the feeble barriers between t~em and the ballot
box. . .
.
Hi 11 writes in the introduction to Bui lders of Goodwi 11 (Smith:
1950:xi), "In 1910 there were in the South few enough champions of public
education for whites and fewer still who bel ieved Negroes could or should
be educated." He concludes that "There was no way Ito make l the influential
people provide better schools for Negroes ..• " Another inequity can be
seen in a statement by Wilson (1947:41): " ••• up to 1917, the general
public had done very ' little in making provision for high school instruction
for Negroes in Mississippi ," In 1922 the state superintendent of education warned that the construction of Negro classrooms in Warren County,
though paid for by the General Education Board of New York, should not
be publ icized since some individuals and groups might oppose it. An
injunction was obtained to stop the construction, but it came too late
(Smith, 1950:123-125). In 1925 the Mississippi Survey Commission
published a report on public education in Mississippi. It states (1925:325):
It is an accepted fact ~nderl ining added for emphasis]
that while the two races have some necessities in common
there are also certain marked differences of culture and
inheritance which must exert an influence in determining
the best educational policies for the respective races.
This argument was advanced to justify the inequal ity in levels of
instruction and curriculum offerings.
With the emergence of the civil rights movement after World War II
there developed within the South a tendency to ignore and to deny
inequal ity. Psychological defensive mechanisms were developed. A type
of mass hypocrisy emerged, whereby Southerners were able to claim "We
treat the Negroes better than they do up North!!! Congressman John Bell
Williams, just prior to the desegregation decision of the Supreme Court,
said, "there is not ~ow and never has been anything remotely resembl ing
friction between the races in Mississippi" (as quoted by JDN, 5/13/54: 1).
Here and there, new Negro school buildings were pointed to with pride by
whites who exclaimed, I~hy, theylve got a better building than our
children have, and they donlt pay taxes!" The separation of the whites
and Negroes reiRforced this delusion. Most whites had no idea of the
difference in course offerings, facilities, equipment, teacher qualifications, economic inputs and other differences that existed between the
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State Department of Education, Public Schools for White
Chi ldren (1954~: 1) an~ Public Schools for Negro Children (1954a:l) will
document that Inequality (note Table 1).
Mi~sissippi

schools for the two races. Few cared. Differences in Negro educational
achievement and performance were attributed to Negro inferiority which
only strengthened the core value of white supremacy upon which the dual
system was based.
A few simple measures will serve to illustrate the existence of
inequal ity. Much more documentation could be put f o rward, but in light
of the straight forward measures explicated here, they would be superfluous.
While admittedly economic inputs are but a crude measure of educational
outputs, they do provide an excellent point of comparison for understanding
equal ity or the lack of it between Negro and white education. In 1940,
Mississippi expended $41.71 per white pupil and only $7.24 per Negro pupil.
The Negro expenditure was only 17 percent of that of the white. In 1952 ,
Mississippi expended $117.43 per white pupil and $37.27 per Negro pupil.
The Negro expenditure was now 30 percent of that of the white (as given
by Ashmore, 1954: 153). While this might be cal led progress by some it
cannot be called equality.
Ashmore (1954: 158) states, "By 1952, the gap between the average
number of years of college training received by white and Negro teachers
in the South had been virtually closed." However, an analysis of the
table from which this conclusion was drawn reveals that Mississippi was
indeed a deviant case. In 1940 white teachers in Mississippi had 3.5
years of college training while Negro teachers had only 1.5, a difference
of 2.0 years on the average. In 1952, white teachers had an average of
3.7 while Negro teachers had an average of 1.9, a difference of 1.8.
The gap had not closed appreciably for Mississippi teachers even though
it had for all other Southern states.
Any measure one cares to use, whether salary of classroom teachers,
number of days in the school year, difference between enrollment and
attendance, number of volumes in the library, conditions of buildings,
or whatever, they all point to inequality between Negro and white
schools.
Such inequality was justified by Southerners on the basis of one
or two factors, The first, similar to the report of the Survey Commission
mentioned earlier (supra, p.21), is that the Negro is intellectually
inferior and therefore better education would be to no avail. The second,
similar to the contention of Rowan mentioned earlier (supra, p.21),
was that Negroes did not pay taxes and they should be glad of what the
whites gave them.
When the 1953-54 school year opened few could guess that before the
pupils could s i ng the end of the school year ditty, "no more reading,
no more Iriting, no more Irithmetic, no more beatings with the hickory
stick," the Supreme Court would have ruled that "separate is inherently
unequal." The word inherently is almost meaningless in 1 ight of the
manifest inequal ity that existed in the racially separate schools of
Mississippi at the time of the statement. A few statistics drawn from
publications of the Division of Administration and Finance of the

Table 1.

Selected Statistics of White and Negro Public Schools
in Mississippi, 1953-54

White
Number

Item

%

Negro
Number

%

Total
Number
%

Enrollment

272,769

50.5

267,388

49.5

540,157

100

ADA;',

237,579

52.5,

214,649

47.5

452,228

100

927

28.5

2,328

71.5

3,255

100

One-Teacher Schoo 1s

48

4.4

1,040

95.6

1,088

100

Two-Teacher Schoo 1s

80

15.4

439

84.6

519

100

Three-Teacher Schools

101

36.9

173

63.1

274

100

Number of High Schools

438

62.6

276

37.4

714

100

1,365

34.4

2,604

65.6

3,969

100

Number of Elementary Schools

Total Number of Schools

-I,ADA (Average Da i 1y Attendance).
Source: Division of Administration and Finance (1954a, 1954b).
Almost an equal number of pupils of both races were enrolled in the
schools of Mississippi in the 1954-54 term. There were 267 388 Ne roes
and 272,76~ whites, a diff:rence of only 4,381. However, the ADA,?
averag: dally attendance figure, for Negroes is some 23,000 lower than
for whites. Throughout most of this period Mi"ssissippi had a compulsory
school a~tendance law. 2 However, 1 ittle effort was made to see that
Negro children enrolled or that they attended.
One is immediately struck by the large descrepancy shown in Table 1
between the number of white elementary schools and that of the Negro
schools. As will be shown later a higher percentage of the Negro pupils

lADA is standard abbreviation for average daily attendance and is
used ~y s~hool officials in determining allocation of State funds to
the districts.
21t was repealed in 1964.
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were enrolled in the elementary grades than was true of white pupils.
This does not, however, account for this difference. The difference is
easily explained when one notes the number of one, two, and threeteacher schools. A process of consolidation of schools had been underway
primarily among the white schools. Only 3.5 percent of the total number
of white schools were one-teacher schools, whereas 39.9 percent of the
total number of Negro schools were one-teacher schobls. Sixty-three
percent of all Negro schools were either one, two, or three-teacher
schools. These types of schools only constituted 16.7 percent of the
total number of white schools.
While the Negro elementary schools greatly outnumbered the white
elementary schools the Negro high schools were less in number that
were the white high schools. Perhaps consolidation had occurred here.
Lest one think so, they should be cautioned by Wilson's statement quoted
earl ier (supra, p. 21) about the lac~ of interest on t~e part of the.
general publ ic in high school education for Negroes pr~or to 1917. High
school enrollment figures for the two races were unavailable, bu~ a
comparison of ADA figures sheds 1 ight on the matter. ADA for white
high schools was 66,762 or 28.1 percent of the total ADA for whites.
ADA for Negro high schools was 23,730 or 11.1 percent of the total ADA
for Negroes. There was a difference of 17 percent between t~e p~rcent
of the whites in high school and the percent of the Negroes In high
school. Average ADA of white high schools was 152, while the averag~
ADA of Negro high school was eighty-six. The smallest ADA of any white
school in grades 7-12 was seventeen with only 14 percent of the schools
having an ADA of less than fifty. ADA in the Negro schools ranged as
low as two and three with 39.5 percent of the schools having an ADA of
less than fifty. Actually 18.8 percent of th~ Negro high sch~ol had
less than twenty-five in ADA. Quality education, however defined, can
hardly be offered in high schools with that small an attendance. The
evidence here points not to consol idation of Negro high schools but
lack of provision.
Accreditation is considered a measure ofa school IS ability to
provide an adequate education for its students. A compar~son of the
accreditation of white and Negro schools demonstrates agal~ the .
inequal ity that existed. There were a total of 476 accredited white
schools in the state in 1954. This represented 34.8 percent of the
white schools. Unfortunately, the report does not list the number of
accredited Negro schools. However, it does list the number that.were
rated "approved" or better. There were 339 schools so rated. This
represented only 13 percent of the total number of N~gr~ s~hools. Th~
339 schools also included public, private and those In Junior and senior
colleges. The actual number of public schools that were "approved" is
indeterminate . . Therefore the actual percentage was less than 13 percent.
Not only was t~e degree of rating less for the Negro schools tha~ for the
whites but the percent certified at the various levels was considerably
less.
Such inequility could hardly be overcome in a short pe~i~d of time
and was not likely to ever be overcome given the cultural mil leu of
Mississippi. Yet, there were those who made a belated effort to make
the two systems equal.

Equal

In December of 1953, Governor Hugh White outl ined to the State
Legislature in special session what came to be known as the "School
Equal ization Program." This program was "designed to lift low education
standards for both races and simultaneously keep segregation" (JDN, 1/6/54:
1). The article went on to say, '~he special session turned the statels
education system upside down in rebuilding a program for equal but
seaprate schools for the races." Implicit in these statements is the fact
that the schools were not equal. The Speaker of the House, Walter Sillers,
made the fact expl icit, liThe cost to equalize will be high because in
the past we actually have not maintained a dual system of schools,
financially. We have maintained a white system and left the Negro schools
to go with meager attention" (JDN, 3/10/54:1).
The equalization program initially called for fifty mil lion dollars.
While the legislators were willing to create a State Educational Finance
Commission, and to authorize reorganization of the school districts, the
authorization of the money was another matter. The session, predicted
not to be "unduly 100g," dragged on from December unti 1 the end of Apri I
before the money was finally appropriated. Controversy reigned over the
money, and just what it would accomplish. Thurgood Marshall had warned
that Negroes wanted more than equal facilities (JDN, 1/23/54:1). Senator
Earl · Evans of Canton, Mississippi argued that lithe program as proposed
will not equlize facilities and opportunities between the races •.• " He
further stated, liThe proposed program is in no wayan equalization program.
It in no way protects us from the action of Federal Courts" (JDN, 3/2/54:
6). Many legislators argued that they should wait until the Supreme
Court decided on the "Brown ll case before they spent such large sums of
money on school construction. Several efforts were made to deter the
program or to postpone it for two to three years. There seemed to be an
extreme reluctance to expend money that would not guarantee a continued
separation of the races. Sillers stated that when he appointed House
members to the education study committee the attack in the Supreme Court
was on "failure to meet equal facilities." He contended that he would
not have establ ished the committee had he known that segregation would
become the issue or that the Supreme Court might abolish segregation.
He supported a return to the old school law prior to the establishment
of the equal ization program (JDN, 3/24/54: 1).
Many Southerners and Mississippians clung to hope that "equal"
facilities would prevent desegregation. Hodding Carter, editor of the
Greenville, Mississippi, Delta-Democrat-Times stated (as quoted in JDN,
4/9/54: Section 2:3):
--If our local schools are fully equal ized and if the Supreme
Court outlaws segr~gation, I think that choice as well as
local attitudes and pressures will result in the continuation
by common consent of the present separate system.
Examples were freely offered as to how well separate systems worked. An
article in the Jackson ~ News stated that the Jackson, Mississippi
s~hool system "does provide a fair example of a dual system which operates
with harmonious and beneficial results to all involved" (JDN, 1/18/54:5).
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It would appear that just as the desegregation of the publ ic schools
was a strategy on the part of Negroes involved in the :ivil right: movement to secure equal ity and thus improve their status In the American
society, so did "s ep arate but equaJlI with a new empha:i: on the Ilequal'l
become a strategy of Southern legislators, school admlnl:trators and
interested citizens l groups to maintain the Southern
social order and
r
"way of I i fe".
Resistance to the Disestablishment of the Dual School System
Anticipatory Resistance
Throughout this period in the shadow of an impending Supreme Court
decision other efforts were being undertaken to keep the schools separate
by race - equal or not. Joel Blass of Stone County int~odu:ed.a ~il~
lito make it illegal for commongling rsicl of the ra:es In MIssIssIPPI
schools." He based his bill on the be'iief that pol Ice powers, reserved
by the states gave the state the authority to have such a law no matter
what decision'the Supreme Court rendered on school desegregation (JON,
1/6/54: I). In January of 1954 the House passed, by a 93-0 vote, a measure
to continue segregation in the schools and II 'to resist by all lawf~1
means' any attempt to tear down racial barriers in the state's public
school system" (JON, 1/19/54:1). In February of 1954, a bil ll w~s pass~d
to " au thorize school trustees to assign pupils to schools.
A Journa~ 1St
commented "This is one of the bills designed to insure that segregation
in the school system will be maintained" (JON, 2/25/54:1). :his was
seen as "an escape route if the U.S. Supreme Court rules racl~1 s~grega
tion in public schools is unconstitutional." One representative IS
quoted as saying the bill would " g ive us six to ten more year: of seg~e
gation (JON, 2/26/54: I). A bill was also introduced to lIa~ol Ish public
schools and replace them with privately operated schools with the state
providing tuition fees" (JON, 2/26/54:1). This proposal, while adopted
in the House, was defeated in the Senate.
By April of 1954 the South and Mississippi had steeled itself against
what had become by now a rather forgone conclusion on the part of many the Supreme Court would strike down school segregation. John Bell
Wil Iiams, then in the U.S. Senate, declared, lithe South will never submit
to integration" (JON, 4/5/54:3). The Jackson ~ News headlined,
"0ixie in No Mood to Accept End of School Segregation Meekly. If
Decision is Against Segregation, Uproar will be Heard Throu~hou~ Land'i
(JON, 4/9/54: Section 2:3). The following quote from an editorial .
(JON, 4/8/54:12) is a rather perceptive comment on the.tenor of feeling
in Mississippi at the time and was also rather prophetic:
White families of means would attempt to find private schools
for their children and would resist bond issues and taxation adequate to the maintenance of the public school systems.
The ultimate outcome would be attempts to evade the Court
decision by every device possible, the neglect of public
education itself until the situation was clarified, and the
probable appearance of Federal aid to education, acc?mpanied
by Federal supervision, as a move compelled by the circumstances.

The Supreme Court rul ing did not come as a surprise to Mississippi
lawmakers or other knowledgeable people. It had been anticipated by a
number of other actions that pointed the direction in which the court was
moving (Shoemaker, 1957: I). Just prior to its decision in the "Brown"
case the Court had indicated its position in a case involving the rights
of a Mexican-American in Texas to be tried by his peers. The Jackson
~ News (5/3/5 4 : 1) carried the headl ine "0p inion Today Indicates
School Segregation Out Under 14th Amendment," even though Chief Justice
Warren did not mention the school case in his brief on the Texas case.
The main problem in passing the School Equilization Program was the
opposition on the part of those who anticipated such a ruling from the
Supreme Court. Congressman Wi 11 iams stated on Apri 1 5, liThe South wi 11
never submit to integration," (JON, 4/5/54:3). Utah's governor had made
a prediction of the Supreme Court's action a few days before (JON, 4/2/54:
1). As early as March 26, Governor White of Mississippi had stated that
he was "not optimistic about the courts pending decision" (JON, 3/26/54:1).
Uproar Over the Land
While the decision was anticipated it was not accepted. The
Jackson ~ News, "Mississippi 's Greatest Newspaper," gave almost the
whole front page to articles about the decision in its issue of Monday,
May 17, 1954. The tone of every article was defiance. Bold type,
front page headline§ cried out "Sillers says, 'Abolish Public Schools l ;"
"Will not Obey Supreme Court--Eastland"; Gartin Says Negroes Want
Separate Schools"; "Decision may Cause Most Radical Upheaval in South
Since Reconstruction Oays." Senator Eastland is quoted as saying "a
state has the pol ice power to take those steps necessary to prevent
discord and riot. We will take whatever steps necessary to retain
segregation in our schools." Lieutenant Governor Gartin is quoted as
saying, "Every effort will be made to continue to have separate but
equal facilities." Gartin, it is reported, went on to say "he was
convinced Mississippians would obligate themselves to methods that
will insure continued segregation."
'~he darkest and most tragic day in the administration of American
Justice" is what the Brookhaven Leader-Times called May 17, 1954 (as
quoted in JON, 5/25/54:4). "Separate is inherently unequal" the Supreme
Court had ruled on that day and in so doing had struck down the 1896
"Plessy Ooctrine" as well as section 207 of the Mississippi Constitution
of 1890 which had provided that "Separate schools shall be maintained
for children of the white and colored races." Most other Southern
states had similar constitutional provisions which had now been ruled
inval ide The reaction over the South among pol iticians, school officials
and a white public was almost universally the same: bewilderment, anger
and frustration. Reaction among blacks ranged from jubilance to
bewi lderment. As Congressman Wi 11 iams had predicted, there was an "uproar
Over the land" (JON, 4/9/54: Section 2:3).

No editorial appeared in the Jackson ~ News on "that darkest
However, the next day (5/18/54: 1) a front page editorial appeared
en~ltl~d "Bloodstains on White Marble Steps." Three sentences from that
editorial tap its spirit and the spirit of the time for whites at least.

day:"
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Even though it was del ivered by unanimous vote of the
nine members of the nation's highest tribunal, Mississippi
cannot and wi 11 not try to abide by such a decision .••.
Mississippi will never consent to placing white and
Negro children in the same publ ic schools •...
Every possible human efforts will be made to prevent
it from happening.
NEVER! Out of all the uproar one word emerged over and over again,
never. A journal ist commented (JON, 5/22/54: 1), "Not a voice among
state and legislative leaders suggested obeying the decision. The
problem, all agree, is how best to dodge it." However, Hodding Carter,
editor of the Greenville, Mississippi, Delta Democrat Times wrote, "If
ever a region asked for such a decision~South did through its
shocking .•. disobedience to its own state constitutions which specify
that separate systems must be equa]ll (as quoted in JON, 5/19/54:
Section 2:12) .
What is strangely absent from the two day uproar (the third day no
mention of school desegregation appeared on the front page of the
Jackson ~ News) was Negro reactions from Negroes themselves. Many
of the articles quoted whites stating positions for Negroes. Lieutenant
Governor Gartin was quoted (JON, 5/17/54:1) as saying, "I do not bel ieve
that the majority of Negroes in Mississippi want to go to white schools."
An editorial (JON, 5/19/54:8) reflected the same type of thinking: "an
overwhelming majority of the Negro parents in Mississippi do not want
their children to attend white schools." The editorial, which was four
columns wide and the entire length of the page, was given over to
establ ishing this point. 3
After the shock of the initial pronouncement with the accompanying
uproar, the South settled back to wait and see. The Court had decided
to wait until after October 1, to hand down its implementation order.
It invited the states that had de jure segregation to file briefs with
the court by that time. The news of the decision quickly slipped from
the front page of the Jackson ~ News to page 14 on the third day after
the momentous occasion. News reappeared on the front page of the
Jackson ~ ~ from time to time as sone dramatic event created a
new focus, but the uproar, for the time being at least, quickly subsided.

Strategies of Resistance
In Tactics of Delay
Over a y~ar after its famous "Brown" decision, the Supreme Court
handed down ils implementing decision on May 31, 1955 in which it
requested school districts to move towards desegregation "with all

3State leaders clung to this bel ief throughout the process of
desegregation. It is sti 11 verbal ized by many whites in 1971, even
though desegregation has been virtually achieved.

del iberate speed." However, the Supreme Court certainly did not envIsion
the extent of Southern recalcitrance nor just how del iberate that speed
would be. School administrators were told to desegregate, but not told
how, or how much, or how soon. The lower courts often took opposing
positions to each other. The process of appeals itself allowed undue
delays and uncertainty. Out of all th e uncertainty there emerged a
"wait and see" if not a "wait until we are made" attitude on the part
of many.
Southern leaders set out to be "del iberate."
they prepared for the inevitable.

Even while declaring

~!

Such is reflected by their statements prior to the court decision
outlawing desegregation. When the "Assignment Plan" 4 was introduced
into the Mississippi Legislature, one senator remarked it will "give us
six to ten more years of segregation," (JO~, 2/26/54:1). A reporter
stated (JON, 4/18/54: 1):
Some members of the State Legislature are hoping that
should the high court rule against the dual system, it at
least would call for gradual elimination of segregated
classrooms so the state could proceed in a careful and
orderly manner of by-passing the cour ~ edict.
Prior to the Supreme ~ourt decision and in anticipation of it a
special educational committee had been establ ished. The committee was
established because of the "possibility that the U.S. Supreme Court
might outlaw segregation ••. " (JON, 4/12/54:2). Known as the Who's
Who Committee, it was set up lito seek ways to dodge any adverse decision"
of ~he Supreme C~urt. liThe advisory committee was directed by the
legislature to find ways to maintain segregation in Mississippi's public
school~, regardless of the Court's decision" (JON, 5/17/54:1).
Actions and speeches that followed the Supreme Court's "Brown"
decision indicate the Southern white's determination to be "deliberate."
Two days after the Court rendered its "adverse" verdict the Governor
appointed eight members to the twenty-five member Who's'Who Committee
and char~ed it to meet "shortly" (JON, 5/17/54:14). The Attorney General
Georgia! Eugene Cook, cal led a meeting to discuss "common strategy in
slde-ste~plng the U.S. Supreme Court's decision that segregation in publ ic
schools IS unconstitutional." Mississippi's Attorney General, J. P.
Coleman attended (JON, 5/20/54:2). Coleman announced that he would
refuse to file a brief at the Supreme Court's request, arguing that "the
Supreme Court has no jurisdiction to render a decree against Mississippi
as.long.a: the state stays out of the case" (JON, 5/20/54:2). One
unidentified state official was quoted as saying that various methods could
be us 7d ~o maintain segregation "50 to 75 years" (JON, 5/22/54: 1). Congressman Williams framed a bill to make "separate but equal" a part of the United
~t~tes Constitution (JON, 5/23/54: 10). Referring to the "Assignment Plan"
elng adopted by the State Legislature, Attorney General Coleman maintained,

0:

4A plan whereby children would be assigned to attend attendance
centers by the local board obstensibly on bases other than color but
where such ass·Ignmen t s wou l d
·
still
preserve segregation.
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Table 2.
"red tape of legal procedures set up by the bill, which becomes effective
July 1, could postpone final decision on a single case for years .••
Negroes couldn't wade out of red tape for many years" (JDN, 6/5/54:1).
The bill was seen as providing ways to preserve racial segregation other
than through segregation by color.

,

Two additional comments reflect the confidence of Mississippi leaders
in their abil ity to maintain segregation for some time. The first is by
journalist Fredrick Sullen (JDN, 5/24/54 : 5):
For the fifty-eight years the mandate of the Supreme Court
was on the books, declaring that separate school facil ities
must be equal ~ic]. This was never enforced. How much
harder it will be if they try to enforce this more recent
provision.
The second is from an editorial (JDN, 5/25/54:3):

U

It
he Supreme Courg will have to establish by additional
orders a pol i·ce power of enormous proportions in order to
enforce this ruling which violates the customs and sacred
traditions of a people.

In Court Litigations
Resistance can also be seen in the number of times school districts
came under court orders or were acted upon by HEW. Table 3 indicates
the number of court actions against the districts and Table 4 provides
a summary of actions taken against school districts by HEW to defer or
cut off funds. Of the forty-four which were terminated, sixteen returned
to compliance voluntarily but twenty-eight went under court order. Of
the forty-two that were only deferred, sixteen voluntarily returned to
compliance prior to termination or court order. Twenty districts went
under court or:.d er whi Ie sti lIon deferral before HEW could take actions
to terminate funds. Four districts against which HEW took no action
ended up under court order.

51tem II S, Appendix II, p. 110.

Districts with Stages of Desegregation
First Effort
Major Desegregation

Dates
1964-1965

57

3

1966

40

4

1967

18

3

1968

13

9

1969 (Spri ng)

0

3

1969 (Fa 11 )

2

30

1970 (Spring)

0

31

1970 (Fall)

8

60

No information

9

4

147

147

A paradox is apparent in the protestations of state leadership.
NEVER! is translated as "sometime in the future. 11 It seems to lose
its sense of absoluteness in the strategy of delay.
In response to a questionnaire item 5 only nine superintendents
reported that their first plan resulted in complete desegregation.
Fourteen reported having no integration at all under their first plan
and 121 reported only token integration. Table 2 shows that most of
the districts were able to resist major desegregation until the fall
of 1969 or later.

Stages of Desegregation of Mississippi School Districts

Total
Source:

Questionnaire Items I I F,G., Appendix I I, p. 111.

Table 3.

Number of Court Actions Against Mississippi School Districts,
1967-1970

Number of
Court Actions

Districts
Number

Percent

None

41

28

Once

27

18

Twice

17

12

Three times

10

7

4-9

34

23

10-14

5

3

15 or more

4

3

No i nformat i on

9

6

147

100

Total
Source:

Questionnai re Item II E, Appendix II, p. 111.
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Table 4.

Actions by HEW Against Mississippi School Districts that
had Voluntarily Compl ied at Some Time, 1964-1970

,

Type of Actions

Number of Districts a

Declared not el igible

5

Deferred because they did not sign 441-Bb

14

Deferred at the time of signing 441-B

24

Deferred sometime after signing 441-B

42

Deferred more than once
Deferred and then terminated

Table 5.

Mississippi School Districts that had Administrators and/or
Teachers Resign Because of School Desegregation

3
44

aDistricts may be included more than once as categories are not
mutually exclusive.
b441-B is an HEW Form stating intention to comply.
Source:

the state and therefore national branch of the Congress",6 although
admittedly it was difficult to tell in the period of turmoil caused by
shifting use of attendance centers and reorganization of chapters. The
refusal of the Negro and white state PTA Congresses to merge along with
the rejection by the Mississippi Education Association (White) of a
proposal to merge with the Mississippi Teachers Association (black) made
the problem much more difficult. In response to a questionnaire item 7
thirty-seven school superintendents (26 percent of those that had local
chapters) reported that there had been disassociation of local chapters
in their district. Forty-nine superintendents did not provide any information . Fifty-nine reported no local chapters broke off from the parent
body. Of the thirty-seven that did report disassociation, six said only
a few did, four reported many did, twelve reported most did, and fifteen
reported all did.

Administrators
No.
%

Act i on
Resignations
No resignations

Records of John O. Ethridge, Information and Advisory Officer,
Mississippi Department of Education.

No information
Total

and Administrators ' Resignations
'
Many teachers and some school administrators found themsel~es unable
or unwilling to cope with the desegregated classroom. They resigned
rather than teach or work in biracial schools. Tabl: 5 shows th: num~er
of school districts whose superintendents reported via the questionnaire
that some administrators and/or teachers resigned because of desegregation
The number of districts that had white teachers who resigned
from the publ ic schools was also found to be rather highly correlated
with the emergence of the private schools. Ninety-seven percent
the
districts which had white teachers to resign because of desegre~atl~n.
also had related private schools. It would appear that the aval~abll Ity
of teaching positions in the private schools may have. helped to I~duce
white teachers to resign. Administrators were less likely to resign.

Number of Districts
White Teachers Nesro Teachers
No.
No.
%
%

17

12

70

48

24

16

121

82

67

46

85

58

9

6

10

6

38

26

147

100

147

100

147

100

In Teachers

0:

In Revolt of "Parent Teacher Association's
The National PTA supported the desegregation of the schools: .Their
literature and promotion angered many parents, teachers, and offiCials
of the local chapters of the PTA. Talk of breaking with the parent
body could be heard in many local meetings across the state . The State
Congress of the PTA reported, liVery few PTA's actually broke off from

Source:

Questionnaire Items IV F, G, and H, Appendix II, p. 117.

In the Newspapers
The role of the news media has been lifted up as playing an important
in desegregation (Tumin, 1958:60; Weyand Corey, 1959:36-37, 42;
Wlnn, 1970:5). The questionnaire asked the superintendents to rate
the local newspaper on a five point Likert-type scale as to the editorial
pol icy of the paper toward school desegregation prior to its occurance.
Table 6 provides the results.
r~le

The largest percent of the papers were neutral. When they did take
a p~sition it was much more 1 ikely to have been in opposition to desegregation: One superintendent in a personal interview reported that he and
the editor had agreed that nothing would appear in the paper about school
d:segregation until the board was ready to announce a plan of desegregation, and then it would be for "information only.11
6From personal correspondence of Barbara B. Staus, Mississippi
Congress of Parents and Teachers dated October 12, 1970.
71tem IIIR, Appendix II, p. 116.
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Tabl e 6.

Editorial Policy of Local Newspapers Toward Desegregation
of Schools in Mississippi as Perceived by School Superintendents

Editorial Pol icy
Toward s Desegregation

District School Superintendents
Number*
Percent

Strongly opposed

29

20

Mildly opposed

18

12

Neutral

54

37

Mildly supportive

9

6

Strongly supportive

10

7

No information

27

18

Total

147

100

They identifi ed fifty-two bond issues from 1964 to 1970 of which twentyone failed. Fifteen superintendents did not report. Only 130 superintendents (two less) responded to a second question which related the
bond issues that failed to desegregation. 9 Nine superintendents reported
that the bond issues in their districts failed because of white's unhappiness over desegregation.
Table 7.

Organizations that Opposed Desegregation in the Various School
Districts of Mississippi

Number of Superintendents who
Identified Organization as
Present in the District

Name of
Organization
"Informal " citizens group (white)

13

Citizens Coun c il (white)

12

Ku Klux Klan

10

Ie the categories are mutually exclusive as far as school districts
are concerned, they are not for the local papers. More than one
superintendent may be rating the same paper.

Focus (Freedom of Choice in the U.S.)

7

"Informal" citizens ' group (Negro)

4

Source :

Americans for the Preservation of the White Race

2

John Birch Society

2

~:Whi

Questionna ire Item I II H, Appendix I I, p. 114.

In Extra-School Voluntary Organizations
A number of organizations existed within the state that were
committed to the preservation of lithe Southern way of I ife" and thus
segregation in the schools. The superintend~nts.were ~ske~ in.the
questionnair e to identify such groups operating In t~elr district. The
number of such organizations identified by the superintendents was
.
surprisingly small. However, sixty-two superintendents (42 percent) d~d .
not respond, making it difficult to really know the extent of such ~ctl~lty.
Only thirty-nine superintendents reported some numbe~ of such organizations
in their districts: twenty-six reported only one; nine reported two;
three reported th ~ee; and one reported four. No superintende~t r~ported
more than four. Forty-six said that there were no such organizations.
Table 7 provides the frequency with which certain organizations were
reported . Other groups that were identified were private :chools (2),
Citizens for Local Control of Education (2), and one superintendent
reported the ~ ntire white community.

Local PTA
Source:

Questionnai re Item, IV E. Appendix II. p. 117.

In the Actions of Parents and Other Citizens
Four questions were included on the questionnaire to tap the degree
of resistance to certain aspects of desegregation on the part of the
parents.IO The first two related to white parents. the last two to
Negro parents.
The first question related to the opposition by whites to Negroes
entering white schools. Eight response categories were provided .
Forty :upe~intendents reported no opposition was manifested. Eightytwo maintained that verbal opposition occurred. Sixty-nine of these

In the Failure of Bond Issues
Many had predicted that whites would not financially support desegregated schools and that bond issues were doomed to fail. Superintendents
were asked to identify recent bond issues that passed or failed. 8
8Questionnaire item, IV J, Appendix II, p. 118 .

9Questionnaire item. IV K. Appendix II. p. 118.
10Q

t·

.

.

ues lonnalre Item. IV A. B. C. and 0, Appendix II. pp. 116-117.
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eighty-two (84 percent) maintained that this was the only form in whi~h.
o osition was manifested. Twenty-four superintendents reported receiving
t~~eats. Fourteen checked that angry parents assembled at the scho?ls
but made no attempt to block Negroes entering. Only two report 7 d Violence,
and only two reported property damage. Eight superintendents did not
provide information.
The second question related to the opposition by whites to w~ite
children being assigned to formerly all-Negro s~hool~. The superintendents
were asked to rate this opposition on a five pOint L~kert-type scale.
relative to the opposition experienced when Negro children entered whl~e
schools. Ten did not provide information. Thirty-two state~ that white
children were not assigned to formerly all-Negro sch?ols. Thirteen.
checked that there was no opposition. This leaves ninety-one superintendents that rated the degree of opposition. Thirty-two of these
·d ·t was Ilmuch greater." Thirty-nine checked that it was "greater."
sal I
·d .
"1
II hile
Sixteen indicated that it was the "same." Two sal I~ was
ess w.
two said it was "much less." The greater percent indicated that whites
tended to oppose sending their children to Negro schools more than
bringing Negro children into white schools.
The third question relates to the closing of Negro schools or the
loss of identity of Negro schools. It taps the degree of opposition by
Negroes, opposition that was often mistaken by whit 7 s to be Neg:o
opposition to desegregation ~~. Thirteen superintendents did not
provide information. Fifty-five maintained that no Negro s~hools. lost
their identity or were closed. The majority of the rest, fiftY-SIX,
reported that the Negroes accepted th7 decis~on. Nineteen.checked that
the Negroes resented the decion but did nothing to oppose It. Only.
four reported overt acts on the pa:t of.Negroes to prevent the clOSing
of Negro schools or their loss of Identity.
The fourth question tapped the same dimension as the third but
attempted to ascertain more specific information about :orms of rese~t
ment and protest on the part of the Negro community. Elghte 7n superintendents did not provide any information. Fifty-three su~erlntendents
reported no types of protest were made. Sixteen checked Informal protest
made by parents. Seven reported that formal protests w~re made by parent
groups or organized Negro groups. Five indicated non-vlolen~ overt forms
of protest such as boycotts, walkouts, or pickets. No superintendents
reported receiving threats or any violence or property damage ?n the ~art
of the Negroes. Eight reported that Negroes brought legal actlon.agalnst
the district. While Negroes did in various ways protest the cl?slng of
the Negro schools or the loss of identity of thei: schools, their protest
was not as great as white protest over desegregation.
In White Flight and the Private Schools
..
a nd
Reacting to the Supreme Courtls famous 195 4 liB rown II d eClslon
especially to the 1964 Civil Rights Act, prophets
doo~ foretold the
demise of public schools in the South. Six states Immediately adopted

0:

plans for state-wide private school systems, 11 others provided grants
and loans to children in private schools. With this legitimization
private schools, characteristic of the Northeast, began to blossom over
the South like daisies. In 1964, alone, the state of Mississippi
granted 23 charters to private educational foundations.
As desegregation progressed white flight began. In the words of
news columnist Kilpatrick (1970:611) it was "back to segregation by
order of the courts." The term "resegregation" was coined to describe
the phenomena.
The public unitary system would indeed be unitary - all black - or
so it seemed. A white private system would emerge, it was contended,
that would parallel a black public system. Since Mississippi does not
have a compulsory school attendance law, some parents, both black and
white are keeping their children out of school. White parents, it would
appear, have in the most part enrolled them in private schools . .
While white fl ight and the private school movement may be thought of
in one sense as resistance to social change, it is, on the other hand, a
retreat from resistance to school desegregation. It should be noted that
while it resists one type of social change, racial mixing, it is itself
a form of social change. While no direct measure of white flight is
available, three measures are fairly good indicators of the phenomenon:
the decline in enrollment from 1969 to 1970, the increase in percent
black for the districts, and the growth of private schools.
The decline in ' public school enrollment from 1969 to 1970 was
41,163. A drop of 6,450 was recorded for the previous year. For a
decline in enrollment from 1969-1970 for each district see the Appendix
Table, pp.100-108. Table 8 shows that an increase in percent Negro has
occurred in most of the school districts in the state. The greatest
increase occurred in districts that were already majority-black in 1968.
This increase is probably to a large degree the result of whites leaving
the p~blic schools. It is interesting to note that only three districts
changed from minority-black status in 1968 to majority-black in 1970.
These three districts all had better than 45 percent black in 1968. Map
3, p. 38 shows the majority black districts.
Miller (1957:4) wrote, "Private, i.e., nonpublic, education has long
held an important place in the scheme of American education." However, in
the South, and Mississippi in particular, private schools have not been a
major factor in education since the emergence of the state-wide public
school systems for the two races. In 1960, Mississippi had less than five
percent of its school children in private schools (U.S. Census Bureau,
1961b:S47). Lovejoy, in 1963, listed in his Prep School Guide (1963:74)
only 12 private and parochial schools in the state. In 1964 there were
only three non-sectarian private schools in operation . . Today there are
236 private schools in Mississippi (see Table 9).
Fichter (1958:428-429) classified private schools into parochial,
characterized by religion, and private schools, characterized by social
class. The recent Southern phenomenon does not fit Fichterls simple
dichotomy. The so-called "segregation academies" are not the expensive
. . I~Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, North Carolina and
Virginia. The 'Mississippi House passed such a bill but it was
defeated in the Senate (JDN, 4/7/54: 1).
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MAP 3.
MAJORITY-BLACK
SCHOOL DISTRICTS
IN MISSISSIPPI,
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preparatory schools that Fichter described nor are they free from
rei igious influences. The right to Ilpray in school ll is as much a
sh i bbo 1eth of the movement as the right to Ilchoose one I sown companyll
even though the basic rationale is segregation.
Table 8.

fi.;;;

Change in Percent Negro from 1968 to 1970 in Mississippi
School Districts

~.;:

11. [:~:~ ::::
Percent Negro of
1968 District
Enrollment
I to 49%
50 to 100%
Total
Source:

Number of Districts with Degrees of Change in % Negro
Decrease in
0-.9"10
10-30%
1-9%
Increase
Increase Increase
Total
% Negro
21

15

6

2

27

17

.

30

6

72

24

33

65

54

39

137

Computed from records supplied by John O. Ethridge, Information
and Advisory Office, State Department of Education and from HEW
Forms 101:-1, 102-1, 1970.

In discussing the Southern private school movement it is necessary
to separate the truly parochial type from the newer private and rei igious
enterprises. Fifty-three Cathol ic schools, six Episcopal and two
Presbyterian schools in the state meet Fichterls criteria and differ
from the segregation academies in that they have strong policies against
discrimination. They also differ by showing a decline in enrollment.
For example, in 1964 there were 56 Catholic schools with an enrollment
of 16,222. By 1970 the enrollment had declined to 13, 264 and three
schools had closed - all of this at a time when segregation academies
were booming.
From 1964 to 1970, Mississippi granted 158 charters to private
educational foundations, not to mention the many Ilchurch schools.11 While
not every foundation became functional, approximately 163 segregation
academies were operating in 1970 in sixty-six counties (Note Map 41 p.
40) with as estimated enrollment of 53,809 (see Table 9). In 1966 2
there were reported only 23,586 chi Idren enrolled in all the private
schools in Mississippi. The greatest enrollment gains in the private
schools were during the fall of 1969 and the spring and fall of 1970

~ Di~~:~~~~
~~~~~lment
is 50 percent Negro
or greater, 1970-71.

,tA'L liVE'

,ro.£

12The first year for which reliable figures are avai I~ble.
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(see Table , 10). Even though the growth has been phenomenal, all of the
private schools in the state account for only 11.8 percent of the total
number of __ school children in Mississippi, with segregation academies
enrolling , only 8.8 percent .

MAP 4.
SEGREGATION
ACADEMIES IN
MISSISSIPPI,
FALL 1970

Table 9.

Private Schools and Segregation Academies in Mississippi
as of September, 1970

Type of School

46,881

132a

53

13,436

b

Episcopal ,.

6

1,674

b

Presbyt e rian

5

1,117

3b

13

3,879

13

3,879

Other Faiths

8

840

8

867

Non-classifiable

7

1,972

7

1,972

State and Federal
Supported Non-Public

9

2,220

236

72,019

Catho H c

••• fEE

trAIl

•

•

•

•

1(.'£'

•

-.

...

IH.ro.

S CO T r

, . , TH

•

,£IHo.'

•

JA"r,

Baptist

•

CL . . .

r

•

TOTALS

LEGEND
Indicates one academy and its
approximate location

~

-

-

-

Indicates county does not have
an academy

-

-

823

c

- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

163

53,809

aTwo all-Negro schools and one predominantly Negro are omitted .
bCatholic, Episcopalian, and two Presbyterian schools have been
omitted because they have strong anti-discrimination policies .
CState and federally supported non-public schools such as schools
for blind, deaf, Indians, special education, etc., have also been omitted.
Source:

~

46,268

lAUDE WDAL(

JO' E I

•

Segregation
Academies
Number
Enrollment

135

Non-Church Related

torlOrs

Total Number of
Private Schools
Number
Enrollment

List of private schools compiled by author, enrollments
projected from incomplete reports gathered by the Mississippi
State Department of Education.
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Table 10.

Enrollment Gains in Private Schools in

Mississ~ppi~

1966-1970*

,,,}6111 \;

Year

Number of
Schools

THE DISESTABLISHMENT OF THE DUAL SCHOOL SYSTEM

G~I!'l

Enrollment

NUl'flb~ r h' i . , I i ll

%

. 11 1 ·; iF ,; II
.i !

1966-67

121

23,586

~

1967-68

129

24,227

641

~.7

1968-69

138

22,093

-2,134

-8.8

1969-70

188

46,981

24,888

I q.6

1970 (estimate)

236

72,019

25,03a

~~.2

IN MISSISSIPPI

X

1 'fd jlRi\if l ' ; 1M

;':1966-1969 figures taken from Nonpubl ic Schools, State

CHAPTER I V

v

D~p~"t~e,,~

1

The concept "disestablishment" is a special case of "desegregation"
and desegregation is a broader concept than "mixing of the races" as
these terms are used in this thesis. Integretion is not considered a
synonym for desegregation. All of these terms have been left undefined
until now. This chapter will provide the working definitions. It will
show disestablishment as a process of social change. It will discuss
and document the degree of desegregation as of fall, 1970 and attempt to
explain how this was accompl ished. It will analyze the lack of violence
in the process of disestabl ishment.

I!>: .

Education, Division of Administration and Finance, Jack~pn. MISSIss IPPI
for respective years. 1970 estimate based on 86 percen~ of th~ ~~hools
reporting and a projection of the category means for the 0~h~r~~

Disestablishment Defined
Undefined by the Courts
Unfortunately, the courts in requiring a unitary system did not
define a unitary syst em. When was a system unitary? Was racial balance
necessary among the schools? Henderson (1969:8), Chief of HEW's Office
for Civil Rights, stated, "Generally speaking, when one enters any school
in the district for observation purposes, he would be unable to determine
if the school had previously been all Negro or all white." Racial
balance was obviously to be the yardstick in measuring "unitary" and a
tool in effecting disestablishment.
Lief tenant Governor Charles L. Sullivan attempted to establ ish a
state definition of a unitary school system. Legislation which he
introduced in February of 1970, would require "Mississippi schools to
operate under a unitary system .•• " He defined a unitary system to be
"a system exactly like the systems now being operated in New York,
111 inois, Pennsylvania and Cal ifornia" (JDN, 2/13/70: 1). This bi 11
guaranteed not racial mixing but freedom of choice which had been
struck down by the courts. Sull ivan's concept of "unitary" was
administratively unified. His bill called for substantially the same
organization as was achieved in district reorganization under the
School Equilization Plan in 1956. It did not call for disestabl ishment:
it only redefined the status ~.
A SOCiological Definition
Disestabl ishment is considered in this thesis as a special case of

desegr~gation •. Weinberg (1970:2) defined desegregation as lithe abolition
of SOCial practices that bar equal access to opportunity or bar equal
access to the 'mainstream of American life.' II Desegregation can be
accomplished in a number of ways. Using Weinberg's definition of
desegregation, pisestablishment can be seen both as growing out of the
desegregation process and as one way of effecting desegregation.
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Disestablishment is the administrative process whereby segregated schools
(a social practice that bars equal access to opportunity) are abolished
and non-segregated attendance patterns are establ ished. It includes
the decision to desegregate; the administrative planning and pol icymaking necessary to effect desegregation; the carrying out of those
pol icies in terms of reassignment of the use of attendance centers;
pupil, faculty and administrative transfers; and ~urriculum changes.
It would also include innovations roassure equal access to opportunity
for all pupils. Disestablishment is but one of the means whereby
desegregation can occur. It is the major process open to the school
system. The two terms, disestabl ishment and desegregation, will for
the most part be used synonymously in this study.
Integration is still another process, it is not a synonym for
desegregation although it has been popularly used in this manner.
The present writer reserves "intergration" for a more special ized
definition. Weinberg (1970:3) defines integration as "the real ization "
of equal opportunity by deliberate cooperation and without regard to
racial or social barriers." Integration can hardly be achieved for a
heterogeneous population - it is achieved by them. On the other hand,
desegregation can be accomplished for a population.
Since this study makes no attempt to measure integration the term
is not used. However, it does appea r in severa 1 quotes. I n these it
is obvious that the one quoted is using integration as "mixing of races"
which is one aspect of desegregation and one outcome of disestablishment.
Disestablishment as Social Change
Disestablishment of dual systems, i.e., school desegregation, is
disruption of social organization and the emergence of new organizational
forms. It is both a violation of certain social values and norms and
the restructuring of them. It is an alteration of the pattern of ethnic
interaction and the development of new patterns. It is a recognition of
"social evils" and an effort to achieve equality. It is the rejection
of local values for more idealistic and widely held values. It is a
community and school in turmoil and in search of a "better way." It is
a type of rapid social change growing out of a particular social problem,
race relations, related to a single institution, education, occurring
both within the spacial and interactional community.
A Strategy for Social Change
At the Nery heart of sociological theory stands one major generalizing
idea, social" organization. Organization is both a process and a result
of a process.
Process is change. Prior to the Civil War there was virtually no
public education in the South and laws forbade. the education of the
Negroes. During the social upheaval of the Reconstruction the tenor of
all emergent social organization was to become racially separate.

Structures of segregat~on emerged as a part of th e social process:
segregated tra~sportatlon, segregated eating, segregated housing, and
among other things, segregated schooling.
Cultural and social factors interacted to reinforce segregation.
A val~e system.spawn~d by slavery and often undergirded with reI igious
sanction had given bl rth to the concept of white supremacy
The mores
of the people, th~ir folkways and their laws based not on ~he constitution
of the country which grant ed equality to all men but upon the regional
value system of the South demanded separate and carefully regulated
patte:n: of social interaction between the races. White supremacy was
not limi ted to the ~outh, but has been nationally a rather widely held
general value. It IS, however, more specific and pervasive in the South.
But historically no social order has been found to be perfect or
static. The s~gregati~n of ~he races rei~forced by segregated schools
led ~o. separation and Isolation, which in turn led to suspicion and
~OStl~ Ity .
It ~lso led to a large proportion of the population with an
Inferior educatio n, a second-class citizenry, a loss of economic output,
an~ an underemployment of human resource.
The South, both black and
white, suffered; the blacks perhaps suffered the most.
School desegregation, or what has come to be known as "Our Childrens'
Burde"n ,': (Mac~, 196~) ~s a strategy for social change. Many have decried
the manlpu~atlon of children for this purpose, claiming it a problem that
adults ~on t.fac~, ~ut one that we expect children to solve. But careful
reflect~on wil l Indicate the sociological necessity of such a strategy if
change IS to occur.
The school played a major role in perpetuating this division of the
:aces ~nd ~he :ubordination of blacks (Weinberg, 1967:87-91). The school
IS ~n Institution of the community. In many aspects it has replaced the
f~mlly.
It becomes, so often, the center around which most of the social
life o~ the comm~nity occurs. It is largely controlled by the community.
There IS a dynamic relationship between the school and the community. A
segr 7gated school system reinforces a segregated community. Thus there
ar~ In effect two communities instead of one a black community and a
wh I te co ~munl. t y. Th ere f ore change in the segregated
'
structure of the
school, It would appear, would result in changes in the structure of
the commu~ity. On the other hand, the changes would not be as likely
t~ OCcur In the community without a change in the socializing agent
tr: school. De:egregated education, it is argued (Weinberg, 1970:378-379),
~ou~~r~s the ch~ldr~n f~r accepting each other in the integrated situations
f
In other Institutional areas of 1 ife, particularly in the world
~ work. F~rtherm~re it provides the black child with a better education
o c~mdPete In the Job market and in social life. Education is generally
consl
.
. ered to . be" 0 ne 0 f th e major
c h annels of social mobility in our
~~~Ie~y •. :t IS argu ed by civil rights advocates that racially integrated
.OOt S WI 1 help to unify the community and to place the Negro in the
ma Ins ream of comm 't l'f
comm .
unl y I e rat h er than isolating him in his subunity.
What is happening in the schools of Mississippi, the South, and 'In
nation is social Change.
the
change."
Furthermore, it is to a large degree "planned
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The Process of Disestabl ishment
Voluntarism and Court Orders
The editor of the TU elj Journal had written rather perceptibly
(as quoted in JDN, 5/24/5 :3 :

4

For almost certainly it will be in the pocketbook, rather
than in the court-room, that Mississippi first comes face
to face with the high court's ban on segregation.
He predicted that the Federal Government would appropriate monies for
school construction and the dire need for such funds in the South would
speed up the process of desegregation. Such was the case.
Federal funds for state-wide publ ic school systems reach back as
far as 1917 with grants for vocational education programs. More
recently publ ic schools enjoyed financial support from the Federal
Government in form of the school lunch program begun in 1946 and the
National Defense Education Act in 1958. However, in the 1959-60
school year only 4.4 percent of the support of local schools over the
nation was derived from federal sources. The passage of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, Public Law 89-10, of 1965, and as amended
by Public Law 89-750, more than doubled the Federal Government's share
in the support of local schools. Titles I, II, III, IV and V of this
act a re des i gned to meet spec if i c educat i ona 1 needs at the 1oca I I ev,e 1s.
The Federal Aid to Impacted Areas Act, Public Law 874, passed by the
81st Congress also increased substantially the share of federal funds
in local schools (Advisory Commission, 1969:37-44). These funding
programs played a strategic part in the desegregation of the schools.
They were begun at a time when freedom of choice was allowed and
enforcement was lax which made compl iance fairly easy for the school
districts. By the 1966-67 school year a I ittle better than 18 percent
of the total cost of public schools in Mississippi was contributed by
the Federal Government, an amount which totaled $38,222,659.75 (Division
of Administration and Finance, 1967:43-44). Once the programs were
begun school districts found it rather difficult to curtail them when
threat of loss of funds occurred. This fact provided in some cases
and effective tool by which to prod compliance.
Many school ' districts thought that by not accepting federa 'l funds
they could evade desegregating their schools and a number of districts
in Mississippi refused federal aid. However, Title IV of the Civil
Rights Act gave the Justice Department the right to act against any
school district where there was a complaint of discrimination.
Although federal money was to play an important role in the
desegregation process it was a federal court order that brought about
the first school desegregation. 1 Mississippi was the last state to see

IUnless otherwise noted the following data are taken from HEW
records and other information suppl ied by Mr. John O. Ethridge, Informati
and Advisory Officer, State Department of Education or else are from
general knowledge of the events.
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Negro children attending classes with whites. A federal judge ordered
four districts in the state to submit desegregation plans by July of
1964 and to begin disestablishment of dual systems by the fal I. On
August 31, 1964 sixteen Negro first-graders enrolled in four schools in
Bilox i, Mississippi without any incident. The two-column story which
was only three-fourths of the page long, topped by a four-column header,
is a sharp contrast to the ful I page devoted to the desegregation decision
of the Supreme Court ten years prior. NEVER had become strangely muted.
Only two other districts, Jackson Separate and Leake County, experienced
desegregation that fall. Thirty-nine Negroes were enrolled in the
capitol city schools and one Negro child enrolled at Carthage in Leake
County. Non e were enrolled at Clarksdale Separate, the other district
under court order. Efforts were made at Meridian, Canton, and Marks but
Negro pupils were turned away because these districts were not under
court orders.
Fifty-si x Negroes now attended school with whites. Ten years of
no progress were over. However, another six years would pass before
the dual system would come to an end.
Dur ing 1965 federal funds became available through the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act and many districts applied, submitting
voluntary plans in order to receive the assistance. These plans were
all based on freedom of choice. No effort was made to bring an end to
segregation. In fact, evidence seems to indicate that negative sanctions
were applied to Negroes who considered applying to white schools (U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, 1967b:47-69). Another sixteen districts came
under court order during that year making a total of twenty. A news
journal ist reported 1,750 or .6 percent of the Negro children were in
white schools in 1965 (Tupelo Journal, 1/16/67: I). The State Superintendent of Education, J, M. Tubb, had reported that all but eleven of the
149 districts were in compl iance (Commercial Appeal, 12/29/65: I). He
went on to state that complete desegregation was expected either by
court order or voluntary compl iance when the 1967-68 school year opened.
I~ sh~uld be noted that by complete compl iance he meant that every
dIstrIct would have a freedom of choice plan. It did not, however, mean
that every district would be desegregated.
During March of 1966 the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
sent to those districts receiving federal money but not under court order
a HEW Form 441-B to be signed indicating their intentions to voluntarily
comply. ~y the end of the 1966-67 school year in June, fifty-three of
the ?Istrlcts had signed 441-B. However, only thirteen of these would
c~ntlnuously remain in voluntary compliance. Twelve of the
fIfty-three complying districts were later deferred but then returned
to voluntary compliance. Seven were terminated funds were cut off
before
th ey vo I untarl. Iy returned to complIance.
. ' Twenty-one of the ,
.
fIfty-three districts which voluntarily complied ended up under court
o~d~r. Of those forty that were deferred, terminated or court ordered
~~I~een lost the~r compl iance status within a year after signing the
b form.
Only nIne out of the forty voluntarily returned to compl iance
ore
"Ael exander"
the massive
d . . drives of the fall of 1969 and 1970 following the
eCISIon of the Supreme Court. Seven of the forty went
un der court ord
.
fo
d·d
er prIor to the "Alexander" decision. The other twentyur I not come bac k·Into compl .lance eIther
.
voluntarily or under
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court order until after the IIAlexander l1 decision produced a concerted
effort of HEW and the Justice Department to put an end to all segregation
in the schools. Two districts that originally had voluntary plans but
did not sign 441-B were deferred in June of 1966.
The 1966-67 school year opened with fifty-five districts not in
compliance, thirty-seven were under court order and fifty-seven had
signed HEW 441-B.2 There were 185 desegregated schools with 8 300
Negroes attending school with whites according to one estimate~
(Southern Education Reporting Service, 1967:20). Thirty-two additional
districts signed 441-B by the end of the 1966-67 school year, making a
total of eighty-five that had signed. However, twenty-five of these
new signers were not approved and were immediately deferred. Eight of
these later achieved compl iance status voluntarily but the other seventeen
eventually went under court order. Out of the original seven that were
approved during the 1966-67 school year only two remained in voluntary
compliance. One of the seven was deferred and then voluntarily complied.
The other four came under court order. Another twelve districts which
did not sign 441-B but which had been receiving federal funds were
deferred. Two of these later voluntarily compl ied. The others were
court ordered. During the summer of 1966 and the 1966-67 school year
twenty-two new districts came under court order increasing the total
of forty-two.
By June of 1967, only seven districts remained to be dealt with.
Five had been ruled not el igible for funds back in January of 1965.
Two of these were later to seek voluntary compliance status, the other
three were to be court ordered. Two counties were left untouched by
HEW officials. One was to come under court order in February of 1968,
the other not until October of 1969.
The summer of 1967 and the 1967-68 school year were filled with
cases of deferral, termination and court orders mostly of those districts
that had formerly had voluntary plans or else signed 441-B and for some
reason no longer qualified as being in compliance. Seventy-three
districts came under HEW or Justice Department action in this one year
period. Only one of these was a completely new action.
While no figures were located for the 1967-68 school year the
estimate for 196,8-69 shows considerable increase in desegregation.
There were 13,839 Negro children or 7.1 percent in white shcools
(Meridian Star, 11/2/69: 1). The summer of 1968 and the 1968-69 school
year Ilke""'fl1e'""previous year were filled with litigation hammering away
at what seemed an impossible task, the disestablishment of the dual system

2This is a total of 149 districts. The number of districts varied
from the 150 originally created under reorganization. It returned to
150 in the summer of 1970.
3Actual figures are hard to obtain inasmuch as the State Department
of Education ceased keeping records by race in 1964. Various reports
show different figures.

The fall of 1969 opened with perhaps as many as 60,000 Negroes
attending school with whites (Minor, 1970:31). This represented
approximately 20 percent. Each year had shown a substantial increase,
but the process seemed to some all too slow.
Freedom of Choice Fails
The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights reported (1967b:45-69) that
IIFree choice plans are f.§Ivored overwhelmingly by the 1,787 school
districts [in the South] desegregating under voluntary plans. 11 It
also reported liThe majority of districts desegregating under court
order also are employing freedom of choice. 11 Because this plan so
predominated in the area of greatest resistance to desegregation the
Commission decided to investigqte it. They found six obstacles to the
exercise of free choice: (1) intimidation by violence, (2) economic
coercion, (3) harassment by white students, (4) conduct of school and
other public officials, (5) the effect of poverty, and (6) inadequate
court orders. The Commission recommended (1967b:94-96) six steps to
the Department of HEW which ineffect would wipe out freedom of choice.
Many Negroes voices from the very beginning had decried freedom of choice
as a viable plan for disestabl ishment in a society where the blacks were
still seeking freedom.
On May 27~ 1968 three freedom of choice plans were struck down by the
Supreme Court In three other Southern states. While the decision was
couched in cautious language, school officials over the South heard the
death knell of the dual system in the words of the court decree. The
implication of the fact that freedom of choice might be on it way out
hit Mississippians forcibly in October of 1968. The Meridian Star
(10/6/68: 1) reflects the issue; liThe future of the controvers"i""a'l
Ilfreedom of choice ll plan for school desegregation over a wide segment of
Missis~ippi may hinge on outcome of a federal court hearing which opens
her: . LJacksonJ Monday.11 Throughout the winter and spring school
officials and p~rents waited for what they by now were sure would come.
They were surprised, however, in May when a three-judge federal court
panel uphel? the freedom of choice plan (Commercial Appeal, 5/14/69:1).
However, this decision was soon appealed to the 5th Circuit Court which
had knocked down similar plans in Louisiana (Meridian Star, 6/8/69:1).
C
One year later, October 29, 1969, NEVER! became NOW! as the Supreme
dourt ruled in Alexander vs. Holmes, Ilevery school district must terminate
ual school systems at once and ••. operate now and hereafter only unitary
ll (M"Inor, 1970 :· 31 -32.
schools
)
Freedom of choice was no longer permissible
. h
It ad failed to disestabl ish the dual system.
'
The spring session of the 1960-70 school year and the fall session
ofhthe 1970-71 school year were periods of tumult in the Illittle red
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plans
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Isestabl Ish. By the opening of the fall of 1970 disestablishwas an accomplished fact.
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The Degree of Disestabl ishment
Disestablished Districts
All of Mississippi IS school districts have disestablished their
dual systems and only two are not desegregated to some degree,4 These
are all-black districts: one has historically served an all-black
community; the other resulted from resegregation (see Appendix I Table,
pp,100-108). There are twenty-eight other districts that still have
some all-black schools and fifteen districts that have some all-white
schools. Only three of these districts have both all-black and allwhite schools. Districts that still have some all-Negro schools tend
to have a relatively high percent Negro enrollment, ranging from 34
percent to 100 percent. Twenty-three of the twenty-seven districts are
majority-black districts. Ten are dist~icts that are more than 90
percent black and two are all-black. Districts that still have allwhite schools tend to have a relatively low percent Negro enrollment,
ranging from 5 percent Negro up to 43 percent Negro. Ten of the fifteen
districts have less than 20 percent Negro and three have less than 10
percent. Those three districts that had both all-Negro and all-white
were in a middle range of percent Negro enrollment: 48, 59, and 67
percent. The relationship of the segregated schools to percent Negro
of the districtls enrollment suggest that the problem to some degree at
least is one of logistics, i.e., the physical problem of shifting children
to obtain racial balance.
While no effort is made to determine the degree to which segregation
may exist within the school, focusing upon the schools which are still
segregated in that they do not have both black and white students may
help in grasping the picture of the degree of disestablishment in
Mississippi. Table 11 provides statistics on segregated schools in the
state.
One might conclude from Table 11 that considerable segregation at
the district level still remains in the state. On the other hand, out
of the 967 attendance centers in the state, only eighty-nine of them
are not desegregated. This represents only 9 percent of all the schools.
Fifty-eight are in majority-black districts. Forty-two are in districts
that have 75 percent or more Negro pupils. Five of these schools are
in all-black districts,
,
Children in Desegregated Situations
Actually, 93 percent of all public school children in Mississippi
are attending desegregated schools. Eighty-nine percent of the Negro
children and 97 percent of the white children are in racially integrated

4Not desegregated in that they do not have both white and black
children attending school together. They are, however, legally
desegregated and are considered to be a "unitary system."
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Table 11.

Type of
Sesresation

Degree of Remaining School Segregation in Mississippi
Schools as of September, 1970
Number
of
Districts

Number
of
Schools

AII-Negro
Schools

30

63 b

All-Wh i te
Schools

15

26

Enrollment
Nesro
Number % of
30,054

Race~

Number

Whi te
% of

Race~

11

..,

6,882

3

Schools That Have
a Higher % Negro
Than Total %
Negro for Their
District
141

486

175,968

65

89,921

35

Schools That
Have 10% or More
Higher % Negro
Than Total %
Negro for Their
District
69

210

83,613

31

21,320

8

alndicates percent of th e t0tal state enrollment for the respective
race in that situation.
bF'
Ive of these schools are in the two all-Negro districts
Source: Computed from HEW Forms OSICR 101-1; 102-1, 1970.
Support of the Disestablishment o f t he Dual School System
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effected desegregation particularly without a court order. Without some
support from the white and Negro communities it would have been virtually
impossible.
Support for publ ic education even though it was desegregated arose
as the publ ic schools were perceived to be threatened. Though the
Governor over television in January of 1970 advo~ated both publ ic and
private schools and even parents l rights to withdraw their children from
school, most state leaders were pleading for the saving of the publ ic
school system. Volunteer groups whose purpose was to save the publ ic
schools sprang up over the state. One state-wide organization emerged
known as "Mississippians for Publ ic Education!" On the local scene
groups known as "Local citizens for the support of Public Schools"
were founded. Many civic groups as well as church groups (infra, pp.
~57) responded to the threat of the loss of publ ic schools and offered
their support (Minor, 1970:33-35). Glenn (1970:420) observed this
phenomenon to be rather widespread. Though many predicted the complete
destruction of the public schools as whites would flee and withdraw
support, only one district in the state became all black. This, perhaps,
is to a large degree due to the support from these volunteer groups.
Through Community Leaders
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Table 12.

Support of School Desegregation in Mississippi by
Loca I PTA IS
School Districts with PTA' s
White
Negro
Number
Percent
Number
Percent

Support
Yes

80

54

78

53

No

18

12

15

10

9

6

9

6

No Information

40

28

45

31

Total

147

100

147

100

No PTA's

Source :

Qu est ionnaire Items, 1110, P, Appendix II, p. 116.

The major ity of the superintendents reported that both white and
NegrO PTA~ in their ~istrict supported their efforts. The ratios
between support and non-support for white and Negro PTA's are about the
same. More superintendents said they did not know or else fai led to
provide information on the Negro PTA's than on the white PTA's.

Local leaders thus affirmed by their actions that while desegregation might not be desirable, it was nevertheless expedient. The superintendents wer~ asked, liTo what degree did community leaders (sometimes
referred to as the Ipower structure l ) support the superintendent and school
board in their efforts to comply or desegregate?"6 A five point Likerttype scale was provided for them to check ranging from strong opposition
to strong support. Twenty-two did not provide information. Nine reported
mild opposition. Community leaders took a neutral position in eighteen
districts the superintendents indicated. The majority, however, stated
that community leaders supported their efforts. Forty rated them as
providing mild support. Forty-eight claimed strong support on the part
of the community leadership.

did not respond to the question of whether the PTA' s sponsored biracial
meetings. Eight stated they did not have PTA organizations. Seventy
repo~ted that the PTA's in their district did not sponsor biracial
meetings. However, there were thirty-six superintendents who indicated
that their PTA's did.

Through the Parent Teacher Associations

Through Extra-School Voluntary Organizations

Perhaps one of the major supports for any school program or activity
comes from the Parent Teacher Association. The superintendents were
asked whether the white and Negro PTA' s supported them in their efforts
to comply with the disestabl ishment decree of the Court. Table 12
shows the responses of the superintendents.

T?ere were two distinct types of voluntary organizations in the
The first type not only supported
~t but promoted it. These would be organizations with a vested interest
In the process such as National Association for Advancement of Colored
P~oPle, Congress of Racial Equality, etc. Superintendents may have viewed
t eSe as confl ict groups rather than support groups at least in the early
~!~?e~ of the process. The second type would be civic, fraternal and
glous groups that would support the school officials because of an
.
Interest in the larger community and publ ic education.

6Questionnaire Item I II G, Appendix I I, p. 114.

One of the major ways that a PTA could help to support the superin-

te~dent and school boar? would have been to sponsor biracial meetings
p~lor to the desegregation of the schools. Thirty-three superintendents

~ommunlty supporting desegregation.

d'
~uperintendents were asked to identify the various groups in their
IStrlct "with th
f b' .
schools II
.
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Sixty-two
did
not
respond
and forty-six reported no such
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d ents reported only one group. Nine
-SIX superlnten
. Twenty'
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t d having two groups. Three identified three groups. Only one
repor
e
. f. d more th an f.our. Ali st
identified
four~ no superintendent identl I~
of possible groups was provided to help remind the superintendents and
aid in identification. Table 13 provides the frequency of these groups
being identified as present in a district.
Table 13.

Groups with the Purpo~e of Bringing about Desegregation
in Mississippi School Districts

Type and Name
of Groups
I.

Number of Superintendents
that Identified the Group
as Present in their District

Civi 1 Rights
NAACP (National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People)
North Mississippi Legal Defense Fund
The Delta Ministry
SCLC (Southern Christian Leadership
Conference)
NEA (National Education Association)
CORE (Congress of Racial Equal ity)
SNCC (Student Non-violent Coordinating
Commi ttee)
Urban League

I I.

20
12

6

Source:

Th e superintendents were asked, IIWhat civic, fraternal, or religious
organizations we re su pportive of the superintendent and school board
efforts to comply in that they did one or more of the fol lowing: appointed
educational committees, held discussion groups, sponsored informational
programs, or publ icly expressed support?11 Only thirty-six superintendents did not reply. Twe nty-four said that no community groups supported
them in their efforts to comply. Thirteen identified one group. Thirteen
identified "two groups. Eleven identified , three. Nine identified four.
Eight identi fied five. Eight identified six. Three identified seven and
twenty -two identified eight or more. Of the three types of community
groups the civic groups tended to be identified more often as being in
support than were the fraternal or the religious groups. Table 14 provides the frequency of the various groups identified by the superintendents. Th ree superintendents wrote in that the Christian people of the
community were suppor tive. No other groups were identified.
Through the Newspapers

2
1

41
40

23
22

17
12

The editorial pol icy of the newspapers toward desegregatfon prior
to the desegregation of the local publ ic schools has already been discussed (supra, p. 33). The superintendents were also asked, liTo what
degree did the editorial policy of the major newspaper (the one that
carries the most district school news) support the superintendent and
school board in thei r efforts to comply or desegregate?11 A five point
Likert-type scale was provided ranging from strong opposition to strong
support. Eighteen superintendents did not respond. The majority of
the Superintendents reported that the newspapers supported them.
Table 15 provides the distribution.

9

Community ' Groups
Illnformal ll citizens group (Negro)
IllnformaJlI citizens group (white)
City Council
Illnformal" citizens group (biracial)
County supervisors
Black coalition or caucas

Health, Education and Welfare; Freedom Democrats; Black Citizens for
Better Education in Clay Co.; Head Start; Monroe County Board of Education; Merged Local Teachers Association; Tombigbee Human Relations
Council; McComb Bi-racial Committee; McComb Enterprise Journal; McComb
Ministerial Association; Federal Courts; Education Committee; and Community
Relati ons Committee. No one identified either the Black Musl im or the
Black Panth er s as being present.

5
1+

School-Related Groups
IIConcerned" Negro parents
Local Negro PTAl s
IIConcerned" Wh i te parents
Local White PTAl s
Local MTA (Negro)
Loca I MEA (wh i te)
Biracial group of IIConcerned l1 parents

III.

54

55

50

31
14

13
8
2

Questionnaire Item, I I I D, Appendix II, p. 112.

In addition to the groups in Table 13 a number of other groups
were identified: MACE (unidentified); Justice Department; Local School
Board; Legal Aid; Teachers and Local Black Leaders; Department of

Eighty-three percent of the superintendents stated7 that the newspapers were" wil ling to print articles about desegregation exactly as
the superintendent presented them. Three said some articles were
refused. Six reported that the newspapers printed revised editions
of their articles. There were none who reported that they had al I
articles refused. Seven admitted that they had not submitted any.
General coverage of news relative to racial incidents varied
considerably.8 Twelve superi~tend~nts did not respond to the question.

7Questionnaire Item I I I J, Appendix II, p. 115.
8Questionnaire Item III K, Appendix II, p. 115.
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Seventy-nine reported no racial incidents occurred. Of the remaining
fifty-six superintendents, eighteen stated that most incidents went
unreported, ten stated the newspapers arbitrarily chose what to report,
eleven indicated that there was selectivity in what was reported, and
seventeen said that almost all incidents were covered. Practically the
same responses were given relative to radio cove~age of racial incidents.

Table 15.

Responses to the Degree of Support of the Editorial Pol icy
of Local Newspapers Toward School Officials Involved in
Desegregation in Mississippi

Degree of Support
Table 14.

Civic, Fraternal and Religious Groups that Supported District
School Officials in their Efforts to Comply with Desegregation
in Mississippi

Type and Name
of Group
I.

II.

II I.

Number of Superintendents that
Identified the Group as Being
Supportive

Civi c
Lions
Chamber of Commerce
Rota ry
Jaycees (Junior Chamber of Commerce)
Civitans
Kiwanis
American Legion
Garden Club
CDF (Community Development Foundation)
Exchange Club
Junior Auxi lary
Fraternal Organizations
Masons
V.F.W.
Elks
Moose
WOW (Woodmen of the World)
Knights of Columbus
Odd Fellows
ReI igious (White Churches)
Bapt i sL
Methodist
Presbyterian
Cathol i c
Episcopalian
Church of God
Ass.emb 1y of God
Jewi sh
Lutheran
Nazarene
Disciples of Christ
7th Day Adventists
Christian Scientists
Latter Day S.ints

Source:

59
55
51
33
29
21
13
10
5

3
3

8
5
3
3
2
1
1

34

33
25
15
11

10
6
4
4
3

Number of Superintendents Responding
Number
Percent

Strong opposition

9

6

Mil d oppos i t ion

4

3

Neutral

28

19

Mild support

30

20

Strong support

58

40

No information

18

12

147

100

Source:

Questionna i re Item, I II H, Appendix I I, p. 114.

Through the Negro Community
Some evidence of Negro support has already been indicated in terms
of the Negro PTA's (supra, pp. 52-53) and the extra-school voluntary
organizations (supra, pp. 53-54). Support of the Negro community can
be implied by the relative lack of opposition to the fact that disestablishment proceeded largely in terms of the white power structure's
plan and largely to the advantage of whites. Negro children were primarily
the ones who had to transfer and Negro schools were generally the ones
to close or lose their identity (infra. pp. 72-74).
An avenue of support that many Negroes wished for but never
mat~r!al ized. in many communities was participation in the pol icy and
decIsion-making process. A number of questionnaire items attempted
to tap the degree to which they were able to do so.9 The first was
whether the district made use of a biracial advisory committee and if so
at what stage did the committee function. Eleven superintendents did not
resp~nd. Seventy-one (48 percent) said they did not use a biracial
committee. Fourteen superintendents reported using a biracial committee.
Fou~te~n superintendents reported using a biracial committee in the
beginning, prior to any desegregation in the district. Twenty-nine
reported that they began using a biracial advisory committee after the

2

2
1

1

Questionnaire Item, II I F, Appendix II, p. 113.

91 tems III A, Band C, Append i x II, pp. III -112.
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first desegregation but before major desegregation occurred. Twenty-one
reported using such a committee but only after major desegregation. After
1968, the courts required some districts to have a biracial committee.
How the committee came to be formed and how its membership was
derived would seem to indicate something as to its representativeness
of the Negro community and of the responsiveness of the board to the
committee's suggestions. Twenty-nine superintendents reported that the
committee was formed in their district as the result of a court order
directing them to do so. Six said the committee developed on its own.
Four said community leaders suggested it. One superintendent said it
originated from some source other than the above. but ' not from the
board. Thirty superintendents reported that the formation of the
committee was at the request of the superintendent and board. Eleven
did not respond. In response to the question as to how membership on
the committee was obtained only eleven failed to answer. Three said
volunteers were used. Twenty-two reported that representative groups
elected the committee members. Eight said "community leaders" appointed
them. Two claimed that city officials appointed them. Twenty-three said
their committees were appointed by the superintendent and the school
board. Five reported that committees were already in existence and these
were used. Seven indicated other means without specifying them.
A rather interesting phenomenon occurred relative to. the degree
that the school board uti lized the biracial committee. IO On the previous
questions the number of superintendents that stated they did not have a
biracial committee had remained rather constant: 71,66, 67. There was
enough leeway in the"no information"category to explain the discrepencies.
However, in response to this fourth question which appeared among questions
related to the superintendent's and school board's actions, ninety-four
maintained that they did not have such a committee and a larger number
also failed to respond. fifteen as compared to eleven. Of those that
did respond and admitted having a committee, two said the committee was
never consulted, six said the board heard the committee's reports but
ignored their recommendations, twenty-nine stated the board adopted some
of the committee's recommendations, and five indicated that the board
was highly dependent upon the committee. It would appear that only a
small percent of the school boards really provided an avenue of participation and support for the leadership of the Negro community.
The one place where the Negro community could make the greatest
contribution to the policy and decision making process of the schools
was in membership of the school board itself. Only eighteen of the
superintende~ts reported that their school board was biracial. 11 Ten
fa i I ed to res'pond, but they a re un like I y to have had Negro schoo I boa rd
members. In the I ight of the fact that seventy-one of the school
districts have a majority-black student body this is under-representation.

10Questionnaire Item V E, Appendix I I, p.

119.

IIQuestionnaire Item V A, Appendix I I, p.

118.
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thirteen reported receiving threats on themselves and their family.
Only ten reported angry parents assembled at the schools but these, they
stated, made no attempt to block Negroes entering. Only two reported
violence occasioned by Negroes entering the white shcools. Only four
listed property damage. Three 1 isted other types of opposition and six
did not respond to the question.
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In some areas whites boycotted classes for a while in protest to
the Negroes' presence in the school. In other places Negroes boycotted
classes in protest to the closing of a Negro school or the loss of
identity of their school, or some other policy related to desegregation.
But for the most part the boycotts were peacefu 1 even, though tempers
flared and tension mounted.
The relative lack of violence in school desegregation in Mississippi,
cannot be explained by anyone factor. The discussion that follows is
based upon insights on the part of the writer with a minimal amount of
documentation and are offered as highly general suggestions, tentative
hypotheses that are based on observations of the data. Some were also
suggested by other researchers encountered in the review of literature.
Some Observations
Before attempting to expl icate some of the more important factors
which seem to have contributed to the lack of violence, observations of
a cognitive nature could be made. There is often a radical difference
in one's behavior and his stated opinions and attitudes. Mississippians
and other Southerners loudly proclaimed what they would do if those
"blankety-blank niggers enter out schools," but few made good their
threats. Two reasons might be tendered as possible explanations for
this difference between stated intentions and behavior other than a
change in attitude ~~.
First, fear and anxiety over the consequences of an act or a series
of acts are usually greater than the consequences themselves. In other
words, violence fai led to materialize in many instances where it was
predicted because the prediction was made on the basis of free-floating
anxiety rather than on the objective reality of the situation. Statements relative to intended actions were based upon anxiety and fear of
the anticipated consequences rather than the actual occurrance. " In other
words, they were of the "if, then" variety. A configuration of events
was imagined which included among other things blacks using filthy
language, picking fights, molesting white girls--dire consequences as
the whites saw them--and intentions to act were predicated on this mindset. When these things did not material ize, the necessary stimuli for
action were not present and there was no occasion to act. In those
instances when the mental configuration to some degree was approximated
by real ity and thus appropriate stimuli were present, whites did tend to
act out their stated intentions.
A second reason is that such statements of intended violence were
ritualistic in nature, offered more as moral support than for actual
intentions. The individual was able to reinforce his own self-image
and the self-image of the group by declaring himself as a "protector"
of the Southern way of 1 i fe,, 1
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Federa 1 Fllnds
Federal funds were offered to the districts through a variety of
programs (supra, pp. 46-47). These funds were.des~erately need d and
7
benefited both black and white. Many school districts became highly
dependent upon these federal monies which had bee~ accepted un~er the
relatively innocuous freedom of choice desegregation plan. Fal lure to
comply when this plan was ruled invalid meant loss of those funds. Wey
and Corey (1957:19-20) had suggested that desegregation would ~rogress
as the majority group understood how desegregation would benefit. them:
Fifteen districts in the state voluntarily desegregate~ and rema~ned. In
compl iance serving as models of smooth transition • . Th~rty-one districts
th~ had volunteered to desegregated when threatenea with a cut-off of
funds or when funds were cut-off returned to compliance volunta~ily.
Only twenty-five of those that filed acceptable voluntary compl lance
forms ended up under court orders. Thirty-one ~erc7nt of. the t~en 148
districts in the state compl ied voluntarily. Time IS again a vital
factor in the development of successful models and the adjustment of the
districts from token to full desegregation. Later in the process.t~e
Emergency School Assistance Program 1 ikewise aided a smooth transition.
Whites angered by the tremendous cost of reorganization and relocation
of pupils were able to dispell their ' resentment in statements s~ch"as
lithe Federal Government caused the p'roblem so let them pay for It.
Efforts Toward Equal ity
The state School Equalization Program was also a time-related
factor that may have contributed to the relative ease of desegregation.
Many actions have been noted to have unintentional consequences •. A
number of such consequences, some positive for school desegregation, can
be noted growing out of the School Equl ization Program.
Speaker of the House Sillers raised a pertinent point when he
referred to the problem of putting Mississippi schools under one system
if the Supreme Court abolished segregation as lithe 64 dollar question
and the jigsaw puzzle of the day" (JON, 3/~0/5~:1). In 19?4 Mississippi
had 2,094 school districts; 809 of these districts were white, the
.
balance were Negro. The problem the federal courts woul~ hav~ :aced In
dealing with such a large number of districts and effecting mixing of
schools in racially separate administrative districts would have been
overwhelming. In the reorganization of the school districts as a part
of the equalization plan this large number was redu ed to ~50 ~Naylor
7
and Crain, 1965:9). Administratively these were.unl~ary districts fo~
no longer were there white districts and Neg~o districts, there were Just
districts. These districts contained all-whlte and all-Negro school~,
the only exception being a district which served an all-Negro community.
The second positive contribution is seen in the equalization process
itself. The procedures of the program required school bo~r~s to Ilprepare
and submit to the Commission the 'Long Range Plan of Providing Equal
Facilities' for the children in the district " (Naylor and Cai~,.1~65:13).
While the word equal might be challenged, and whether the facilities
were ever made equal might likewise be challenged, the fact must not be
overlooked that great strides forward were made.

A state survey in 1951 had shown 1,409 one-room schools and 439
schools housed in non-publ icly owned buildings (Naylor and Cain, 1965:8).
Most of these schools were Negro. As was pointed out earlier (supra
p.23), in 1954 th~re were 1,040 one-teacher Negro schools as opposed'to
48 one-teacher white schools, a rather clear indication as to who
occupied most of the 1,409 one-room school buildings.
By 1967 the State Educational Finance Commission reported (1967:
48) that more than 65 percent of the state1s school children were in
classrooms constructed after World War II. The more than 3,800
attendance centers that existed in 1951 had been reduced to 1,042 by
1965. But eve~ more significant is the fact that the 1,409 one-room
schools found In the 1951 survey had by 1965 been reduced to 13 (Naylor
and Cain, 1965:22). From 1955 to the end of 1969 the State Educational
Finance Commission (1969) allocated $130,232,925.09 for new construction.
Almost $75,000,000.00 of this was for new construction of Negro schools
and classrooms. A little more than $54,000,000.00 was for white schools.
Approximately $2,000,000.00 was for schools whose racial composition
could not be identified or for auxiliary educational structures (State
Educational Finance Commission, 1969).
This accelarated construction, while it was designed to avoid

desegr~gation and while it perhaps delayed the process, helped to improve
educational standards both for the blacks and whites. Without additional
and much needed classrooms, desegregation could hardly have been accompl ished.
Although some relatively new, formerly al I-Negro schools now stand idle
over the state because the white power structure refused to send white
chi Idren to JlniggerJ' bui Idings, many districts have effectively uti I ized
these new structures in their de'segregation plan. Without them it would
hav~ been impossible logistically as well as from the standpoint of the
dominant value structure to have effected complete racial mixing.
These new facilities were more acceptable to whites. For example,
a ,survey of parents of school children in Starkville, Mississippi, prior
to school desegregation revealed that 76 percent of the white parents
stated that they would not be wil ling to send their children to a school
form~rly occupied by Negroes. However when the desegregation plan was
put Into effect using the better, formerly Negro facilities only a small
per 7ent ?pted to leave the public school system rather than to send
their children to these schools (Palmer, 1970:8).
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Redefinition of the Negrols Role
Redefinition of the Negrols role is another factor in which the
time dimension was vital. The Negro in Mississippi prior to 1954 had
extremely low status. His social position and his roles were rigidly
defined by the white community. Social change as was mentioned earlier
called for a redefinition of the role. White Mississippians saw via
television not "Sambo" but educated Negroes with obvious social graces
hobnobbing with the President of the United States and other important
people. They saw not roles of demeanor but behavior based on equality.
They viewed movies such as "In the Heat of the Night" and "Guess Whols
Coming to Dinner." They watched TV plots such as I ~ I Spy," "Room 222,"
and "Mission Impossible" where Negroes were cast in roles for different
from "Amos and Andy," They 1 istened to popular music such as
"Everything is Beautiful" on their radios. They thrilled to black
athletes in such popular contact sports as basketball and football.
They had time to get used to "seeing black skin," a vision that helped
to soften the effect of seeing black skin in a white classroom.
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Dissipation of Hostil ities
Prior Violence
Violence in other institutional areas both within the state and
outside the state and violence relative to the desegregation of schools
in nearby areas acted as a buffer to violence in Mississippi IS school
desegregation and tended to dissipate hostilities. A number of authors
(Williams and Ryan, 1954:239-240; Weyand Corey, 1959:17) had pointed
out that districts underwent desegregation much more smoothly where
prior desegregating experiences acted as a ~hock absorber. The murder
of Negro leaders and civil rights workers-Medger Evers at Jackson in
1962; the brutal murder of three civil rights workers in Philadelphia
in the summer of 1964; and then later the fire bomb death of Vernon
Dahmer in 1966, at Hattiesberg - shocked the people of the state. The
assassinations of John F. Kennedy in November of 1963; of Martin Luther
King in 1968; and Robert F. Kennedy the same year tended to create
nation-wide revulsion for violence. Detroit, Watts, and Newark in the
summers of 1965 and 1966 also had an impact.
Mississippi IS own bloody confrontation with violence at the University of Mississippi as James Meridith attempted to enroll there in 1962
demonstrated the senselessness of such action (Minor, 1970:33). The
earlier experience of publ ic school desegregation at Little Rock,
Arkansas and the later experience at Lamar, South Carolina helped to
create a cl imate in the state of "Letls not let it happen here."
Mississippi being the last state to desegregate and considered the
"hardest" had the eyes of the world focused upon its efforts to desegregate . The people of the state tended to be self-conscious and manifested
an attitude of "Letls show them."
This spirit of "Let l s not let it happen here," and "Letls show them,
could be heard expressed in many Mississippi communities. It is apparent
that time is also a contributing factor in the development of such a
spirit in reaction to situations that occurred earl ier.
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This is not to imply that state leaders were not involved in
resisting desegregation. They continued to create an uproar. mainly
pol itical in nature, but they left the local boards free to act.
A second related factor is that state leadership served to dissipate
hostility in their multi-million dollar drive to. carry the.f~ghtllto the
rest of the nation lIto give them a taste of their own medicine.
Southern
wh i tes took comfor~ in the fact that others wou 1d have to Ilsuffer wi th
them II It tended to take their minds off the fact that desegregation was
beco~ing a real ity. Some even clung to the hope that such action would
in time reverse the desegregation process.
Private Schools
While private schools were not unique to Mississippi, they found
their greatest development within the state (supra. pp:36-42). a fact that
also acted to dissipate hostilities and thus prevent violence. The
development of private schools was not a commercial venture as the schools
were voluntary community actions. The very people who would be expected
to react violently to Negroes entering the white schools were busy
repairing, remodeling and painting , quarters for a private school. Such
actions proudly announced their intentions to "pr~s~rve th~.South~rn II
way of lif~1 and their willingness to make a sacrifice to Integrity.
Retreat rather than attack became defined as the more acceptable form
of social action in the situation. Withdrawal, "white flight," may have
served to prevent white "fight" as hostilities wer~ sublimated. Not~
worthy is the fact that private schools developed In greater proportion
in those sections of the state with a higher percent Negro where desegregation had been considered to be more likely to result in conflict.
The Contribution of the Negro Community
Up to this point the discussion has focused upon th!ng: the white
community did that helped to curb violence. Perhaps, this IS because
it was from the whites that violence was most expected. However. the
situational cues that would have produced violence depended to a large
degree upon the blacks. In the earl ier stages of desegregation under
the freedom of choice plans relatively few blacks pressed for transfers
to white schools. It would be most difficult to explain all the reasons
for this inactivity on the part of black. Fear of reprisals, lack of
awareness lack of organization and many other factors were probably
present. 13 The point is, however, that few pressed for admittance and
in some instances none did. This gave a time for adjustment. It helped
the whites 'to vent hostil ityagainst HEW and those "colmlunists" in the
Supreme Court rather than commit acts of violence against Negroes.

13The U.S, Commission on Civil Rights (1967b:47-69) identified six
factors. See discussion on "Freedom of Choice Fails" (supra, p.49).

A second factor within ~he Negro community was a perception of the
openness of the structure gained through a rising sense of pol itical
power and increased participation. The state School Equalization Program
for instance could not but help make the blacks aware of the potential
power that they psssessed. The "Brown" decision, the Civil Rights Act,
the work of HEW and the Justice Department, the voter registration drives
the v!ctories won.bY Martin Luther King and others, the recognition of th~
Loyalist Democratic Party of the state, all gave promise of a better day
for blacks. Blacks perceived an openness to the structure that whites
would never admit. This perception afforded them a measure of patience
in moments of frustration. To put it bluntly, for the most part, lit hey
kept the i r coo I . II
Violence was not to any significant degree a part of the black
Mississippi scene. The role of the black church in the state needs
documentation, for from it came many of ihe leaders of the blacks.
The more mil itant "outsid~" black organizations were unable to find
much ,of a following. This ,is due largely to the emergence of local
leadership that effectively dealt with the white power structure.
Confrontations were kept to a minimum through communication _
communication largely initiated by the blacks themselves.
Where confrontations occurred they were generally on a broader
base than just the school issue. Instead of marching on the schoolhouse, the blacks tended to march on the courthouse and city hall
Instead.of boycot~ing the classroom, they tended to boycott the ;conomic
7nterprls~s. Their de~ands for desegregation of the public schools were
Included In a larger list of grievances. This tended to minimize trouble
on the schoolyard. It also failed to provide the situational cues that
would trigger white violence on the schoolhouse steps.
.

The factors listed and discussed above do not exhaust the populaThey appear to the writer to be the more
, salient . . Each needs further documentation. Each could well be the focus
of an entire study. Some will be touched on again later in this thesis.
others, however, wi 11 have to awa i t some other effort.
'

tlO~ of relevant factors.
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CHAPTER V
EMPIRICAL MEASURES OF DESEGREGATION
Earlier it was stated that the yardstick by which disestablishment
or a unitary system would be measured was racial balance (supra. p. 43).
While the early decisions of the Supreme Court did not require such
Ilmixing,11 later lower courts moved to the position and were upheld by
the Supreme Court. The contention had been advanced that within a
cultural milieu of white supremacy, racial balance could be accomplished
fairly easily only where the percent Negro of the population was
relatively small (Hauser, 1966:71; Lewis and Hill, 1956:116; Pettigrew,
1965:100; Vanfossen, 1968:46). But, in those areas where the Negroes
constitute a majority the problem would be greater. While the Negroes
have constituted a majority over the years in some counties of Mississippi
their role has been rigidly defined as a "minority" people. The power of
social control has always been in the hands of whites. School desegregation in the majority-black districts places whites, who still possessed
an internalized value system which includes "white supremacy," if not
in a "minority" role at least in a position untenable to their cultural
values. Whi Ie all the districts are disestablished by legal definition,
the question logically arises as to what degree these districts have
been able to desegregate relative to districts that have a low percent
Negro. To answer this question as well as others that stem from the
literature on desegregation, it is necessary to develop empirical
measures of desegregation.
.
An Attempted Typology
With the degree of desegregation that existed in the state at the
time of this present study it was impossible to use the simple measure
used by earlier studies which had operationalized desegregation simply
as to whether or not Negro children attended school with white children.
The decision was therefore made to develop a typology of desegregation
from variables which supposedly tapped the same dimension measured in the
earl ier studies, i.e., the willingness of school districts to desegregate.
Three measures were developed which were felt to tap this dimension:
comp Ii ance index, student desegregat i on index and facu I ty deseg'regat i on
index. Two additional measures were developed: disruptive change index
and identity loss index. While tapping slightly different dimensions
than the first three, they were felt to be related to the desegregation
process. Ail five indices were developed from records supplied by HEW
and the Mississippi Department of Education.
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9-12) reveals that discrimination against black faculty members is evident
both in hiring practices and in assignments.
Table 16.

Distribution of the Standard Deviation Among Attendance
Centers of Mississippi School Districts Based on Percent
Negro of the Attendance Centers, 1970.

Categories of Standard
Deviation Scores

Districts
Number

Percent

Table 17.

Percent Difference Between Percent
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Source:
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• OO~~

Differences in Percent Negro for Facul
Negro for the Student Body of MiSSiss.ty.asndhPercent
Districts, 1970
IpPJ cool

Computed from HEW Forms OSICR 101-1, 102-1, 1970.

In a completely "fair"racial situation one would expect to find
the percent Negro of the faculty approximately equal to the percent
Negro of the student body. Table 17 reveals the degree to which
faculties reflect the percent Negro of the student body.2

2The median faculty desegregation index score is 9.3. Since the
closest category break established in the coding of the data is 9.9,
which is only slightly higher, it was selected as the breaking point
between low and high.
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e percent Negro of the student body.
Source:
Computed from HEW Report Forms OSICR 101-1,
102-1, 1970.
As may be noted f
balanced racial rati~s ~w of the districts approach the ideal in
mind that the inequalit o~ faculty and students. One should keep in
~rOduce a situation whe~el~ standards prior to desegregation tended to
s::f~ers. Therefore, theire~~~ f~achers taught larger classes than white
C
er than that of th
.
u y to student ratio would have been
lark and Ward (1970:6) em:~~~e. faculty t? st~dent ratio from the beginning.
aln that thiS dlscrepency has increased.
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The distruptive change index measured the degree of change from 1968
to 1970 in the use of attendance centers by a district. For example, if
a center served grades I through 6 in 1968 and only grades I and 2 in
1970, that center was said to have experienced disruptive change. Likewise if a center was closed or a new center build, change was experienced.
A I ist of the attendance centers of 1968 was obtained as well as a
I ist for 1970. Both I ists contained the grades served by the centers. A
weight of one was assigned to each attendance center in 1970 which served
grades different from which it served in 1968. A weight of one was therefore given to a center if no grades were reported. This could mean either
the center was closed or that the name of the cent~r was changed. A weight
of one was given to new centers appearing on the 1970 list. These scores
were totaled and then divided by the number of attendance centers on the
1968 list to get a composite index score for each district.
The index has three apparent weaknesses. It does not distinguish
between degrees of change in the attendance centers, e.g., a center that
had one less grade in 1970 than it did in 1968 received the same score
as did a center that served a completely new set of grades in 1970 or one
that was closed. The second is that a center that had changed its
identity received a score of two. A weight of one was given to it if
it was listed as serving no grades in 1970 and a weight of one was given
if it was listed as a new school in 1970. There was no way to identify
these new schools in relation to a possible previous identity. The
third weakness is that it is insensitive to difference in the number of
attendance centers per district.
The logic upon which the measure was based is that it measures what
the patrons of the district perceive as disruption of their schools.
Their children no longer go to the schools that they went to or that
they expected them to go to, or that their older children went to.
Table 18 shows the distribution of the districts relative to categories
of index scores of disruptive change.3 This measure as will be noted
later turned out to be meaningless as a measure of desegregation, but
it will be shown that it suggested a fruitful avenue of inquiry.
The identity loss index measures the degree to which Negro schools
were closed or lost their identity as opposed to white schools. Schools
were said to have lost their identity when their names were changed.
Attendance centers were identified as to their racial composition,
whether Negro or white. Those centers on the 1970 list for which no
enrollments were reported were noted and identified as to its former
racial characteristic. Table 19 shows the results.

3The median disruptive change index score was .714. Since a number
of districts above and below the median had a score of .714, the break
between high and low was set at .700. This break distinguished between
. 714 and the next lowest score and conserved the categories established
in the coding of data.

Table 18 .

Distribution
of Disruptive Change I ndex Scores for
. .
.
'SS'SS'PP' School Districts, 1970

W

Categories of Index Scores

Districts
Number

Percent

13

8

18

13

15

II

27

18

73

50

22

15

28

19

9

6

3

2

8

5

4

3

74

50

147

100

Low
.000
.001

-

.299

.300 -

.499

.500 -

.699

Sub-tota I
High
.700 -

.899

.900 - 1.099
1.000 - 1.299
1.300 - 1.499
1.500 - 1.999
2.000
Sub-tota I
Grand Total
Source:

Computed from D' . .
a d i v I s i o n of Administration and F'
(6 )
n HEW Report Forms OSICR 101-102, 1970.
Inance 19 9

Seventy-six districts cl
d
than white schools
Th'
ose or changed the identity of more Negro
total of 127 Negro'sch '~ represents 52 percent of the districts. A
to only fifty-seven wh~~ e s w~rel closed or lost their identity as contrasted
experience more disrupt. sChoO s. The Negro communities tended then to
Communities, a pattern ~~etc ange of this type than did the white
Ne~ro children were sent a wa~ observed in the earlier stages also as
While valuable as desc . t~ white schools rather than the reverse
m,eanlingless as a measrlPtlofn, this measure also turned out to be'
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.
OWing discussio
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Table 19.

Fonnerly All-Negro Schools Relative to Formerly All-White
Schools That Were Closed or Lost Their Identity in
Mississippi School Districts, 1970

Number and Type of Schools That
Were Closed or Lost Identity

Districts
Number

Percent

43

29

8

5

More White than Negro Schools

20

14

More Negro than White Schools

76

52

147

100

None
Same Number of White and Negro Schools

Source:

Negro schools were assigned a plus
Th
th
identity of more Negro than white ~choo~se
at cl?sed or changed the
model also indicated that the data wer s ~ere aSSIgned a minus. This
underlying trichotomous latent structu eres.
no amenable. There were no

Derived from Division of Education and Finance (1969); HEW
Report Forms OSICR 101-102, 1970; and Division of Administration
and Finance (1968).

The Typology Fails
Using latent structure analysis (Lazarsfeld and Henry, 1968: 17-45),
an attempt was made to dichotomize the districts into latent classes,
one which would include districts that indicated a tendency to completely
desegregate and another which would include districts that indicated a
tendency to resist desegregation. This model requires only three variabl
Therefore, the first three indices which were considered to be most
closely related to the dimension of the earl ier studies were used. In
latent structure analysis the variables have to be dichotomized and
assigned a plus and minus. The manner of compliance index was assigned
a plus if the district volunteered and a minus if it was court ordered.
Scores of 9.99 or less in the student desegregation index were assigned
a plus and higher scores a minus. The faculty desegregation index was
assigned a plus for scores of 9.9 or less and a minus for higher scores.
However, when computations were run the model indicated that the data
were not amenable. There were no underlying dichotomous latent structu
Still confident that the measures were both valid and related, the
author moved to a trichotomous latent structure model (Lazarsfeld and
Henry, 1968:46-70), thinking that polar types would emerge with a
residual class in between. Since this model requires five variables,
the two additional variables; disruptive change index and identity loss
index, were plugged into the model. The disruptive change index was
dichotomized so that scores of .700 or less were assigned a plus and
higher scores were assigned a minus. The identity loss index was
dichotomized so that districts that did not close or change the identity
of any Negro schools, or else they closed or changed the identity of
either the same number of schools for both races or more white than

A New Di recti on
At this time
. some serious doubts were ra .I sed
thapPhed by the fl rst three as well as the last two as to the dimensions
measures and as to
w et er they were related to each other at all.
Correlation Analysis
Another tack was cal led for. USing Pearson's
correlation, zero order correlations
product moment
. 0 f t he f'Ive variables. The manner
were
paIr
of computed
c
. for . each POSSI'bl e
identity loss index are both nominal I
1 ompl lance Index and the
. d'Interval level data the di h teve . measures . S'Ince t h'IS model
requIre
C
structure models were used
Volu t 0 omles developed for the latent
f
•
nary compliance was
.
d
o zero and court order was assigned
I
asslgne a value
loss index was similarly treated withat~a u~ o~ one. The identity
schools than whites assigned th h' h
e c oSlng or loss of more Negro
resultant coefficients for the fe. Ig er.score. Table 20 gives the
I ve va r Iab 1es •
Table 20.

~ependent

I.

Zero Order Correlation Coefficients f
.
of the Dependent Variabl
D
or F,ve Measures
School Districts, 1970 e, esegregation in MiSSiSSippi

Measures

Compliance Index

2.

Student Desegregation Index

3.

Faculty Desegregation Index

4.
5.

.198

5

.189

.205

.0/3

.088

-.260

-./84

./97

.028

Disruptive Change Index

./39

Identity Loss Index

*Same measures as
Note:

Dependent Measures.'"
2
3
4

identified in rows.

Significance

at the .05 level requires

an r

~

.458.

!!2 Cor re I at i '?!!.
From th
'
Immedi
e reSUlts obtained b
ately apparent that the fi~e the zero order correlations it became
dependent variables (Columns and

=

76
' t'Ica II y, In fact the
significantly related statls
RowS 1-5 ) were not,
(C I
4) and the identity loss index (Column
disruptive change Index
0 umn
d
desegregation index
5) manifested a negative direction to the stu ent
(Row 2), This had not been expected.
t
models had
It was now rather apparent why the latent struc ure
failed to identity underlying latent structures.
A New Phenomenon
'(
8 ) Robert L. Crain .wrote (1969:37 6 ),
As noted earl le~ .supra ~.
here is little resemblance between
" ..• in termS o~ deC::lslon making, t.
city and court-ordered desegreschool integration In a,n~rth~rn ~Sl~
til this point the significance
gation in a southern ~~c~ city.
t P ~~e resent research was lost
and applicability of
IS ~tat~mentf ~he co~relation table, a rethinking
upon the author. A reexa~lnatlon 0 'ch the de endent measures were
of the underly~ng assumptlo~ShuPt~n ~h~a led to ~erendipitous findings
based and a relnvolvement Wit
e a
(Merton, 1957: 103-105).
Mississippi Desegregation is Different
.
'
' . ' i was not the same phenomenon that
First, desegregatlo~ In (ISS~SSI~~69'5)
There was no desegregation
earlier studies ha? examlned ~~aln~t occ~rr~d by court order. School
in Mississippi until 19~4 an d
en It d following these early suits did
districts that voluntarll~ des~grei~a~ given the social climate of
so under a freedom of cho~ce p an
, t'on would take place. Fourteen
Mississippi, guaranteeddl Itt~etdeg~:i~~~ao~curred under freedom of choice
superintendents reporte no ~n e
,
4
and 121 reported only token Integration.
.
I
eeded by the districts
In addition, federal monies w~lch were sore Y n These monies became
offered in 1965 through a variety of p~ograms.
46-47)
No
were
d' t ' t 'n compliance (supra, pp.
•
a powerful force
keep IS riC s ~ out these funds. After the freedom
district voluntarily deSe?rega:~d t~:~~ -three of the forty-eight districts
of choice plan was ru~ed Inval I ,
Yd r this plan returned to complian
that originally compl led voluntarll~ unte ed
The majority (67 percent)
only when the cutoff of funds was t rea en . herefore Ilvoluntary"
of the 147 districts came under cOourlt.ordetr·thTe same as'the early volun,
' . . . , 197 -7 I S no
compliance In MIssISSIPPI In
d' other areas of the nation
I'
. the border states an In
d
tary comp lance In
. I
tation of the Supreme Court or er
that were effected before Imp ernen
began.

:0

Significance of Desegregation Plans
.
f the type of desegregaThe second discovery was the significance ~
.
f the disruptive
tion plan. The negative direction of the relationships 0

4Qu est i onna ire I tern II B, Append i x II, p. 110.
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change index and the identity loss index with the student desegregation
index raised a serious question as to what was being measured by the
first two indices since it was assumed that they would have a positive
relationship with the last measure, That is, it was assumed that
districts which were resistant to desegregation would also tend to close
more Negro schools or change their identity and also to create a greater
amount of disruptive change, This assumption was now obviously not valid,
In seeking an explanation for these two measures, the author began
to suspect that what was being measured, at least by the disruptive
change index, was the result of the type of desegregation plan employed
by the school district~, T~e ty~e of desegregation plan had been
largely ignored up untl I this pOint.
Disestablishment generally demanded some degree of change in the
use of the attendance centers of the dist~ict other than simply change
in their racial character, A number of plans emerged for accompl ishing
desegregation, In the early days most plans called for the moving of
Negro children into white schools. This occurred principally under
the freedom of choice plan. However, it left many all-black schools.
Later children of both races were shuffled and as was pointed out
(supra, p. 63) many Negro schools were closed rather than send white
children to them,
The plans by which disestablishment took place bear various names
and demand different degrees of change. One of the earliest plans
following freedom of choice was "zoning. 11 Zones were developed for the
available and "usuable" elementary and secondary school buildings and
all children in a particular zone attended the center designated for them
in that zone regardless of race. While it guaranteed complete desegregation in the zone and generally less disruptive change in the use of
buildings it had a number of drawbacks. Basically it was only a temporary
measure as the process of resegregation usually occurred. A second plan
was "consol idation" or the "educational park.11 Under this plan most
br all of the former school buildings were abandoned and a new plant
was constructed which housed all levels of public education and accommodated both races in a desegregated situation. The cost of such a plan
m~d~ it fairly prohibitive except as a long range goal.
It had rather
limited use in the state, particularly as a total plan. The third
was what came to be known as the "Princeton Plan" or "pairing." This
plan called for the greatest amount of disruptive change. In this
plan attendance centers were designated to serve specific grades and
all the children of the district registered for a particular grade
attend~d the center so deSignated. Large families might have children
~ttendlng ma~y different centers under this plan. Thus, transportation
t~comes a major problem with pairing. Some districts chose a combinaIon plan conSisting of pairing and zoning rather than a single plan.
The courts allowed all four types of plans
Sociologically, pairing
an d consol idation ar th
•
in both I
.
e
e same and are treated in this study as one, since
In any. g i ven,year t h
district pans
that an
ere 'IS one and only one school in the
he lives.
y given child may attend regardless of his race or where
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In Chapter V it was demonstrated that the five measures of the
desegregation process were not related to one another and questions were
raised as to what some of the indices really measured. It was implied
that the degree of desegregation was the major relevant variable and the
type of desegregation plan was suggested to be highly related to the
degree of desegregation. This chapter will examine all five dependent
measures in relationship to a number of independent variables which were
considered important in the 1 iterature. The analysis will then proceed
to develop the conditions under which a district is more likely to have
a high degree of desegregation or a low degree by explicating a theoreti cal model.
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coefficients.
Only the size of the district based on school district enrollment
(Column 1) is significantly related statistically to the student desegregation index (Row 2). The positive direction of this relationship
indicates that the larger the district in enrollment the larger was the
student desegregation index score, thus the smaller the degree of
desegregation. The importance of this relationship will be demonstrated
later. No other independent variable was significantly related to the
student desegregation index or to any other of the five dependent variables. Most significant is the lack of correlation between the two
measures of percent nonwhite (Columns 8-~ with the student desegregation
index (Row 2). This variable had been found to be the variable most
highly correlated with desegregation in the earlier studies (supra, p. 4)
Yet in this study the same statistic yielded an r = .000 by one measure
and -.009 by another. Such low scores indicate no relationship existed.
A scattergram plotted from the percent nonwhite of the population of the
area served and the student desegregation index revealed that the low
score was due to a lack of correlation rather than a possible curvilinear
relationship between the variables.
A number of fairly high correlations, though not statistically
significant should be noted. The population of the area served by the
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Mississippi desegregation in 1970, it was concluded, is not the
same phenomenon as the desegregation which had been the focus of earlier
studies. A question was therefore raised as to the relevance of the
independent variables identified in the literature. Originally the
research design had called for relating these variables to the typology
of desegregation developed by latent structure analysis. Since latent
structure models failed to yield a typology this plan of analysis had to
be abandoned. Fourteen measures which seemed to be the most important
independent variables and which were available at the interval level
were correlated with the five dependent variables using the Pearson
product moment correlation model. Table 23 provides the resultant
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district (Column 4) and the student desegregation index (Row 2) produced
a r = .424. This is no doubt an artifact of the correlation between
population of the area served and size of district enrollment. These two
independent variables produce an r = .898. The percent nonwhite of the
population of the area served (Column 8) has an r = .426 when correlated
with the faculty desegregation index (Row 3). It might also be noted
that a second measure of percent nonwhite (Column 9) has an r = .415
when correlated with the faculty desegregation index (Row 3). It would
appear that percent nonwhite to some degree determines the hiring
practices of Negro faculty. The percent nonwhite of the student body
(Column 9) has an r = .455 when correlated with the manner of compl iance
(Row 1). This suggests that those districts that had a higher percent
Negro were more likely to come under court order. This same measure of
percent nonwhite (Column 9) has an r = .425 when correlated with the
disruptive change index (Row 4). It has already been shown that the
distuptive change index to a large degree measures the type of desegregation plan. The index is also related to some degree, r = .370, to the
change in percent Negro enrollment, 1969-70 (Column 14). This latter
measure was found to have a statistically significant correlation with
percent nonwhite, r = .549. Therefore the relationship between the disruptive change index and the percent nonwhite may be due to an increase
in the percent Negro enrollment in those districts that had a high
degree of disruptive change.
The lack of statistically significant correlation between almost all
of the independent variables and the dependent measures indicates again
that the phenomenon being studied is not the same as the focus of earlier
studies. There is far too much agreement in the literature on the
relevance of these variables to desegregation as it existed at that time
and as it was measured to challenge their findings. One must therefore
conclude that this present study was conducted under different conditions
and therefore focuses upon a different phenomenon. This beings us to
the second discovery posited in Chapter V, that the type of desegregation
plan chosen by the district was highly significant.
A New Analytical Approach
In searching for an answer to why the districts chose a particular
desegregation plan, provided they were free to choose, a number of
variables considered important in the literature were examined. · However,
almost all failed to show significant correlation. For example, percent
nonwhite and manner
of
compl iance did not show significant correlati
with the type of desegregation plan chosen. As you will recall from the
correlation table (Table 23, p. 81), size in terms of enrollment was the
only variable significantly related to the degree of desegregation. Size
also appeared to be related to the type of desegregation plan (see Table
24). This suggested a new avenue of investigation.
Size as a significant variable related negatively to the degree of
desegregation suggests that the relationship may be due to the fact that
generally it is logistically more difficult to manage and manipulate
large numbers than small numbers of any item, even black and white
children. Could it be that ease and difficulty is the underlying

dimension of desegregation as it exists'
.
than willingness
or unwill ingness which Inh 1970 in Mississippi rather
gation?
c aracterized earlier desegreTable 24.

Size of District Related to Type of D
'
, , ,
esegregatlon Plan
Chos en b y M'ISSISSIPPI
School Districts, 1970

Size of
Di strict
Enrollment

Pairing

Districts with Plan Chosen
Combination
Zoning
More Grades More Grades
Paired
Zoned

Total

Small
432 - 2,999
Large
3,000 - up
Total
Source:

35

3

13

29

80

4

2
5

25
38

36
65

67
147

39

Computed from HEW Forms OSICR 101-1, 102-1, 1970.

Once the concept difficultyl was ent t '
for other factors related to difficult i~rd:'ned the,author searched
a large geographic area such as a la y
segreg~tlon. For example,
difficult to pair and more easily zo~~~ co~~~y ~r cltY,would be rather
large number of attendance centers mi h~ b I eWlse.a ?,strict with a
more easily zoned.
g
e more difficult to pair and
Difficulty Related To Choice of Desegregation Plan
The results of an
I'
chosen may be noted in ~:~I~s~~.Of the type of district related to plan
The frequencies reveal th
h
tend to be large in eo
' at t e bulk of the county districts which
city (separate) dist;ic~;a~:~cd~~:a had chos~n ~on~ng.while only a few
a few large city districts
'th
~o. In MISSISSIPPI there are only
, el er In enrollment or area
In order to test the C "
•
we~e classified on a 'ud
oncept ~ype of geographic area" districts
J
fairly compact with a
gmental baSIS as to whether their territory was
multi-nuclei.2 Table ~6nt~al nucleus o~ whether it was dispersed with
Sows that a higher number of compact districts
IDifficult h
problems rath y here refers to dealing with physical and situational
social f actors.
er t an the overconiing the
resistance due to cultural and
2County d'
.
Istrlcts were
'd
'
.
erlenced consolida '
consl ered dispersed unless they had
:~~!~~p~~ districts w!~~nc~:s:~~~o~s prior to 1968; consolidated and
p IC area and dis
, I Ie mostly on the basis of size of
perslon of attendance centers.
exp
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. I
Ian
Both types of combination
chose pairing than any ?ther sing e p .'
Generally the high schools are
.
g and some zoning.
.
plans
somegrades
palrlnzoned. Dispersed districts tended to select zoning.
. d include
and lower
palre
Table 25.

Type of Desegregation Plan Chosen ~y M~ssissippi School
Districts Related to the Type of District

Pairins
Type of
District
County
Consol idated
Separate
Total
Source:

7
12
20
39

0
I
4
5

II
6
21
38

50
8
7
65

T

Total
68
27
52
147

e of Desegregation Plan Chosen by ~ississippi School
Related to Type of Geographic Area

Dr~tricts

Type of
Geographic
Area

Pairins

Compact
Dispersed

31
8
39

Total

Districts with Plan Chosen
Combination
Zonins
Most Grades Most Grades
Pa ired
Zoned
4
I
5

20
18
38

3
62
65

~aced with

'n Mississippi was no longer arbitrary but mandatory, school boards were
coping with the difficulties that stemmed from the demographic
and ecological character of the districts. A sense of inevitability had
developed in both parents and administrators. Therefore cultural and
social fact o rs were now rather irrelevant to what desegregation plan
a district chose.
Difficulty Related to Desree of Desesresation

Computed from HEW Forms OSICR 101 -I , 102-1, 1970.

Table 26.

Source:

Districts with Plan Chosen
Combination
Zonins
More Grades More Grades
Pa ired
Zoned

85

Total
58
8~

147

Computed from HEW Forms OSICR 101-1, 102-1, 1970.
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.
districts or county districts divided.
In order . to pair
city
d a tt e ndance centers extensive bussing
. t large
'th disperse
by separate dlstrlc s WI
h Su reme Court decree, unti I recently,
would have had
be . done.
T e top ac h'lev e rac'lal balance, therefore
. tobusslng
.In order
did not require
.
the dispersed districts perferred zoning.
.
. difficult for a district to pair
An additional factor that makes I~. h 's generally related to both
is the number of attendance centers ~. ICer~ment
When the number of
size of enrollment ~nd the degr~e 0 f • I~~ is ext~emely difficult to
attendance centers IS greater t anlslx.~ 's impossible by definition.
pair·3 when it is greater than twe ve I I
.
of district its size and ItS
It appears then that the type d
t r's all tend to influence
d
b
of atten ance cen e
.
geographic
area
an
nu~
er
h
Recognizing
that desegregation
the type of desegregation plan c osen.
'

31t approaches one grade per attendance center and multipl ies the
logistical problems.

The second of the two new research questions was, why did some
districts achieve complete desegregation under zoning and a combination
of zoning-pairing plans while others did not? It was shown in Table
22 (supra, p. 79) that pairing will result in complete desegregation.
This is true by definition (supra, pp. 79, 81). However, zoning is less
likely to result in complete desegregation since cultural and social
factors can easily intervene. On the part of the school boards these
factors would be manifested . in gerrymandering the school districts to
create some zones that were more favorable to whites. On the part of
white parents cultural and social factors would be manifested in resegregation, or else in white fl ight to the private schools (Palmer, 1971:
3-4). These manifestations would more I ikely OCCur where white children
were required to attend a formerly all-Negro school particularly if the
school was located in a Negro neighborhood or if the percent Negro of
the attendance center in their zone was higher than other zones or
nearby districts. While no empirical measures were made of such actions
by school boards, gerrymandering is known to have OCcurred. Examples
of resegregation and white flight abound in the data. A number of
studies have indicated the circumstances under which resegregation
would OCCur (Stinchcombe, ~ ~., 1969; Hall and Gentry, 1969; Bolner,
1968). Four basic types of resegregation may be identified: intraschool, and inter-school, inter-district, and extra-system.
Intra-school resegregation OCCurs within a desegregated school.
It may result from policies on the part of the administration, or,
more subtly, by actions of the staff and student body. Segregated
cla~srooms within a desegregated school, whether arbitrarily done or
achieved through some tracking system, carry the same stigma. Tracking
systems are being used in most districts. FOCusing on the district as
the unit of analysis, this study has not attempted to document intraschool resegregation, however, some studies have shown that is was less
than expected (U.S. Office of Civil Rights, 1970:41-50).

~o return to a segregated status through a shift in racial balance
t~tw~en schools. One study (Stinchcombe, et al., 1969) noted a racial

Inter-school resegregation occurs when a desegregated school beings

IP~lng .point
Changing
residential
pattbeyond which the process isaccelerated.
.
.
gat'
erns as a result of population shifts can cause resegreoCCUlond
a period
of time.
rre ove~
Within
a singl
d·
. Inter-school
h . resegregation has also.
plan a
h·
.
e IStrlct were zoning was the desegregation
Sectio~ Wfltes either moved or fictitiously took up residence in another
Negro sc~ o fown to prevent their children from attending a formerly allracial baolance.
o~ to permit them to attend a school with a more favorable
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Inter-district resegregation, like inter-school, occurs when white
families either move or attempt to establish a fictitious residence.
Many parents 1 iving in a county with a higher percent Negro than the
local municipality, or vice versa, attempt to send their children to the
other district. But the courts have blocked such inter-district transfers.
Falsification of residence or movement into town has resulted. Interdistrict resegregation may involve county 1 ines. Many families in
counties with a high percent black moved into nearby counties with a
lower percentage or sent their chi ldren to board with relatives or
friends to escape predominately Negro systems districts.
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4The mean district enrollment for Mississippi in 1970 was 3,531.
The median was 2,835. Three thousand was chosen as the breaking point
since it fell between the mean and the median. This also conserved the
category break establ ished in coding the data.
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The effects of inter-school, inter-district and extra-system
resegregation are the same -- a diminished degree of real desegregation
at the district level. Under a pairing plan there is no opportunity
for inter-school resegregation to occur, however both pairing and zoning
may result in inter-district and extra-system resegregation resulting in
an increase in the percent black of a district or the creation of an allblack district. Inter-school resegregation occurs in zoned districts
and creates racial unbalanced schools within the district.

Columns 1 and 2 bear out the relationship between pairing and a
high degree of desegregation. In column 1, only one district out of
the thirty-nine fails to conform to the basic premise of the conceptual

0
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....,

III

Table 27 related both size in terms of district enrollment and the
number of attendance centers to type of desegregation plan and degree of
desegregation. The analysis will now focus upon this table.

N

I-

~

Extra-system resegregation occurs when parents take their children
out of the publ ic schools (see "In White Fl ight," pp. 36-37).

A new conceptual model, related to the findings already noted, was
developed in an effort to explain differences in degrees of desegregation.
Basically the new model says that if districts have small enrollments
(less than 3,000) and/or only a few attendance centers (six or less)
they will tend to achieve a rather high degree of desegregation.
Conversely, districts with a large number of attendance centers (seven
or more) and/or a large enrollment (3,000 or over) will tend to have a
low degree of desegregation. 4 This model is obviously based on the
concept of difficulty. Small enrollment generally indicates a small
number of attendance centers and therefore less difficulty in effecting
desegregation and less opportunity for resegregation.
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this district has only one attendance center above the
model. However, model and has only 410 students above the breaking
limit set by the Of course, pairing guarantees that it will have complete
point for size.
desegregation.
Columns 3 and 4 indicate again that districts with combination plans
that have more grades paired than zoned more nearly achieved complete
desegregation like paired districts. The district in column 4 that has
a low score only has two grades zoned. One zone useS a former white
school; the other uses a former Negro school. No white children are
enrolled in the former Negro school. It appears resegregation has
occurred in these grades. Otherwise, the distric~ has perfect
desegregation.
Our real interest is in columns 5 and 7. Forty-one districts that
had more grades zoned or else all were zoned achieved complete desegregation. The model explains thirty of the forty-one. Only five districts
in column 5 and the six in colums 7 that are both large and have a high
number of attendance centers are not explained. Two of the large districts in column 5 with 7-12 attendance centers have just seven centers,
one more than the limit of the model. They also have half of their
grades paired and half zoned. Therefore, they may be reflecting the
pairing pattern. The other three in column 5 along with the six in
column 7 must be explained wholly outside the model.
Columns 6 and 8 reveal that while small size and/or few attendance
centers may contribute to a high degree of desegregation, they are not
sufficient conditions. Nineteen districts met both criteria and still
did not achieve complete desegregation. Cultural and social factors
are probably related here.
Other Intervening Factors
Two additional factors can help to explain those districts not
explained by the model. Demographic and ecological factors, percent
Negro of the population and the dispersion of the Negro population
over the district, may aid desegregation or interact with the cultural
and social factors of prejudice and discrimination so that they hinder
complete desegregation when it would have otherwise been probable. The
basic reason zoning fails to achieve a high degree of desegregation is
the difficulty in establishing zone boundaries in such a way as to
assure racial balance in each zone.
If the Negro population is dispersed over the entire district
fairly evenly then racially balanced zoning is a relatively simple
matter provided the school officials do not gerrymander the boundaries.
On the other hand, the problem of de facto segregation may exist. If
the bulk of the Negro population is concentrated in one or more
localities on one side of the county or consolidated district, or
located in a single ghetto in the city districts, it becomes very
difficult to develop zone boundaries that will provide racial ratioS
similar enough to prevent resegregation from occurring. Unfortunately,

no measure is available of the dispersion of th N
.
However, since zoning in the forty-one distr'lct e, egrol population.
,
d
h' h I s In co umns 5 and 7
achieve a Ig
evel of desegregation without h ' g
white ,
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to bus
or
)(something that white Souther ners aVldn
an most
of Negro
th
t'
has objected to from one zone to another th
't
e na Ion
racial dispersion must be fairly even for' then
ese Id,may.be
IStriCtS.concluded that
The percent Negro
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,
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relationship
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'
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e
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d'
'
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1
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ese twenty-one districts in columns 6 and 8.
What size
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
This research has been basically a search for a model to explain
why some districts achieved a higher degree of desegregation than
others in their efforts to disestabl ish the dual system. This chapter
will provide an overview of the thesis, explicate its finding~ an~
s tat.e the conc 1us ions drawn. It will then proceed to genera 1 I zat Ions
of the findings and the implications of this study' for theory, research
and policy.

related studies make it difficult to util ize a general theory at the
basic level of analysis demanded by the data at this stage in the research
of the desegregation process.
The thesis is basi:ally an ~ ~ost facto study of desegregation and
represents a cross-sectional analYSIS focusing upon the fall semester of
1970. How~ver, an attempt.was ~ade to approach a longitudinal analysis
in that thiS study looks historically at desegregation as an emergent
process and attempts to understand its various stages. Three types of
s~ati~tic~l analyses were.employed .. They include frequency and percent
distributions on each variable and In cross tabulation of variables
latent structure analysis, and Pearson1s product moment correlatio~.
The computations of these statistical models were accompl ished by use of
a Univac computer.

Summary
This study was conducted within the larger context of social change,
social change which is the result of the Negro's struggle for equality.
One strategy in this struggle, the unique focus of this thesis, was .
the desegregation of the public schools. The study analyzes de~egregat~on
from the first attempts at lIintegration " through the complete dIsestablIshment of dual school systems in Mississippi.
The population studied consists of all of the school di~tri:ts in
Mississippi, and the unit of analysis was the local school district.
Three of the 150 districts were excluded from the study. Two of the
three are new having come into existence during the summer of 1970
and were dese~regated from the outset. The third district is a~ allblack district that has historically served an all-black community.
The overall objective of the study was to discover factors that
were related to the various approaches to the creation of unitary school
systems which resulted in different degrees of desegregation. This led
to a search for an explanatory model. In order to achieve this objective.
three types of variables were conceptualized and measures developed:
school. community and desegregation. Desegregation was the focu~ of the
study and therefore the dependent variable. However, the terms Independ
and dependent were used rather loosely inasmuch as no effort was made to
determine cause and effect. Rather. relationships were sought . .
The measures of the variables were drawn from both primary and
secondary sources and were gathered on the 147 districts. Pr~mary.data
were obtained from district superintendents by use of a questIOnnaire
which contained forty-seven items. There was a 95 percent response
rate. Secondary data gathered mainly from publications by the State.
Department of Education, records of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, and publications of the U.S. Census Bureau.
Field theory provided the theoretical framework through which the
desegregation process was viewed in the school and the community. Howev
its use was limited in that the complexity of the subject and the lack of

Findings and Conclusions
Historical Analysis
T~e first of the analysis chapters consisted mainly of a historical
narrative of the development of dual school systems in Mississippi and
the disestablishment process. It traced the development of the dual
system back to slavery days. The conclusion was drawn that the seeds
of its own dissolution were sown into the dual system from its inception
in that the two systems were never equal.

In the discussion of resistance to desegregation the conclusion
that re~istance.from the first was more of a delaying
tact~c t~an an outright defiance of the principle itself.
The delaying
tactic Yielded to the influence of federally financed educational
pro~rams, which the districts sorely needed, and federal law suits
agalns~ school district officials.
The climate of national opinion
, c~unI7ate~ v~a ~el~vision, helped to break white resistance. Des;gre?~tl~n In MISSISSIPPI was finally accomplished with relative ease and
Itt e open hostility in spite of predictions to the contrary.
was

~eached

~hree general factors were discussed as contributing to this
re I atlvely
.
first
was'smooth tra
. nSI't'Ion f rom d ual to unitary
school systems. The
desegre at~~~e. ThiS w~s seen in terms of the lateness of Mississippi .
and the time between token and complete desegregation
A
number gf f
the de 0
actors were seen as being related to time, among them we~e·
ve 1opment
of mo dId'
.
.
of federal
I
e
Istrlcts
that had desegregated, the influence
equalizati y sponsored and financed programs of education, the state
The second on prog~am, and the redefinition of the Negro's role by whites.
In other ar~:~erav.f~ctor was identified as the dissipation of hostilities
Institutional·
10 ence that occurred during the desegregation of other
areas served as a buff er t 0 VIO
. I ence .In school desegregation.
Th e tendency to bl ame
leaders to tak
h
the Federal Government and the action of state
tensions
T eht' e desegregat'Ion f'Ig h t to other areas . also released
I nterests. thate private
. .
.
. h h school movement utilized
energies
and commanded
Is found in them~g t ave be~n potentials for confl ict. The third factor
COmmunity was con~~r~ ~ommunlty. The contribution made by the Negro
u e to be significant in that there was a relative
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lack of expressions of violence, a failure to provide the situational
cues needed by whites to justify violence, and the pursuit of civil
rights goals on a broader front than just the schools.
Disestablishment
Disestablishment of the dual school system was defined as a process
whereby social practices were abolished which barred equal access to
educational opportunities. The process was viewed as a strategy for
social change -- a strategy for social mobil ity on the part of Negroes.
Social change tends to be met by resistance. A number of acts of
resistance to desegregation were documented. They included tactics of
delay, court litigations, resignations of administrators and teachers,
newspaper editorials, voluntary organizations, failure of bond issues,
parents' opposition, and white flight resulting in private schools. It
was concluded that the school officials, even though court ordered,
could not have effectively brought about desegregation in the face of
such resistance without some degree of local support. In fact the
maintenance of their positions depended upon this support. Support
was documented on the part of local white leaders and the PTAs, through
extra-school voluntary organizations, through the newspapers, and through
the Negro community.
The degree of disestablishment was documented and it was concluded
that every district had disestablished its dual systems as of the fall of
1970. Only unitary systems remained although two were all-black. Howeve
different levels of racial balance existed. Sixty-three all-black school
and twenty-six all-white schools remained. There were distributed among
forty-five districts with three districts having both types of segregated
schools.
A typology of desegregation was attempted using latent structure
analysis models with three measures and then later with five measures
of the desegregation process. These measures included the way in which
the district compl ied, the degree of student desegregation, the degree
of faculty desegregation, a measure of disruptive change in the use of
attendance centers and a measure of Negro schools that were closed or
had their identity changed. The models failed to yield a typology of
latent classes. The five measures were thought to tap the same dimensi
as measured in earlier studies of desegregation in other areas of the
nation. This dimension was viewed as local initiative reflected in
voluntary desegregation, i.e., without having to be court ordered.
In order to test the relationship of these variables and to understand why the statistical models had failed to produce latent classes,
correlation analysis was performed on the five measures. The resultant
coefficients revealed no statistically significant relationship existed
among the five variables. They obviously were not valid measures of the
same dimension.
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The d.iscovery led to a reth' k'
f
Mississippi as contrasted with din Ing 0 . the desegregation process in
earlier period and a reanalysis ~:e~~eg~tlon of other areas at an
e
tentative hypothesis that desegregati
~ta .. O~t ?f ~his emerged the
1970 was not the same phenomenon as t~:tlnh~lhsslssIPPI from 1968 to
other ar eas.
w IC had occurred earlier in
The cultural milieu of Mississi i '
.
outside of the South that underwe t pp IS different from other areas
1954 and 1968. School districts 7n ~~~u~~~ry desegregation between
more removed from the South with
I'
der states as well as states
.
low. perc en t Negro of their
popu Iatlons
were free to exercise reI atlvely
I...
was manifested as a willingness t oca Inl~latlve, initiative that
o vo l untarlly desegregate.
They did not experience federal int
'.
financially assisted programs wh'l h
~rventlon In the way of
. h desegregation or in .the use of
c were
contingent upon comp I 'lance
Wit
I'
comply. However, in Missis.sippi fede~:1 S~ltS to coerc~ districts to
the climate of national opinion s O . . orce and monies, as well as
the local school officials that'th Impinged upon the communities and
initiative during the latter phas e eYfw~re not fr~e to exercise local
milieu of the state kept most d' t ?
efsegregatlon. The cultural
rom accom p I'IS h'Ing more than
to ken desegregation prior to th IS . rlcts
t
Department to compel compl iance~ In ense efforts of HEW and the Justice

Having concluded that Mississi . d
the phenomenon that most of th I 't PPI esegregation was different from
abandoned the attempts to dev ~ I erature focused upon and having
a search was conducted for a e °l~da typology from the five variables
t
va I measure of d e s '
,
men was accompl ished but diff eren t d
egregatlon. Disestablishexisted among the districts
A
e~ree~ of desegregation still
of desegregatlon
.
reexamination
of th e measure of degrees
led to th .
I
'
The measure used was the s;a~~:~d u~~o~ t~at it possessed face val idity.
of a district based upon the
vblatlon among the attendance centers
basically was a meas
f
p~rcent lack of their enrollment
It
f
ure 0 racial bal
.
o .the district. The measu
I ance among the attendance centers
eXisted among the district r~ revea ed that rather wide differences
achieved racial balanc
~. In terms Of. the degree to which they had
a~hieved a high level ~f d IghtY-fo~r districts were considered to have
Sixty-three had a low I
~segregatlon (scores of 9.99 or less) while
The diVision between hi;~ea ~fl desegregation (scores of 10.00
greater)
and mean scores
This d' .n. ow was determined by USe of the median
.
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was more likely to produce a lower degree of desegregation. Combination
plans where both pairing and zoning were used tended to have a desegregation score simi lar to the plan they most nearly approximated. In
other words, if they had more grades paired they tended to have a high
degree of desegregation; if they had more grades zoned they tended to
have a low degree of desegregation.
The question was then raised as to why a district chose a particular
plan. Some districts were not free to choose as the courts determined
the plan or adopted a plan developed by HEW rather than the school board
plan. But even in these instances the question is still valid for the
choice of plans had to be based on some criteria ; whether objective or
value oriented. Size was found to be highly related to the choice of
desegregation plan. Small districts tended to be paired; large districts
tended to be zoned. Three measures of size, enrollment, degree of
dispersion of the area, and number of attendance centers, appeared to
influence the type of desegregation plan selected. However, the type of
plan was concluded to act as an intervening variable.
An Explanatory Model
The conclusion that the desegregation process in Mississippi from
1968 to 1970 was not the same phenomenon as early desegregation in other
areas was supported when the variables found to be highly correlated
with desegregation in earlier studies failed to show significant
correlation with the degree of desegregation in Mississippi school
districts. Only one variable located in the literature and used in
this study proved to be statistically significant when related to
desegregation. This was the size of the school district in terms of
student enrollment. Small districts (below 3,000) tended to have a
high degree of desegregation while large districts (over 3,000) tended
to have a low degree of desegregation.
Based on this finding and the findings relative to the choice of
desegregation plan a conceptual model was developed using two measures
of size~ student enrollment and number of attendance centers. Number
of attendance centers is highly related to the degree of dispersion
and the two measures were considered to measure the same thing, therefore
only the number of attendance centers was used in the model. This
choice was made because it is a more straightforward measure and therefore has face vaildity. It was discovered that the size of student
enrollment and the number of attendance centers in a district, when rei
to the desegregation plan chosen by the district, explained the various
degrees of desegregation achieved by 92 perc~nt of the school districts
in Mississippi. It was concluded that districts with less than 3,000 •
enrollments and/or six or less attendance centers would be able to achl
a high degree of desegregation (complete desegregation as defined in thl
study). Districts with more than six attendance centers and a student
enrollment of 3,000 or better would not be likely to achieve a high
degree of desegregation. Demographic and ecological variables had
explained most of the differences in the degree of desegregation. It
was, therefore, concluded that the degree of ease or difficulty rather
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other school districts, However, inasmuch as school districts throughout the South have been desegregated largely by force and persuasion
rather than through a voluntary process one might general ize these
findings and conclusions to other Southern school districts with a
similar cultural milieu.
Impl ications
A number of implications for research grow out of this thesis.
This study has been a basel ine approach, a first step. Other statewide studies are needed, studies that would attempt to replicate this
research and go beyond it, studies that might enlarge upon the new
conceptual model. A study focusing upon the process of change from
early desegregation under freedom of choice to desegregation after
1968 under other plans is also needed.
Deviant case analysis of those cases not explained by the model
is needed inasmuch as little data were avai lable in this study to do
more than suggest tentative hypothesis as to why they did not fit the
model. A second profitable effort i~ case analysis would be to examine
those fifteen districts that remained in voluntary compliance. Field
theory would suggest that a style of leadership that exercised local
initiative might be an explanatory factor as opposed to districts that
succumbed to external intervention. Limitations of this thesis in
terms of time and money have prohibited the pursuit of this question.
The pri~ate school movement has only been touched upon. The
implications of this movement for the stratification structure of the
South should be examined. Its disruptive effect upon the white community,
its struggle for continued existence, and the change it undergoes in the
next decade should be documented. Research is particularly needed in
the effects of desegregation. Studies should be conducted of its
effects upon white as well as black children in unitary majority-black
school districts as contrasted with those children in unitary majoritywhite school districts. Research should be conducted on the effects it
has upon the status of the Negro, changes in other institutional areas,
and the reshaping of the power structure of the community.
The implications for research appear to be endless. The study
touched on so many facets of the desegregation process, and then only
superficially, that research questions may be raised relative to all
of them.
Implications for pol icy demand that a value stance be explicated.
Therefore, provided that complete desegregation, i.e., racial balance,
is a desired goal, a number of policy implications may be made. First,
two plans as defined by the courts will guarantee complete desegregation
of those school children who remain in the public system: consolidation
and pairing. These two plans, however, are extremely difficult to
administer in other than small local ities. The financial cost of consolidation and the impossibility of pairing where more than twelve
attendance centers are needed, make both of these plans unfeasible in
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School desegregation in Mississippi was one of several strategies;
it was a direct attack upon a total educational institution; and the
banner was that it was in the national interest to provide equal rights
for all citizens. Desegregation was accomplished in Mississippi schools
without a massive display of police power mainly because it was dealt
with at the local level and with institutionalized positions in the
educational structure. Superintenden~and school board members, when
threatened with law suits and possible fines and impoisioment,
capitualated in self-interst. When threatened with loss of funds and
the sacrifice of an adequate educational program they capitulated
through professional interest with the more-or-less conscious knowledge
that law suits would follow. The action that brought an end to desegregation in Mississippi school districts was not against state political
figures nor private citizens but against the institutional structure
which had institutionalized patterns of discrimination.
Attitudes have to some degree changed on the part of whites in
Mississippi, but not sufficiently to have guaranteed desegregation NOW!
By legal statute and federal implementation of that statute, patterns
of discrimination in Mississippi, at least in terms of where children
attend school have been virtually ,eliminated.
The most significant conclusion that may be drawn relative to the
degree of desegregation accomplished under the various plans of desegregation is that demographic and ecological variables are more powerful
explanatory factors than are cultural and social factors. However,
these latter do intervene under certain conditions to aid or hinder a
district in achieving complete desegregation.
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Appendix I __ Table.

Number
of
Attend.
Centers

Districts a
ADAMS
Natchez
ALCORN
Cor i nth
AMITE
ATTALA
Kosciusko
BENTON
BOLIVAR
Bolivar #
Bol i var #
Bo 1 i var #
Bol ivar #
Bol i var #
Bol ivar#

Mississippi School Districts: Enrollment by Race for 1970-71, Measures of
Desegregation, and Changes in Enrollment Characteristics Related to Desegregation

17
8
4
4

5
5
5
6

2

3
4

5
f
6

3
5
7
2
2

School Enrollment
by Race, 1970

.

Negro

White

5788
372
624
2493
1457
1099
1256
2248
1168
1710
2953
1308
1547

2453
3014
1787
342
804
1211
639
390
o
124
1817
275
o

Total

8241
3386
2411
2835
2261
2310
1895

Desegregation
Measures

%

Degrees of Change
in Enrollment
Total
% Negro

Negro

Plan b

Clc

SOld

FDle

70.23
10.99
25 .88
87.94
64.44
47.58
66 . 28

z
z

CO
VC
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO

29.82
6.41
2.58
1. 74
21.23
7.57
34.16

23.7
5.8
4.3
12.4
12.1
14.3
25.4

1960
169
134
1109
413
123
234

13.6
11.0
2.8
23.7
10.3
- 2.4
15.4

CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO

8.42
.00
19.31
43.19
5.15

26.8
15.4
7.1
21.9
20.7
1.5

14
159
127
20
177
52

18.0
17.6
10.7
7.1
8.4

2638 85.22
1168 100.00
1834 93.24
4770 61.91
1583 82.63
1547 100.00

P
Z

Z
P
Z

C

P
Z
Z
P
P

.00

1969-70

I

1968-70

.0

aDistricts are alphabetized by counties; some counties do not have a county unit.
bp = paired; C = combination; Z = zoned.
cCompliance Index;VC = Voluntary Compl iance; CO = Court Order (supra, pp. 69-70).
dStudent Desegregation Index (supra, pp. 69-70).
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Dist r icts

Numbe r
of
Attend .
Centers

School Enrollment
by Race, 1970
Negro

White

Total

Desegregation
Measures

%
Negro

Plan

SOl

FDI

P

CO
CO
VC
CO
CO
CO
VC

8. 06
7. 90
6.64
5.46
2.58
9.02
.91

9.3
10 .6
21.7
5.4
14.8
12.2
3.9

P

CO

.00

P
Z

CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
VC
CO

22.8
8.8
31.5
39.6
10.4
21.9
11.9
12.2
8.4
7.6
5.1
13.9
7.1
5.4

Z

Z

Qu i tman
CLAY
West Po int
COAHOMA
Clarksdale
COPIAH
Hazlehurst
COVINGTON
DESOTO
FORREST
Hatt i esbu rg
FRANKLIN
GEORGE

P

2

5

3

761
816
2412

5

327
1332
589
2240

13

4481

II

3248
2106
2084
1642
4676
933
3518
1023
499

3
2

5
4

6
11

10
15
3
6

P

1105
88

1921
2500

42.48
96.48

511
838
1266 2598
170
759
1448 3688
402 4883
954 4202
1029 3135
444 2528
1818 3460
5604 10280
3460 4393
4195
7713
858
1881
2985 3484

39.02
51.27
77.60
60.74
91.77
77.30
67.18
82.44
47.46
45.49
21.24
45.61
54.39
14.32

Degrees of Change
in Enrollment
Total
% Negro

CI

Z

Houston
Okolona
CHOCTAW
CLAIBORNE
CLARKE
Enterprise

o
o

L~-71).

Z

P
C
Z
C

C
Z
Z
C
Z

P
C

CO
CO
VC

3.99
26 ~ 58

6.06
7.98
19.20
21 . 56
13.15
26.66
23.98
31.37
38.59
.24
13.09

1969-70
2

-

273
49
111
153
21
- 385

-

130
384
28
385
518
1077
432
663
133
13
368
264
325
147

Continued

1968- 70
11.5
14.6
- 2.17
24.5
1.0
1.0

10.6
5. 2
3.9
9.3
5. I

11.5
16.6
13.7
10.2
2.3
-

3. I
1.0
1.0

4.5
.2

o

Number
of
Attend.
Centers

Districts
GREENE
GRENADA
Grenada
HANCOCK
B~y St. Louis
HARRI SON
Bi 10xi
Gulfport
Long Beach
Pass Christian
HINDS
Jackson
C1 i nton g
HOLMES
Durant h
HUMPHREYS
ISSAQUENA

%

Negl '0 White Total

Negro

Plan

CI

SDI

FD I

5

671

1713

2384

28.15

z

VC

25.18

6.2

8

2709
213
420
2523
170)
2156
134
713
6743
18703
415
5110
372
3649

1443
1322
1635
6077

4152
1535
2055
8600

C

7430
6763
3054
870
3402
12055
2293
17
323
645

9131
8919
3188
1583
10145
30758
2708
5127
695
4294

65.25
13.88
20.44
29.34
18.63
24.17
4.20
45.04
66.47
60.81
15.32
99.67
53.53
84.98

Z

CO
VC
VC
CO
CO
VC
VC
VC
CO
CO

P

?

13.7
9.6
7.6
7.1
5.2
1.7
.8
11.7
15.9
18.6
- 15.8

Z

CO
CO
CO

13.84
20.08
5.16
34.96
29.72
18.81
2.62
7.75
37.81
31.42
.90
1.00
.00

.00

32.8
16.1

226
366
2996

3018
4641
3999

3244
5007
6995

6.97
7.31
42.83

z
z

8.58
22.61
26.61

2.3
6.2
12.7

5
4

13
14
17
5
3
18
55
4

9

10

ITAWAMBA
JACKSON
Moss Point

Desegregation
Measures

School Enrollment
by Race, 1970

6

10

C

C
Z
C
Z

Z

C

Z

P
P

C

VC
VC
CO

.2

Degrees of Change
in Enrollment
Total
% Negro
1969-70
1968-70

-

-

-

59

.2

777
168
131
439
135
170
277
129
3539
8486

10.5
.5
-

.6
1.1
.5
1.0

2.3
14.8
14.6
13.6

- 1334
-

1.4

102

7.8

55
630
66

1.2
13.2

.1

o

Continued

Number
of
Centers

Ocean Springs
-Pas cagou Ia
JASPER
East Jasper
West Jasper
JEFFERSON
JEFF. DAVI S

6
15
2

3
3
4

JONES

13
10
4

Laurel
KEMPER

LAFAYETTE
Oxford

I
4

LAMAR

Lumberton L.
LAUDERDALE
Meri dian
LAWRENCE
LEAKE
LEE
Nettleton L.

TUpelo

School Enrollment

Attend.

Districts

6
2

5
18
7
7
8
2

II

N

----by Race,
Neoro White
258
1066

3285
6525

1970

Total
3543
7591

%
Neoro
7.28
14.04

Desegregation
Measures
Plan

CI

SDI

C

VC
VC

4.09
1.23

C

1708
100
1808 94.47
p
908
1087
1995 45.51
Z
2604
10 2614
99.62
P
2200
1169 3369
65.30
Z
1567 6299
7866
19.92
Z
2765 3033
5798 47.69
C
1868
207 2075
90.02
1161
Z
974 2135
54.38
1278
P
1516
2794 45.74
P
265
2441
2706
9.79
Z
362
717
1079 33.55
1820 3169
Z
4989
36.48
Z
4797 5288 10085
47.57
C
1215
1756 297/
40.90
Z
2153
1657 3810
56.51
Z
1593 3579
5172
30.80
479
Z
8n 1356 35.32
1280 4428
P
5708
22.42
C

VC
2.84
VC
17.90
VC
.12
VC
4.75
VC
3.55
CO 41.52
CO
4.99
VC
.00
CO
2.18
VC
7.26
VC
5.01
CO
13.35
CO
14.16
CO
14.02
CO
24.10
VC
16.46
VC
3.70
VC
20.73 -

FDI

3.6
1.3
15.0
6.7
40.8
13.7
3.3
10.8
11.6
22. I
12.6
1.4
9.6
6.2
12.8
7.5
5.4
18.8
10.3
2.3

Degrees of Change
in Enrollment
rota I
% Negro
1969-70
1968-70
299
- 3.2
122
- 3.2 ·
- 459
- 190
- 381
- 336
61
- 332
- 730
174
- 346

16.5
3.5
12.9
5.6
- 27.5
2.4
17.3
2. I
-

2

133
- 130
- 768
- 199
- 384
130
66
5

I. I

- 8.8
10.5
1.0
10.2

.4
5.3
2. I

.7
-

2. I

Continued
o
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Districts
LEFLORE
Greenwood
LI NCOLN
Brookhaven
LOWNDES
Columbus
MADISON
Canton
MARION
Columbia
MARSHALL
Holly Springs
MONROE
Aberdeen
Amory
MONTGOMERY
Winona
NESHOBA
Phil i delphia
NEWTON
Newton

Desegregation
Measures

School Enrollment
by Race, 1970

Number
of
Attend.
Centers

%

Negro White Total

11
8
5
6
8
15
11

4933
3042
871
1787
1879
3972
3375
3770
1320
874
3373
1827
460
1656
633
1331
757
766
564
627
808

5
6
4

7
3
5

7
4
4
2
2

2

8

876
1679
1486
2035
1941
5021
690
73
1577
1450
1003
286
1890
1153
1579
548
819
1405
831
1173
826

5809
4721
2357
3822
3820
8993
4065
3843
2897
2324
4376
2113
2350
2809
2212
1879
1576
2171
1395
1800
1634

Negro

Plan

CI

SD I

84.92
64.44
36.95
46.76
49.19
44.17
83.03
98.10
45.56
37.61
77.08
86.46
19.57
58.95
28.62
70.84
48.03
35.28
40.43
34.83
49.45

z

CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
VC
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
VC
CO
VC
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
VC

28.82
35.14
3.97
3.96
28.69
27.98
29.32
.89
14.56
4.47
23.67
1. 10
8.43
38.02
13.57
8.86
2.99
.26
8.46
12.87
.00

C
C

P

Z
C
Z

C
C

P
Z
P
Z
C

C
Z
P

P
P
Z

P

Degrees of Change
in Enrollment
% Negro
Total
1969-70
1968-70

FDI
16 . 2
23 . 2
5.9
6.0
8.0
13.5
16.3
15.2
9.1
6.1
5.5
16.3
12.9
12.9
7.3
15 . 5
14. 1
8.7
13.1
5. 2

-

-

1.7

107
954
181
215
76
33
473
1260
606
165
186
361
192
280
16
169
168
115
41
167
151

1.9

12.5
-

1. 7

4.7
3.8
2.7
10.9
25.1
4.7
.0

3.2
14.1
1.0

2.2
- 3.4
4.1
3.5
5.3
5. 1
2.4
-

1.4

Continued
o

.j:-

Number
of
Attend.
Centers

Dist r icts
Union

NOXUBEE
OKTIBBEHA
Starkvi lie
PANOLA
North Panola
South Panola
PEARL RIVER

5
5

7
7
4
2

Picayune

7
4

Pop larvi II e
PERRY

4
2

Richton

PIKE
North Pike
South Pike
MCComb
PONTOTOC

Pontotoc
PRENTISS
Baldwyn L.
QUITMAN

4

7
10
II
2

15
3

7

School Enrollment
by Race, 1970
Neoro White
267
623
3392
102
2152
637
1762
1648
2545
2384
108
1084
389
621
236
581
2075
2071

309
560
572
310
2692

566
1860
1117
3001
1454
1110
606
591
1076
1872
1860
1138
3522
691
852

Oesegregat ion
Measures

ro-

Total

Neoro

890
3494
2789
3410

30.00
97.08
77.16
51.67

Plan
C
Z
P

3111
81.81
4244 56.17
1225
8.82
4085
26.54
1843
21. II
1731
35.88
842
28.03
1172 49.57
3151
65.85
3943 52.52
2169
14. 25
1698 32.98
4094
13.97
1001
30.97
3544 75.96

CI
CO
CO
CO
CO

P

C
C

P

C
C
Z
P
C

Z
C
Z
P
Z
P
Z

VC
VC
VC
VC
CO
VC
VC
CO
CO
VC
CO
VC
VC
VC
CO

SO I
.00

-12 . 5

2.75
27 . 39
3.72

17.0
5.9
28.7

4.68
3.66
.43
5.70
11.51
14.54
.52
2.02
35.58
32.86

FOI

14. 3
17. I
6.8
1.5
6.8
6.3
5.5

52
- 741
- 383
- 866

7.5
19.4
1.7
6.0

- 346
- 215
50
- 269
30
28
29

6.0
13.2
12.6

11.43
3.5
.19
11.2
9.56
6. I
4.58 .6
24.06
11.3
Continued

Degrees of Change
in Enrollment
rnt-!>, %Negro
1969-70
1968-70

98
50
- 379
- 176
205
150

38
-

SID

5.9
.2

- 1.0
- 1.0
- 1.4
2.3

7.7
2.7
-

3. I

1.7
12.9
19.7

.7
- 3.9

8.3
~

Degrees of Change
i n En ro I Imen t
~otal
% Negro

~se9regatiOn

Number
of
Attend.
Centers
Districts

16

RANKIN
SCOn
Forest
SHARKEY
Anguilla L.
Sharkey - Issaq.

\I

SII'\PSON
SI'\IiH
SiONE
SUNFLOWER
Drew
Indianola
iALLAHAiCHIE
Eo iallahatchie
W. iallahatchie
iAiE
Senatobia
ilPPAH
North iippah
South iippah
ilSHOl'\lNGO

Districts
luka
TUN I CA
UNION
New Albany
WALTHALL
WARREN
Vicksburg

~asures

school Enrollment
by Race. 197 0
white iotal

Ne aro

3353
1640
73 1

3

%

6669 1002 2
2436 4076
920 1651

7 1024
1017
1902
241
1661
4985
2124 2861
3270
893 2377
2022
14\1
6\1
256 3936
3680
184 1453
1269
437 31 15
2678

2
2

10
6

5
8
3
5

1726
237 4
249 4
693

3

10
5
2

Number
of
Attend.
Centers

P
I
I

C
C

P
C

73.48
82.95
67.3 0
56.57

2213

17. 27
23.7 2
4.97

11.2
.2
11.0

CO

C

CO

20.6 6
22.06
18.22
.77

vC
CO

I

CO

Z

CO

7. 86
1 1.04

9. 83

vC

I

School Enrollment
by Race, 1970

_ 446
- 741

Total

Negro

1131
3002
2388
2009
3158
5760
5355

7.60
99.77
10.09
27.92
56.87
35.31
66.26

12
463
500
4408
2619
1750

4

2000
2331
1757
6958
1763
742
2642

4

2012
2794
2257
11366
4382
2492
2646

99.40
83.43
77.85
61.22
40.23
29.78
99.85

7

2412

2239

4651

4

914
662
2445

536
896
180

1450
1558
2625

Plan
P
C

Z
C
Z
Z
C

7·7
7. 0

82
- 299

8.3
6.9
9.9
14. I

_

.I

\I 3

5.3

_ 165

4.8
- 3.5
.8

2

9. 1
8.0
2.4

30
8

o

continued

0"

Degrees of Change
in En ro I I men t
Total
% Negro

%
Negro White

24. I
3. 8
1.3
- 3. 2
.8
16.9
20.3
\3. I

203
- 73 2
_ 461
88
40
_ 285

Desegregation
Measures

1045
7
2147
1448
1362
3726
1807

4
8
4
6
8
9

22.06
26.03
3.85

C

Z
Z

86
2995
241
561
1796
2034
3548

I

FD I

.7
.55 co
23.9
.51
CO
4.6
CO 21.44
7.7
8.86
CO
1.7
6.88
VC
13. 2
3. 64
CO
22.7
9.3 2
CO
1.8
CO 25.5 6

p

27.3 1
30. 22
93.5 0
87.3 4
85.97

1297
2437

1073
1859
2103

CO
vc

p

99.3 2
87.33
42.61

623 23 49
488 2862
1212 37 06
53 2 1225

224
578
110

5
7
3

co

I
I

33.46
40.24
44.28

SD I

CI

plan

Nearo

1968-7 0
.6
1.0
3.7

1969-70
_ 519
_ 312
81

CI

SD I

CO
CO
VC
VC
CO
VC
CO

. 00
.21
5.86
2 . 28
6.97
18.24
I 4. 48

co

FD I

1969-70

1968-70

5 .4

9

-

I. I

5.5
I .0
I 3. 4
10.1
13.2
I I •8

- 472
25
8
- 346
503
- 799

16.4
.8
- 4. 2
3.8
6.5
4. 3

3.2
23.5
16.0
29.0
- 4.2

15.2
18.4
2.7
7.2

12.0

- 287
- 597
- 346
- 1045
- 260
212
- 849

WASHINGTON
Hollandale
Leland
Western-Line
Greenvi lie
WAYNE
WEBSTER
WILKINSON
WINSTON
Louisville
YALOBUSHA
Coffeeville
Water Valley
YAZOO

3
2
6

17
10
4

2

7

Z

CO

C
Z

C9

Z
Z

co
CO

.70
1.43
18.39
33.12
14.09
3.86
.52

51.86

Z

CO

6.31

13.3

-

203

1.1

63.03
42.49
93.14

z

CO

P

VC

3.66
3.43

Z

CO

14.1
9.8
16.4

- 234
17
- 799

- 1.7
- 2.8
26. J

C
P

CO

CO

4.4

13.24
Continued
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MISSISSIPPI SCHOOL DISTRICTS
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A study conducted by the
Social SCi,ence Research Center,
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All Infonnatlon P'ovlded will be kept In the .t,lcte.t of
confidence. Infonnatlon will appea, In the fonn of .tatl.tlcal data
and ave,age. and will In no way 'eflect upon .chool dl.t,lct. 0' the
pe',on •• upplylng Infonnatlon. The Infonnatlon
I. fact. of
rather common knOWledge in the respective communities.
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The fOllOWing que.tlon. a.k fo, Infonnatlon 'athe, than attitude •
opinion. although ,ofe •• lonal 'ud ent. may be Involved. In
e f f ect ea ch que. tI on • hou Id be P'ece ed by tlie st. temen t. "to you,
knOWledge." Plea.e feel "ee toW,lte c"","ent. on any question •
0,

I.

QUESTIONSIN RELATEO
TO OESEGREGATION OTHER THAN THE DESEGREGATION OF
SCHOOLS
YOUR DISTRICT.

I1J
U

A.

:l

-0

IIlW

Q)

. - 4-

ZO«u

0.0

We'e any of . the fOllOWing In.tltutlon. within you, .chOOI
dl.t,lct de'eg,egated p,lo, to the dO'og'egatlon of the
district schools? (Check thOse appropriate)

o

Institutions

U .....
-0
Q)

0
lI'\

L.

....III

.....>-

CO

u

>0

0

0
0
N
I1J

:x: >-

Q)

I.

..........L.E

Public transportation
Restaurants
3.
4. Hotels and motels
Recrea.t i ona I faci lit i es
5 . HoSpitals
6. Churches
7. Other
2.

-011J
Q)

....uIII

C

•_

C
44:l

a.

Q)

::::l0

..

III
Q)

I1J

U
L.

0
I-

en

....

-----

:l

o

B.

-

In gone,al. to what deg'eewa. OPpo.ltlon manlfe.ted to the
de'eg'ogatlon of the above chocked In.tltutlon.. (Check oneJ

E.

I. Not app I i cab Ie ___- - 2. No oppos i t i on - - - - 3. Little oppos ition _----' 4. Some opposition - - - - 5. considerable opposition __---- 6. Actual violence and/
or property damage
_, 7. Don't knoW - - - -

c.

None ~.,.....--4I.· Th
2. OnFe 5'-~--; 3. Tw ice
ree times
. 6 T
• More than three 1 - - - 7 F. ft
'
. en or more btl
' ess than ten
· I een or more
u Don't
ess than
8.
know fi fte en - - - -

~

In general, before desegregation ;n your district'S school'
did
adjacent school districts have opposition durIng the
desegregation of their schoo ls1 (Check one)
e
I. Not applicable
; 2. No oppos;tl on In any adjacent
districts
__, 3. Little opposition
--' 4. ,om
opposition
_; 5. considerable opposItion
'
e
6. Actual vTOIence andlor property dam-g
7. Don't

F.

When
the finirst
whitewere
schools
children admitted to formerly all
the Negro
district?
Month

G.

know _---QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO THE DESEGREGATION PROCESS IN !2UR SCHOOL
II.

III
Including the original
the district be en .In court
courtover
order
if any, how Imany times has
one)
d'
esegregation
pans? (Check

------

When
.
'
plans did
suchmajor
as dese
. . gregatlon
occur
in the .
employed whithPap;:ln g or zoning or educat·dlstlrict (i.e.,
pupils.
ce d a relati I l o n a parks were
In classes with
ve yIs)?
large percent of the Negro
wh.Ite pupi
Month

DISTRI CT.
A. The dIstrIct fIrst attempted desegregat;on under
I.
2.

(Check one):

H.

Freedom of choice plan ___- ....
A plan not Involving freedom of choice - - - - -

3. Don't know - - - - 8. The f;rst plan employed resulted;n

the

us~anels

~uperlntend~t .nd

the school board
•
A suit from some local group such as NAACP - - - - 3. The cutting off of federal funds by HEW - - - - 4. Act Ion taken by the Just I ce Department - - - -

2.

I I I•

5.
D.

Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The present desegregatlo. plan was developed by (Check one):
\.

2.

3.

6.

s~ In'egra'lo~ d

effor~

effor~

HEW
officia\S_--CombIned
effort" of some lo.al group such as MAACP and

-----

QUESTIONS RELATED TO
ASSISTED
IN THE DESEG~~2~~~~!Yp~OROCUESPSS AND
ORGANIZATIONS
A.
IN YOUR
SCHOOL
THAT
Was a biracial
.
DISTRICT.
dese gregatlon
.
committee (Check
utili zea
d
process?
.
one )t any stage of the
I. No biracial co .
was beginning
used
'
corrrnitte,
gation . e was usemmlttee
. ct from the
.'. 2. A biracial
h3 A blrac;al
to any desegregation
. 4a taken place, and P i s used only after
m .
, A bl·
r or to maJ·o d
aJor desegregat.·h
raCial committee .was used only
r esegre•
Ion ad occurred
after
___' 5. Don~t know

The superintendent and school board ----Some local group such as NAACP
-'
CombIned
of the superIntendent,
school board and

S=ome local groUP ' sUCh as NAACP - - - - HEW officials and/or federal court -----of the superIntendent, school board and
4. comb;ned

5.

What
types for
of programs or actions
community
desegregation? (Che~~r~hempIOyed to prepare the
I. Speeches
ose appropr;a'e)

4. Extensive
on TV
--'
5. Letters to of newspapers
6. Uni-racial m~:~ents of schoo'l-c~h~I~I-d-r~n
7. BJ racial
meetings
---8 0
mass meetings
pen house at atte d
---9.• Public
Invol
n ance centers
10.
Progr
vement
in
paintln
-:;----.
II ' S
ams to prepare child
gf and
repairing bulld·lngs
urvey of att'Itudes of public
ren or int erracial contacts ~
12.• Other
--'

(Check one):

No Integration -------.
-----2. Token Integration
on
3. Full Integratl ,_-----·
C• . The present desegregation plan orIginated as a result of

par~of

Year

2.
~rr panels
before
3. Speeches
Speeches or
panels on
radiocivic clubs, churches, etc.

\.

(Check one):
I • . voluntary actIon on the

Year

:.

HEW officials
7. Other __-----------------------------------------

comml;t:~'~~

\\2

2. School relat~d groups
Local Negro PTA's
Local white PTA~s
Local MTA (Negr~)
Loca I MEA (whi te)
""Concerned" Negro parents
Concerned" white -...;..;;;:.:.:,,::,
Biracial
parents
Others
group of "concerned" parents

HoW did the biracial committee come to be formed? (Note: If
more than one has served, refer to first committee.) (Check

B.

one)

---

I. No biracial committee was used ......
2. Federal courts ordered the creation or use of such a

3. committee
committee ~_-developed on its own and offered services ---,.;

4~ . Communrty leaders suggested such a committee - - - - 5. Superintendent and school board saw need and requested help
from an existing committee ~~---6. Superintendent and school board saw need and

i~itiated

3.

the

"Informal" citizens
"Informal" citizens groups (Negro)
"Informal" cit.Izens groups
(white)
group (b·
. )
ack
coalition
0
Iraclal
BI
C
r caucas
~unty supervisors
CI ty Counci I
Others

formation ~---7. Other _ _-------------------------------------HoW was membership on the biracial committee obtained?
(Note: If more than one committee has served, refer to first

C.

committee . ) (Check one)
I. No committee - - - - 2.
_~~-3. Volunteers
Members elected
by representative groupS of Negroes and

E.

Place
an. X mark
f ront of the 9 roups checked in the th
ct
a egorles
above inwhich
cooperative with the
generally supportive and
ree
to comply with the de5eg;:~~~~~~e~~d:~~ school board efforts

F.

Which civic, fraternal 0
• •
supportive of superint;nd:n~ell~louS organizations were
comp~y in that they did one an school board efforts to
appointed educational comm . t~r more of the following ·
sponsored informational
I ees, held discussion gr~ups
support? (Check those
}r publicly expressed'
prlate

whites ....-,,....,..-...,4. Appointed by IIcommunity leaders" - - - - 5. Appointed by city or county officials - - - _......
6. Appointed by superintendent and/or chairman of the school

-----

board
]. Committee already in existence ~-----8. Other ____--------------------------------------

D.

=

supwe~e

appprOrogra~s,o

What groupS engaged in activities in the district with the
purpose of bringing about the desegregation of the schools?
(Check those appropriate)

1. Civic groups
Kiwanis
Rotary
Lions
Civitans
Chamber of Commerce
Jaycees
(Junior 0Ch a~ ber of Commerce)
CDF (Community
American Legion eve opment Foundation)

1. Extra-local
groupS
NAACP (National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People)
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality)
SNCC (Student non-violent Coordinating
commi ttee)
SCLC (Southern Christian Leadership Conference)
Black Panthers
Black Musl ims
North Mississippi Legal Defense Fund
The Delta Ministry
ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union
Urban · League
NEA (National Education Association)

communi~t:y-=g~r=o~up~~s--------------====:::::::::::::::::::::::

Garden Club

======--~====

Other .

:

Otners __---------------------------------------

114

2. Fraternal organizations
Masons
Elks
WOW (Woodmen of the World)
Odd Fellows

I.

I. Strongly opposed to desegregation ________
2. Mi Idly OppOsed to desegregat Ion ._____
3. Neutral
4. Mildly supportive of desegregation
5. Strongly supportive of desegregation
6. Don't know
________

Moose
V.F.W. (Veterans 0 f Foreign Wars)
Knights of Columbus
Others

----

J.

3. Religious (white churches)
Baptist
Methodist
Presbyterian
Assembly of God
Church of God
Church of Christ.
Disciples of Christ
Nazarene .
.
Latte~'r Day Sa I ~ts
7th Day Adventists
Christian Scientists
Lutheran
Episcopal ian
Cathol ic
Others
Jewish _______________

G.

In general, was the newspaper wil ling to carry articles about
the desegregation
process supplied by the superintendent's
office?
(Check one)

-.----

I. None submitted
2. Refused all articles .
3. Refused some articles-------4. Accepted articles but printed highly edited revisions

5. Don't
PrIntedknow
articles
essentially as submitted _ _ __
6.
.
K.

In general, what news Coverage was provided by the newspaper
of
localone)
incidents and events involving Negroes and whItes?
(Check

~---------:::::::::::::::::::::::

I. No incidents or events oCCurred
2. Most incidents and events went unreported
3. arbitrari
Some incidents
and events were reported, others were not,
Iy

----- -=----

4. There was a ~h~i-g~h~d-e-gree of selectivity in ·what was
repo rt ed -=--0:-"""15. Don't
Nearly know
all incide~ts and events were reported ________
6.

't leaders (sometimes referred
To what degree did the co~un~uy ort the superintendent and
"power structure)
pp
Iy or desegregate?
to as the
school
boar d'In their efforts to comp
{Check one}

L.

2. Mild OPPoSitiO~
I. St rong oppos 't'
I 10.n '-4-.-M""'I:"":I-ra ; support
; ..
Strong
3.
Neutral
. . Don't know . _ _ __
support
,

6

H.

.
d itorial pol icy of the major newspaper
To
degree dld.the
most district school news) support .
( thewhat
one that
carries
t
e
·
.
de nt and sc h00) I board in their efforts to comply
the superlnten
or desegregate? {Check one

Is the one):
major newspaper (one referred to in H, I, J and K)
(Check
I.
2.
3.
4.

h

2. Mil d oppos i t ion _ _ __
I. Strong oppositio~
ort
. ; 5. Strong
Neutral
k'
4.
Mild
supp
3
.
6 . Don It now _ _ __
support;

Prior to the superintendent's and school board's voluntary
decision to comply or else a court order what was the
editorial policy of the major newspaper? (Check one)

Located within the School dIstrIct
Located outside of school district ~-but ......
in county .
Locatedknow
outside
of ?distrIct and county _ _ __
Don't
_____

--

-------

M.

N.

How often is the major newspaper (one referred to in H, I, J,
K and L) published? (Check one)
I. Dai Iy _____
2. Weekly _____
3. Don't know
In general, what news Coverage ·was provided by the area radio
stations
I~calone)incidents and events involving Negroes and
whites? of
(Check

----..:

115

116
If yes, was opposition on part
greater than when Negroe
of whites to this ass'
(Check one)
s were assigned to

all-whitel~~~~~~S?

----""

1. No incidents and events occurred
2. Most incidents and events went unreported
3. Some incidents and events were reported, others were not,

4. Greater
No opposition - - - - ; S. Much greater
6.
9. Much less _ _ _ _ ; 7.10.TheDon't
same know'. --8--• Less '- - - -

ly _ _- 4. arbitrari
There was a high degree of selectivity in what was
_-_,-.
S. reported
Nearly all incidents and events were reported -----6. Don I t know __- - - -

C.

Were the PTA's in general supportive to the superintendent and
the school board in the desegregation process?
, 3. Don 't know
2. No
,
Yes
3. Don 't know
White PTA: 1.
2. No ,
Yes
1.
Negro PTA:
the district sponsor any type of
the PTA's in
Did
any
of
Q.
integrated meeting?
, 3. Don't know
No
2.
,
1. Yes
R. HoW many of the white PTA's broke their affiliations with the
national organization? (Check one)
2. Only a few
; 3. Many -----S. All
--"'6-.-D-on I t know - - - - -..
I. None ___- 4. Most

Did
any formerly
of a d schools close or loose thei r
identity
as a r esuall
I t -Negro
esegregation plan?
I. Yes

O-P.

I V.

II]

2. No

3. Don't know

----

If yes, what was the react i on, of the Negro community?
one)

(Check

4. Accepted the decision
S. Man
i fested
.
~~~
oppn~~
i~~ resentment ' ~--to the deCision
but made no effort to
;:

D.

~~~~~p~~:Wto

block'the closing of the school

What,
any ' act'Ions were take b N
' if or
cI
oSlng
loss of id t'
n y egroes to block the
those appropriate)
en Ity of an all-Negro school? (Check
I. Doesn't apply

QUESTIONS RELATED TO PROBLEMS OF DESEGREGATION

~--32. No
I f types of protest
were made

A. , To what degree did opposHion arise on the part of whites to

4. groups
Formal protest made by groups
y parents
of parents or orga'
5 B '
nlze d Negro

NegroeS entering formerly all-white schools?

(Check those

•

norma! protest made b

•

oycotts, walkouts, pickets ( non-Violent
.
forms of protest

appropriate)

6.
7.
8.

I. No oppos it i on a rose - - - - 2.
opposition
3. Verbal
Superintendent
and~7-0-r~b-o-a-rd members received threatening
messages and/or were otherwise harassed ~~--,
4. Angry parents assembled at the school buildings but took

'-:-----

Superint~ndent
boa d
m~ssages
and/or and/or
'were othe~.membhers
received threatening

VloleQce and/or
Ise arassed
Legal action bro~r~~erty damage occurred---school board
g against the superintendent
9. Other
and/or

'actionsattempts \short
•
S. no
Physical
of violence) were made to block
Negroes from entering formerly all-white schoolS

6. Actual violence occurred directly related to school

E.

ion ' _----7. desegregat
Property damage
occurred either to school buses, buildings,

:

or other school property - - - S. Other _ _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

:

B.

Were white children assigned to formerly all-Negro schoolS?
I. Yes ___---

2. No _ _- -

3. Don I t know _-----

What groups engaged .In activiti
.
p(urpose of , preventing the deSeg;: I~.the district with the
Check those appropriate)
ga Ion of the schools?
Citizens ~ouncil (White)
Ku Klux Klan
"Informal ll citizens rou (Negro)
"Informal l' citizens gg
p (white)
!llnf orma III citizens group
roup (b i rac i a I)
John .Birch Society
Local PTA

118
(
t Teacher Organization)
Local P.T.O. pa~enhOice in the U.S.)
Focus (Freedom
0
C
a t i o n of the White Race
for the
Preserv
Americans
Others

B.
Were the philosophy and attitudes generally expressed by the
school board the same as those held by the Superintendent
toward school desegregation?
I. Yes

F.

G-H.

2. No ____

~:

3. Don I t know _ _ __

2.

Board modified Or rejected most ideas and recommendations
of the superintendent -~-Boardrecommendations
modified or rejected
many but not most of the Ideas
and

3.

About
half
as
given
_ were
_ __modified or rejected

I.

No
3. Don't know _ _•
NO:::::; 3. Don't know

~

the district?
What private schools op erateIin
t)
town, and approximate enrol men ~
Name

5.

and half acCepted as

Most of
the _ideas and recommendations were accepted as
given
___

D.
In most of the critical decisions regarding desegregation,
what degree of unanfmity characterized the board? (Check one)
I.

2.

J.

~--,--

4. aCCepted
Many but as
not gimost
of _the
ven _
__ideas and recommendations were

(Gl've name,
Enro Ilment

'-

3. Don't know _____ •

To what degree did the members of the school board accept
ideas and recommendations relative to desegregation made by
the superintendent? (Check one)

Have teachers resigne d rather than teach a biracial class or
"other" race classes?
White teachers: I. Yes _ _ '
Negro teachers : I. Yes _ _ ;

I.

C.

Did any school administrators resign rather than serve In
unitary systems?
I. Yes _ _ __

2. No _ _ __

3.
4.

voters
during
the approprlat
period
e)
Were bond issues submitted to t~ell?
(Check
those
1964-1970 'and did they pass or a
Passed

Fai led

None submitted

5.

Strongly divided, measures passed by bare majority _____
Some division but strong majority vote
Fairly well in agreement but not unanim-o-u-s--Unanimous
Don 't know----

E.

To
what one)
degree did the school board USe a biracial committee?
(Check

1964
1965

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
K.

v.

2. If yes, list years , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Is the membership of the school board biracial?
I. Yes

3.

Received
reports
i gQored ___
_ and recommendations but they were mostly

4. A number of recommendations were adopted

3. Don't know - - BOARD IN THE DESEGREGATION
'
QUESTIONS RELATED
TO ROLE OF THE ,~SC~H:.::::O~OL;:..,;;.____
OF YOUR DISTRICT

A.

Did not have biracial committee
Never Consulted the committee
_ _ __

5.

d'd the failure of any of the above bond
In
your grow
judgemen\
Issues
out 0 tIh e dissatisfaction over desegregation?
(Check or list)
I. None '_ - - _

I.
2.

2. No ,_ _ __

3. Don't know _ _ __

---...,.

Highly dependent upon the committee for ideas and
recommendations

F,

If a decision to voluntarily comply was made, did it originate
from the board or from the Superintendent? (Check one)
I. Decision not made
2. Decision originated~-::---":""
from board
3. Don
Decision
originated from superintendent _ _ __
4.
I t know

--.,..-.-
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G Please list the occup ations
one represented
member has by school board
• members •. (If more t)han
same occupation
indicate the number.
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